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Abstract

The discovery of graphene initiated a new era of electronic and sensor development due
to graphene’s unique electronic structure. Graphene covers a wide range of applications
including sensing, energy storage and catalysis. The heterogeneous electron transfer (ET) is
the most fundamental and most important process happening at devices in such applications.
However, the ET properties of graphene are highly debated and still no coherent picture can
be drawn to understand them since differing ET rates are presented in literature. This work
presents systematic investigations of the ET characteristics of graphene monolayer electrodes.
Furthermore, the ET properties are engineered by the fabrication of a novel graphene-based
hybrid electrode.
The first part focusses on the improvement of the fabrication steps and subsequent investigation of the influence of Cu trace residues on the ET kinetics of graphene monolayer
electrodes. The residual Cu traces come from the fabrication process of graphene as well as
from the transfer process of graphene monolayer electrodes. The ET kinetics of a classical
inner-sphere redox probe decreases after a successful removal of Cu particles. In contrast to
this, the ET kinetics for outer-sphere redox probes stay unaffected. Most importantly, the
ET kinetics of both kinds of redox probes are found to be dependent on the solution pH,
although these reactions are proton independent. ET at graphene with cations is found to be
fastest in neutral pH, while the ET kinetics of anions are fastest in acidic media. This pH
dependency is attributed to electrostatic interactions between the dissociated redox probes
and the interfacial charge at the graphene-liquid interface (GLI). This behavior is further
observed for graphene monolayer electrodes on other insulating substrates. Even with an
underlying hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) layer that shields the graphene monolayer from
the substrate, the same pH effect can be observed. Based on this, it can be concluded that
the pH dependency of ET at graphene for charged redox species is intrinsic to graphene.
By using a subsurface metal substrate, the pH effect is suppressed, indicating an enhanced
electrocatalytic effect from the metal underneath that dominates the afore discovered electroVII
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static effect, most likely due to an increase of the overall electron density. By exploiting this
effect, a new kind of graphene electrode is designed: the graphene sandwich electrode. This
electrode consists of two graphene monolayers, with electrodeposited metal particles between
both layers. This sandwich electrode exploits electrochemical properties of the metal in
between, even though the metal is covered by a graphene monolayer and hence not exposed to
the liquid. By using Pt particles, the upper graphene layer gets rendered with electrocatalytic
properties. As a result, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) are found to be clearly catalyzed at this electrode. Furthermore, this effect
is exploited for hydrogen peroxide sensing, while this reaction is not observable on pristine
graphene. Thus, a new kind of engineered electrode with rendered novel electrocatalytic
properties was designed. These findings highlight the influence of a subsurface metal on to
the electrochemistry of graphene.
The second part of this work focusses on using scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM)
to investigate interfacial charges at the GLI at a local and spatially resolved level. First, for
investigations using an SICM, soft samples are needed for avoiding damage of SICM tips.
For this, three different protocols are developed and discussed for transferring a graphene
monolayer on a soft poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate. The obtained graphene
samples are characterized using optical and atomic force microscopy. By utilizing approach
curves in SICM, the surface charge can be characterized qualitatively. At a graphene surface
in pH 7, an overall negative surface charge can be deciphered. In addition, challenges and
obstacles are discussed when using SICM for interfacial investigations of graphene monolayers.
Taken together, this work presents systematic investigations of the ET of graphene monolayer
and graphene sandwich electrodes. These findings improve the understanding of graphene
electrochemistry and highlights the importance of interfacial charge and the influence of a
subsurface metal on graphene and graphene-related electrodes. This knowledge can be used
to design new graphene-based sensors and hybrid electrodes for electrocatalysis.
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Zusammenfassung

Mit der Entdeckung von Graphen begann ein neuer Zeitabschnitt für die Entwicklung von Elektronik und Sensoren aufgrund der einzigartigen elektronischen Struktur Graphens. Graphen
ist breit vertreten, beispielsweise in Anwendungsbereichen von Sensorik, Energiespeicherung
und Katalyse. Elektronentransferprozesse sind fundamentale Prozesse für eben solche Anwendungen. Die Eigenschaften des heterogenen Elektronentransfers von Graphen sind sehr
umstritten und es gibt immer noch kein einheitliches Bild, um eben jenen zu verstehen,
da oft voneinander abweichende Eigenschaften in der Literatur dargestellt werden. Diese
Arbeit präsentiert systematische Untersuchungen der Elektronentransfereigenschaften von
einlagigen Graphenelektroden. Als weiterer Teil dieser Arbeit werden die Elektronentransfereigenschaften durch den Entwurf einer neuen Graphen-Hybridelektrode gezielt verändert.
Der erste Teil ist auf die Verbesserung der Herstellungsschritte und der anschließenden
Untersuchung des Einflusses von Kupferrückständen auf die Kinetik des Elektronentransfers von einlagigen Graphenelektroden fokussiert. Die Kupferrückstände kommen von der
Herstellung und dem Transfer von Graphen. Die Elektronentransferkinetik von klassischen
Redoxmediatoren mit inner-sphere Elektronentransfermechanismus nimmt nach erfolgreichen
Entfernen von Kupferrückständen ab. Im Gegensatz dazu bleibt die Kinetik von outer-sphere
Redoxmediatoren unberührt. Hier wird gezeigt, dass die Elektronentransferkinetik von solchen
Redoxmediatoren vom pH-Wert der Lösung abhängig ist, obwohl bei dem Elektronentransfer
Protonen nicht involviert sind. Weiterhin wird hier festgestellt, dass der Elektronentransfer
von Kationen an Graphen am schnellsten in neutralem pH stattfindet, während der Elektronentransfer von Anionen am schnellsten in saurem Millieu abläuft. Diese pH-Abhängigkeit
wird den elektrostatischen Wechselwirkungen zwischen den dissoziierten Redoxmediatoren
und der Ladung der Graphen-Flüssigkeit-Grenzschicht zugeschrieben. Dieses Verhalten wird
auch für Graphenelektroden auf anderen isolierenden Substraten und sogar mit einer unter
dem Graphen liegenden Schicht von hexagonalem Bornitrid (hBN) gefunden. Basierend
darauf ist die Schlussfolgerung, dass diese pH-Abhängigkeit für den Elektronentransfer von
IX
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geladenen Redoxmediatoren an Graphenelektroden intrinsisch und spezifisch für Graphen ist.
Mit Metallsubstraten unter dem Graphen kann dieser pH-Effekt unterdrückt werden, was für
einen verstärkten elektrokatalytischen Effekt vom darunterliegenden Metall spricht, welcher
dem vorher diskutierten elektrostatischen Effekt, vermutlich durch die Zunahme der gesamten
Elektronendichte, überwiegt. Basierend darauf wurde eine neue Art von Graphenelektrode
entwickelt: die Graphen-Sandwichelektrode. Diese Elektrode besteht aus zwei aufeinanderliegenden Graphenschichten mit dazwischenliegenden Metallpartikeln. Diese Sandwichelektrode nutzt die elektrochemischen Eigenschaften der in der Mitte liegenden Metallpartikeln
aus, obwohl das Metall durch eine Graphenschicht bedeckt ist und nicht in Kontakt mit der
Lösung kommt. Bei der Verwendung von Platinpartikeln wird die obere Graphenschicht mit
elektrokatalytischen Eigenschaften versehen. Als Ergebnis wird die Bildung von Wasserstoff
(HER) und die Reduktion von Sauerstoff (ORR) an dieser Elektrode katalysiert. Des Weiteren
wird dieser Effekt hier dafür genutzt um Wasserstoffperoxid zu messen, auch wenn eine solche
Reaktion an einer normalen“ Graphenelektrode nicht beobachtet werden kann. Hierdurch
”
wird eine neue Klasse von optimierten Elektroden mit maßgeschneiderten elektrokatalytischen
Eigenschaften realisiert. Diese Ergebnisse heben den Einfluss eines unter Graphen liegenden
Metalls auf die Elektrochemie von Graphen hervor.
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Untersuchungen von Ladungen an
der Graphen-Flüssigkeit-Grenzschicht auf einem lokalen und räumlich aufgelösten Niveau
mit Hilfe von Rasterionenleitfähigkeitsmikroskopie (Scanning Ion Conductance Microscope SICM). Dafür sind weiche Trägerflächen benötigt, die die Spitzen von Glaskapillaren nicht
beschädigen. Diesbezüglich werden drei Protokolle für den Transfer von Graphen auf ein weiches Polymersubstrat, dem Polydimetyhlsiloxan (PDMS), entwickelt. Die dadurch erhaltenen
Graphenproben werden mit Hilfe von optischer und Rasterkraftmikroskopie charakterisiert.
Anhand von Annäherungskurven aus der SICM kann die Oberflächenladung qualitativ charakterisiert werden. Die Oberflächenladung einer Graphenoberfläche kann als negativ geladen
in einem pH-Wert von 7 entschlüsselt werden. Zusätzlich werden Herausforderungen und
Hindernisse beim Arbeiten mit SICM zu Grenzflächenuntersuchungen von einlagigem Graphen
diskutiert.
Diese Ausarbeitung zeigt die Bedeutung von Grenzflächenladungen und den Einfluss von
unter dem Graphen liegenden Metall auf Graphen und graphenverwandte Elektroden auf.
Dieses Wissen kann genutzt werden, um neue graphenbasierte Sensoren und auch hybride
Elektroden für Elektrokatalyse zu entwickeln.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & State of the Art

The growing earth population comes with one big challenge: How to supply this rising
population of nearly 8 billion people? Highly important issues to deal with are food and water
supply, appropriate healthcare, shelter and social issues, education and energy. Especially in
so-called developed countries“, such as Germany or the USA, the need and consumption of
”
energy is tremendous since almost everything in daily life as well as in industry, economy
and agronomy consumes energy. To deal with this increasing need and to cope lack of energy,
smart solutions are highly required to either yield more energy or to save it up.
Especially for saving energy/power and making it portable, small and efficient devices, such as
batteries are needed. The centerpiece of a common battery is the electrode, where the transfer
of electrons occurs, which generates power by converting chemical energy to electrical energy,
making electron transfer (ET) the most fundamental and most important electrochemical
process in batteries. Hence, the quest for a sustainable, economical, robust and easy-to-handle
electrode material is in process. Typical electrode materials such as Zn, Mn or carbon-based
materials, such as graphite or amorphous carbon are studied for designing new kinds of
electrodes with high efficiency. In the last years, a new material aroused great interest for
such devices: graphene.
Graphene is a single sheet of carbon atoms in the form of an aromatic polycyclic layer. All
of the carbon atoms are sp2 -hybridized and arranged in a honeycomb lattice. [1] Graphene
is described as a zero-gap semiconductor leading to a high interest in implementations in
material science from an electrical/electrochemical point of view. [2,3] Graphene monolayers
were first isolated and characterized in 2004 by Novoselov and Geim. [4,5] In 2010, their
groundbreaking work in the characterization of graphene was honored with the nobel prize in
physics. It was the first time, few layer and later monolayers were isolated and investigated,
eventhough the idea of thin carbon films goes back at least to the 1960s. [6] However, the
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isolation and the following Nobel prize initiated something like an era of graphene research. [2]
The potential for its application in electronics and sensors rose coming from the unique
electronic structure and its ability to be miniaturized for an optimized implementation. [7] This
high potential for eletrical or electronic applications, motivates investigations of fundamental
and systematic studies of the properties of graphene and the use of graphene monoalayers as
electrode material. [8]
While fundamental aspects of graphene are further characterized, [9–12] numerous other attempts are made to rush graphene’s implementation in applicable solutions, such as composites
for biosensing [13–16] or energy storage. [17–20] Here, the usage of graphene did not concentrate
on the typical electrical/electrochemical fields, but also was applied e.g. for the use as an
acoustic membrane in ear-plugs or a wearable health tracker. [21,22] It is obvious that the
application for graphene is extremely diverse and creative.
However, the state of the art lacks information and understanding for the very fundamental
graphene properties. The last one decade of graphene research showed that graphene is
applicable in all kinds of research topics especially in the field of biosensors. However, the
role of graphene and its contribution is mostly unclear coming from the fact that the very
basic behavior and electrochemical fundamentals of graphene are still intensely investigated.
Connected to this, no consistent picture about the ET characteristics of graphene could be
made yet.
This work here, starts with the ambitious idea to shed more light into the fundamental
properties of graphene monolayer electrodes . It states a guideline on how to handle graphene
electrodes and how to interpret and discuss results from such electrodes. To characterize
graphene monolayer electrodes here, the most basic and simple kind of graphene electrodes
was used: the graphene monolayer electrode. This electrode consists of only one layer of
graphene transferred on an insulating supporting substrate wiping out all possible contributions from other electrode components to the electrochemical behavior of the electrode. This
ensures that every phenomenon and characteristic is restricted to the graphene monolayer
only.

Comment on the term graphene“: After IUPAC, graphene“ is defined as a single carbon layer of
”
”
”
the graphite structure, describing its nature by analogy to a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon of quasi infinite
size“ and furthermore the term graphene should be used only when the reactions, structural relations or
”
other properties of individual layers are discussed“. [23] Over time in literature, the term graphene“ was used
”
also for few-layer, or multi-layer graphene, non-aromatic hydrocarbon cycles and for more or less amorphous
structures of carbon that originated from graphene or graphite. However, in this work, a single layer of
polycyclic aromatic carbon is used as electrode. Hence, the term graphene monolayer electrode“ is used here
”
to describe the one layer character of graphene electrodes.
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1.1

Sources of graphene

While graphene can be used for highly diverse applications, the sources to obtain graphene are
still restricted to a few different methods. A short overview about the most used fabrication
methods will be discussed. A schematic of the two most famous fabrication methods of
graphene is depicted in fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Fabrication steps of graphene samples from mechanical exfoliation (left side)
and CVD-grown graphene (right side). Mechanical exfoliation: a: adhesive tape is applied
to a highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) crystal, thus a few top layers stick to the
tape, b: peeling off the tape with layers sticking to it, c: the layers are pressed against a
substrate, d: some layers are released from the tape and stick to the substrate. Graphene via
chemical vapor deposition (CVD-graphene): a + b: a monolayer of 2D crystal is grown on a
metal substrate, c: a polymer layer is applied on top of the crystal, d: the underlying metal
substrate is etched away, e: the polymer-covered crystal layer is transferred onto a substrate
of choice, f: the polymer top layer is removed. Reproduced from reference [24] with permission
from The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.

1.1.1

Graphene via mechanical exfoliation

The first time graphene was isolated from graphite, it was done by mechanical exfoliation
by Novoselov. [4] This is a top down approach, where few-layers and even down to onelayer graphene flakes can be isolated from graphite via exfoliation using adhesive or scotch
tape. [25–27] By applying and peeling off adhesive tape from highly oriented pyrolitic graphite
(HOPG), a multilayer is removed as shown in fig. 1.1 on the left side. By repeated peeling
off, the multilayer can be thinned to mostly few layer graphene. [28] This can be applied to a
chip substrate with the help of the tape and isolated graphene is fabricated. [24] The chance
to obtain monocrystalline graphene flakes is high, however often they are embedded between
few- and multilayer graphene flakes. [9,25] The lack of reproducibility and time-consuming
processing makes them more suitable for fundamental studies. [29] In the case of this work,
the main disadvantage is that these flakes are not suitable for the use as electrode since they
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are too small and the reproducibility is very low. This makes the application as macroscopic
electrode complicated. A simple, convenient and reproducible way to fabricate graphene
electrodes is favored.

1.1.2

Graphene via chemical vapor deposition

The use of graphene from chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a bottom-up process since
the graphene is synthesized from a gas instead of isolating from graphite. [8] The growth
of graphene on a Cu surface usually follows distinct steps. First, the gas adsorbs on the
Cu surface, followed by a dehydrogenation step leading to carbon atoms that diffuse to
the Cu surface for nucleation: carbon domains are formed. Then, the domains grow and
consolidate leading to a polycrystalline one atom-thick carbon structure: graphene. [30–32]
Usually, graphene grows in domains that are predefined by the metal substrate. The advantage
in using Cu as catalytic metal substrate is twofold. First, it was found that Cu has a low
affinity to carbon leading to rather soft interactions. [25,33] And secondly, the growth was
found to be only generating single layer structures. [33] The general drawback here is that the
flakes are not monocrystalline in most CVD fabrication processes. They consists of numerous
graphene crystalls that grow into each other introducing grain boundaries. [34,35] However, the
fabrication of single crystal graphene in mm scale was also accomplished by using appropriate
parameters. [30,36–38] Furthermore, wrinkles from different thermal expansion coefficients of
Cu and graphene are introduced. [39] However, in the best case only graphene monolayer is
produced, without any additional contaminants, which makes this method preferable for the
use of large scale graphene electrodes. [40] In this work, CVD-grown graphene monolayers
are used for the characterization since the advantages of this type dominate the drawbacks
and electrodes in mm scale are possible. The fabrication of graphene samples using CVD is
depicted in fig. 1.1 right side. First, a deposition of carbon (a) happens at the metal (Cu,
Ni) surface leading to a monoalyer of graphene (b). Next, the monolayer is covered by a
polymer (c) to etch the metal substrate (d). This polymer-covered graphene is transferred
onto another substrate of choice (e) and in the end, the polymer layer is removed (f) leading
to a graphene monolayer sample.

1.1.3

Graphene via chemical exfoliation

Another alternative is to obtain graphene sheets from chemical exfoliation. This process
utilizes ultrasound in the fabrication steps. [26,41] Usually, a graphite block is immersed into
a water-surfactant containing solution, e.g. sodium cholate. [42] This forms encapsulation
layers at the graphite edges that are transformed into mono-/few-layer graphene after
applying ultrasound. The resulting layers are of varying thicknesses and can be sorted
using centrifugation. [25] However, the resulting layers can be of low quality, resulting from
ultrasonication, and inhomogeneity in the numbers of layers, like mechanical exfoliated
4
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graphene as well. [29] Furthermore, impurities from graphite can be carried to the few layer
product. [28]

1.2

The electronic structure of graphene: suitability
as electrode material

The very interesting fact about graphene that makes it attractive for electrical and electrochemical applications is that it is a 2D material with no band gap at 0 K. [3,4] It is not a
semiconductor nor a metal, a so-called zeo band gap semiconductor. [2,27,43,44] Hence, it is
expected to show very interesting properties at graphene-liquid interface (GLI). [5] Graphene
is characterized by linear energy dispersion by its density of states (DOS), with a so-called
Dirac point/ neutrality point, where the DOS is zero. [45] Here are the points of high symmetry
located and both the valence and the conduction band touch without an overlap, which is
displayed in fig. 1.2 a. Compared to semiconductors, both hole-like and electron-like states
are present at the Dirac point, while the DOS at the Fermi energy is rather low compared to
metals. [8,46,47] A schematic band model for this is depicted in fig. 1.2 b. While a semiconductor
is characterized by a band gap between the valence and the conduction band, a metal shows
an overlap of both, which makes it electrically conducting at room temperature. In contrast
to both classes, graphene sits in between with a Dirac point present, where both bands meet.
This is unique for graphene and makes it extremely interesting.
Graphene offers further extraordinary properties. High carrier mobility values were reported
with values from 10000 cm2 /Vs up to 350000 cm2 /Vs (at T = 1.6 K). [48–51] Charge carriers
can be tuned between holes and electrons by an ambipolar field effect, while the electron
mobility stays high. Hence, graphene can be used as a channel allowing to be operated with
low electrical power. This makes graphene highly viable for the development of field-effect
devices on one hand for fundamental research [4,52,53] as well as for applications in the daily
life. [54] The one atom thickness, or 2D nature of graphene makes it highly recommended
for miniaturizing electrodes and future electrical/electrochemical sensors by patterning the
graphene sheet. [53] Graphene shows a high optical transparency with an light absorption of
roughly 2.3% per layer. [55] Moreover, it shows a high thermal conductivity. [56]

1.3

Electrochemistry of graphene monolayer electrodes
on the test bench

Carbon-based materials are in use as electrodes since a long time with graphite and glassy
carbon (GC) as most famous representatives. [57] The electrochemistry of carbon-based
electrodes is dictated by different factors, such as preparation methods, the presence of
5
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Figure 1.2: The electronic structure of graphene. a: The electronic dispersion in the
graphene lattice with a zoom-in on the Dirac point to display the meeting of valence and
conduction band at the point of high symmetry. Reproduced from [45] with permission from
the American Physical Society. b: A schematic description of the band model in the case
of a semiconductor, a metal and graphene, where the semiconductor shows a band gap, the
metal is characterized by an overlap of valence and conduction band, and graphene with its
unique meeting point of both bands in at one specific point (the Dirac point).

surface functional groups, pretreatment steps, surface impurities or structural defects. [57–66]
As a direct consequence, the kinetics of ET for redox-active species in solution at a graphene
monolayer electrode, described by the heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0 , show a high
variance for the same material. [8] Rather low ET rates were found on HOPG due to a low
charge carrier density, while an increased ET kinetic was found in the presence of defects. [62] A
possible existence of functional groups on the electrode surface can be studied by changing the
surrounding pH. This was elaborated for different GC electrodes observing a pH-dependent
ET using outer-sphere redox probes. [58] This was attributed to different charging of functional
surface groups at the GC electrodes changing with the pH. In this specific case, the pHdependence could be removed by heat treatment. A similar effect was observed by a shift of
the threshold voltage for electrochemical field-effect transistors (FET) using carbon nanotubes
(CNT). [67] The pH effect was claimed to a charging effect of the substrate underneath due to
the presence of chargeable groups with varying charge densities depending on the pH. The
pH dependence and the resulting voltage shift for CNT or graphene can be engineered, e.g.
6
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through attachment of different functional molecules. [27,52,68–70] However, these observations
were made on graphene-related electrodes not on graphene monolayer electrodes. Insights
into the pH controlled graphene electrochemistry are still missing. Going to CVD-graphene
as carbon-based electrode, it allows to investigate fundamental electrochemistry at a single
object level. [8]
The biggest problem of the data about graphene as electrode is the non-coherence of the
results since the majority of the data is confusing and debatable. For the ET characteristics
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were recorded. For the ET of the redox probe
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−1

was observed.

[71]

2+/3+

and Ru(NH3 )6

Other results show ET rates in the range between

k 0 = 7·10−4 and 2·10−2 cm s−1 . [72–75] Overall, a range of 3 orders of magnitude is covered
here, not providing raliable values. In other cases, the ET is said to appear electrochemically
irreversible and hence not analyzable. [76] This variety is shown in fig. 1.3. While in fig. ?? a,
a rather slow ET with a peak sapcing of roughly 600 mV is shown, fig. ?? b offers an ET
with approx. 200 mV, which indicates faster ET kinetics.

3−/4−

Figure 1.3: Electrochemistry of graphene electrodes of the ET of Fe(CN)6
. a: Electrochemistry of a bilayer graphene electrode in 6 M KCl. The ET kinetics of monolayer
and bilayer showed no major differences. b: Electrochemistry at a basal plane graphene
monolayer electrode in 0.1 M PBS + 0.1 M KCl. Reproduced from [72] and [77] with permission
from the American Chemical Society and Nature Publishing Group.

2+/3+

For the ET of Ru(NH3 )6

, a surprisingly slow ET of k 0 = 3.1·10−5 cm s−1 was found,

while in other works, ET rates up to k 0 = 0.02 cm s−1 were shown. [72,74,76] Still leaving a
lot of room for interpretation and lacking of reliability. In addition, only in a few cases,
buffered solutions were used to perform electrochemical measurements. The majority were
done only in presence of only a supporting electrolyte. Since graphene is only one atom thick,
an increased influence from the electrical double layer (EDL) onto the electrochemistry is
expected. [52]
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1.3.1

The electrical double layer at graphene electrodes

When an electrode is immersed into an electrolyte solution, an electrode-solution interface
is build up. This consists of different charges and regions. A schematic example of such an
interface is shown in fig. 1.4. The interface is typically divided into four different regions.
The electrode surface that is charged due to an excess of charges with a certain sign, in
this example negative charges. Adjacent to this, the Helmholtz plane is present, which is
divided into two regions: the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and the outer Helmholtz plane
(OHP). The IHP is closest to the electrode surface and typically hosts solvent molecules and
specifically adsorbed anions. The OHP describes the limit, where ions of the opposite charge
of the electrode can come close. In this example, the electrode surface is negatively charged,
while the ions in the OHP are of a positive charge. This process happens spontaneously due
to electrostatic attraction. The array of these charges along the electrode-solution interface
is called electrical double layer. [78] Behind the OHP, the diffuse layer is located, which hosts
an unequal charge distribution that is exploited for ET processes at the electrode. [79] Further
behind the diffuse layer, the last region of the electrode-solution interface is located, the
bulk solution, where the charge neutrality is preserved. This part represents the major part
of the solution, where the transport of ions to and from the electrode is fully controlled
by diffusion. Furthermore, the presence of e.g. adsorbed ions and the solvation shell of
ions in solution also need to be considered for ET properties. [80–82] Different models were
added to describe the electrode-solution interface. The most known models were described
by Helmholtz, Gouy-Chapman and Stern. All of them are a part of the description of the
interface that is used today.
When talking of ET or interfacial interactions or properties, the EDL is always meant since
all actions that happens at electrodes take place directly at the electrode surface (EDL)
and not e.g. in the bulk solution. When the potential of the electrode is varied, the EDL
forms as a result to balance out charge differences at the electrode-solution interface. The
understanding of the EDL is crucial, especially for graphene electrodes. Since these electrodes
are only one-atom thick, specific adsorption as well as the presence of charges at the GLI,
which replaces the electrode-solution interface in this case, will influence the ET and the
performance of graphene monolayer electrodes in general. [52] A charge-induced effect coming
from the substrate and influencing the GLI was not discussed much so far. A method to
influence the GLI and to estimate its surface charge using FET measurements was developed.
It was found that graphene monolayer electrodes shows an isoelectric point / point of zero
charge (pI/pzc ) of less than 3.3. [52] In addition, it was shown that going from low to high
pH, the charge density increases. Apart from that, only little attempts were made to study
and investigate the GLI. A theoretical model to describe the relationships of charge and
potential was introduced based on earlier reports for CNTs, graphene and silicon oxide-liquid
interfaces. [52,67,83,84] As a result, the GLI could be rendered by organic functionalization
8
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Figure 1.4: A schematic model to illustrate the formation of the electrical double layer
(EDL) at the electrode-solution interface. The EDL forms along the distance x and is
separated into different layered regions. The electrode surface here is negatively charged.
Adjacent to the electrode surface, the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) forms, consisting of
solvent molecules and specifically adsorbed ions. Behind the IHP, the outer Helmholtz plane
(OHP) is located. This plane describes the nearest approach of cations to balance out the
negative charge of the electrode surface. Close to the OHP, the diffuse layer begins, where
more solvated cations are located to reach charge neutrality. In the bulk solution, ions of
both charges positive and negative are present.
of graphene, which influenced the surface charge. As a consequence, to perform reliable
electrochemical measurements, the GLI needs to be defined. This is done by the solution pH
of buffered solutions. The use of only an electrolyte in solution, which is standard in most
publications, is inadequate.

1.3.2

Chemical functionalization of graphene

For some desired applications, graphene needs to be functionalized to engineer the interfacial
properties of graphene. Such a functionalization can lead to new properties or ease further
processability. [85,86] There are different classes of functionalization such as covalent, noncovalent or metal decoration. In the case of covalent modification, bonds are formed between
carbon atoms and the functionalizing agent. As a result, the sp2 hybridization changes to
sp3 , changing the electronic structure of graphene by introducing defects into the carbon
lattice. An established example is the decoration using aryl diazonium salts either by
thermal or electrochemical reduction, e.g. to obtain electrical switches. [87,88] The non-covalent
9
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modification preserves the aromaticity and the electronic structure. The functionalization is
held at the graphene surface mostly by attractive intermolecular forces such as π-π-stacking
interactions. A prominent example is the non-covalent attachment of aniline derivates, e.g.
for the detection of topoisomerase I. [89]

Metal decoration of graphene surfaces
The decoration of metal counts as non-covalent modification, since the electronic properties
of graphene are not disrupted. The use of metals opens the possibility of rendering graphene
samples electrocatalytic to obtain new hybrid electrodes. [8] Typical representatives for metal
decorations are Pt, [90,91] Pd, [92,93] Cu [94] and Au. [95] The metal decoration can be exploited
to study surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). [27,96,97] A few methods to decorate
the graphene surface with metal are commonly used. Among them are metal evaporation,
atomic layer deposition (ALD) and electrodeposition. While the first two cases generate
high quality deposition of metal layer over larger surface areas, electrodeposition usually
results in variations of particle sizes and densitiy. [90] The electrodeposition is an easy and
viable way to decorate the graphene surface, since the metal particles are generated by an
electrochemical reduction from a salt. Metal decorated graphene samples are typically used
for the detection of gases like H2 , NH3 or NO2 . [9,91,98] Recently, the use of metal particles
for the functionalization of graphene and graphene-related materials has obtained more
attention. [95,99,100]

1.3.3

Electrocatalysis at graphene

With the help of particle decoration of graphene, electrocatalysis can be rendered. It has
been shown that by introducing metal particles such as Ag, Pt, or Ru, the reduction and
oxidation reactions of oxygen in potassium hydroxide, hydrazines and hydrogen peroxide in
neutral pH can be performed, respectively. [101] The electrocatalyic sensing of L-glutathione
of CVD-graphene in the presence of Cu residues is also discussed. [65] Glucose sensing is
electrocatalyzed by the design of a hybrid electrode consisting Au particles. [102] By decorating
graphene surfaces with metal particles, the way is paved e.g. for water splitting or for an
improved cycling capacity for rechargable lithium batteries. [103]
Other reactions, such as hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) as well as oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) are highly important processes in batteries, fuel cells and energy storage. Since
they can not be observed at the thermodynamic potentials at pristine graphene electrodes,
graphene needs to be functionalized with smart strategies to obtain electrocatalytic active
graphene electrodes.
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The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
The HER is one very basic 2-electron transfer reaction that is highly interesting and challenging
for electrochemistry since it produces hydrogen (H2 ) that can be used as chemical reagent
and as fuel as shown here.
2 H+ + 2 e− −−→ H2
The advantage of this reaction is that H2 can be stored, transported and used e.g. in
zero-emission combustion enginges. When the energy for this reaction comes from renewable
energy sources, it is a highly viable, sustainable and eco-friendly energy and an alternative
to other energy sources such as fossil and nuclear energy. The challenge here is that this
hydrogen production needs a metal catalyst to minimize the overpotential needed for the
HER. The metal with the highest catalytic quality in acidic solutions is Pt. [104] One key
aspect of this reaction is, since it is catalyzed by e.g. a Pt electrode surface, it was proposed
that it needs to be in direct contact via a site on the surface. However, since the rather low
abundance of Pt, other electrodes are needed to decrease the overpotential for HER even
more. [104]
The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
The ORR on metal surfaces is also highly important for electrochemistry since it is also
applied in fuel cells. The reaction describes the reduction of oxygen to water or hydrogen
peroxide containing different intermediate steps via different possible pathways. One pathway,
the standard direct 4-electron pathway“is shown in the following where water is directly
”
obtained from the oxygen reduction. [105,106]
−
→
O2 + 4 e − + 4 H + −
←
−
− 2 H2 O
Additionally, another 2-electron pathway“was proposed with hydrogen peroxide as a product
”
that can be reduced to water.
−
→
O2 + 2 e − + 2 H + −
←
−
− H2 O 2
−
→
H2 O 2 + 2 e − + 2 H + −
←
−
− 2 H2 O

1.3.4

Impurities at graphene monolayer electrodes

One very fundamental problem when working with graphene electrodes is the cleanliness of
the electrode surface. To exploit only the properties of a graphene monolayer, the surface
needs to be free of any impurities to avoid the influence of organic or metallic contaminants.
It is shown that organic impurites can influence the performance of the graphene device
by decreasing the mobility of graphene. [107,108] However, it is possible to get rid of organic
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impurities via annealing under vacuum or in Ar/H2 atmosphere, which vaporizes impurities by
heating. [109–113] Additionally, an increased electrocatalytic effect on ET is discussed by other
organic impurities such as sediments. [114] For electrochemical purposes, graphene needs to be
free of metallic impurities to avoid electrocatalytic or other electrochemical influences. [65,115]
By using graphene, traces of metal impurities can be introduced that show an electrocatalytic
enhancement of graphene-based electrodes. [40,116,117] Additionally, it is shown that by cycling
in acidic solutions, metal impurities can be removed, which is indicated by a lowering of
electrocatalytic activity of graphene. [65,118] Graphene monolayer electrodes are often realized
using CVD-grown graphene on usually Cu or Ni foils. [119,120] Often, metal impurities will
be introduced during the etching of the Cu/Ni substrate underneath graphene. [66] Those
impurities arise either from the etching solution, mostly Fe-based, or from an insufficient
etching process that will leave metal traces back at the surface. [66] The first work that
connects the removal of metallic residues on graphene with its influence on the electronic and
electrochemistry properties of the monolayer was shown by our research group in 2014. [65]
The same methodology was implemented into the sample preparation in this work.
An alternative etching step to remove the Cu foil underneath CVD-grown graphene is
introduced. Here, an etching solution as a mixture of HCl and H2 O2 was used instead of a
ferric chloride solution. The advantages of this method are that the etching process is done in
less than 10 min and an additional contamination of other metal ions is beeing avoided. [65,66]
Since the chemical etching may leave some Cu residues, an electrochemical etching (e-etching)
step is introduced to get rid of the Cu residues using electrochemical cycling. For this, a
solution of 100 mM HCl was used and the potential was cycled (CV) between +/-1 V (vs.
Ag/AgCl). With this method, oxidation of Cu residues is observed, as well as a reduced
electrocataltic activity due to the Cu removal. [65]

1.4

Different sizes of graphene monolayer electrodes

The utilization of CVD-graphene for electrode fabrication offers the possibility to process the
electrode size as desired. [8] It is possible to fabricate flakes in mm size down to µm or even
nm scale. [52] Usually, this is done by patterning using an electron beam, plasma etching or
by photolithography. [53,121,122] However, it is important to understand that different graphene
sizes lead to different electrochemical observations. This is emphasized in fig. 1.5. In the case
of the macroelectrode (A), the electrolysis happens over the whole big electrode area. Hence,
the diffusion is termed planar“ and the CV is termed diffusion limited“ resulting in an
”
”
asymmetric peak. At the microelectrode (B), the diffusion pattern changes from planar to
convergent due to the influence of the mass transport onto the electrolysis becomes more
dominant resulting in a different CV. The profile loses the peak and becomes sigmoidal with
a decreasig electrode area. [28]
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Figure 1.5: The difference between a graphene macroelectrode (A) and a microelectrode
(B). By a decreasing electrode size, the diffusion pattern changes from planar to convergent,
where the influence of mass transfer increases. Reproduced from [28] with the permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
In contrast to macro-sized graphene electrodes, microelectrodes can either be realized by exposing only little areas of graphene or by fabricating graphene edge electrodes (GrEdge). [77,97]
GrEdge electrodes are expected to behave differently from bulk graphene electrodes in terms
of higher reactivity by showing a differing electronic structure than bulk electrodes. [123–126]
There have already been some smart approaches to fabricate and isolate single GrEdge
electrode, modify them and characterize them fundamentally. [97,127] However, not only macroand microelectrodes exist. Graphene electrode sizes between nm and mm scale also give
insights into fundamental graphene electrochemistry and need to be considered as well to
find out if the transition from macro- to microelectrode offers new possibilities.

1.5

Scanning electrochemical methods for studying interfacial charges

The decrease and minimization of material sizes lead to the need of more sensitive and
spatially resolved methods for characterization. Methods of the scanning probe microscopy
family are suitable for studying and characterizing interfacial reactivity or chemical fluxes
at a local level. [128] Especially scanning electrochemical probe microscopy (SEPM) methods
can be useful for such investigations. Two very common representative techniques are the
scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) and scanning ion conductance microscopy
(SICM). In SECM, a current resulting from an electrochemical reaction as a function of
the distance to a substrate is measured. [129,130] It can be used to depict the topography of
13
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objects or surfaces on a microscopic scale and characterize their electrical/electrochemical
properties. [131] One example is shown in fig. 1.6 top teal box. The SECM works similar
to a classical three-electrode setup for electrochemistry (see fig. 1.6 A). The ET happens
between a working electrode (WE) inside of a capillary and an external counter electrode
(CE), while the potential is set to a reference electrode (RE) located in the bulk solution.
The tip opening from the capillary is usually in the range of 100 nm or less (see fig. 1.6 B).
With this, e.g. Pd nanoparticles (NPs) (fig. 1.6 C) can be measured with a positive feedback
with 1 mM ferrocence methanol in solution (fig. 1.6 D). With that, other similar working
microscopy techniques exist and are commonly used, such as Scanning Electrochemical
Cell Microscopy (SECCM). [132–134] Here, the field of interest covers SECCM investigations
of graphene electrodes [135–137] , more general ET [128] , investigations of nanotubes [138] , EDL
effects [139] and nanopatterning [140] .
SICM records an ion current flowing between two quasi-reference counter electrodes (QRCE)
resulting from an external potential as a function of the tip-sample distance. [143] This method
can be used to depict the topography or surface charges as well. An example for SICM is
shown in fig. 1.6 bottom organge box. One QRCE is located inside a quartz pipette and
one is in the external solution (fig. 1.6 a). [143] A potential is applied and hence an ion flow
develops through the small tip opening of the pipette that is measured. The current depends
on the tip-sample distance that is decreasing when the tip approaches the surface. [143] In
close proximity of the tip to the sample surface, the current descreases as a result of an
increasing resistance at the tip opening. This current decrease illustrates the tip apporach.
From this, the topography can be displayed (fig. 1.6 b). [142] Images and mappings can be
done in different modes. One broadly used mode is the hopping mode (fig. 1.6 c), where the
tip approaches every pixel to generate a 3-dimensional picture. [141] Besides the topography,
the surface charge of samples can be investigated as well. As an example, the surface analysis
of a polystyrene film on glass is depicted, whereby the topography (fig. 1.6 d) and the current
measured for different applied potentials (fig. 1.6 e + f) can be recorded. The illustration of
the surface charge is based on a process of current rectification that leads to increased or
decreased current values accordingly to the surface charge of the sample. [144–147]
SICM in general is an emerging field of research that finds a growing audience with very
different applications. [128,141,143,148] Some works focus on the fundamentals e.g. of nanocapillaries for their applications in SICM [149] while others are more sophisticated and already
combine SICM with AFM. [150] Very typical analytical measurements are characterizing
nanopores [151–153] and the surface charge of cells [154–156] . Furthermore, the scope of SICM
reaches from nanopatterning [140] , over surface charge analysis [147] to the characterization of
Li-ion batteries [157] . It also covers more fundamental electrochemical approaches such as
the preparation of ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) [158] , the investigatzion of ET [159,160] and a
combined approach with impedance spectroscopy [161] . Recently, it was shown that the shape
of the current-distance curve can give informations about the surface charge of a sample
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relative to the applied potential. [147,162,163]
However, by using those methods mostly large objects such as cells, polymers or bulk metals
are investigated. Eventhough, the trend went from µm scale over to nm scale, these methods
do not cover investigations about graphene and its interfacial properties. [128] Since the presented methods operate with the tip-sample distance as feedback signal, they are suitable
techniques for surface investigations of graphene. By exploting the ion flow measured at
the graphene interface, SICM represents the most compatible and viable technique to study
interfacial properties at graphene.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic working principle of SECM (top teal box) and SICM (bottom
orange box). The SECM consists of a WE inside of a capillary and a CE and RE in the
external solution (A). (B) depicts an SEM image of the capillary opening that contains
a Pt microelectrode. Cubic Pd NPs (TEM image C) can be studied resulting in positive
feedback signals using a 10 nm Pt radius as SECM tip in a solution containing 1 mM ferrocene
methanol (D). The SICM consists of two quasi-reference counter electrode (QRCE), inside of a
capillary and in the bulk solution with an ion flow running between both (a). The topography
of cells can be measured (b) by different measurement modii, e.g. the hopping mode (c).
Additionally to the topography (d), ion current is measured as a function of the applied
potential imaging the surface charge (e + f) of a polystarene film on glass. Reproduced
from reference [128] , [141] and [142] with permission from the American Chemical Society and
The Royal Society.
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Chapter 2

Objectives

The electrochemistry and ET characteristics of graphene monolayers are widely discussed.
However, no straight picture about their properties can be made. Usually, electrochemical
experiments with graphene are carried out without any pH control whatsoever. The control
of the pH and other solution parameters, such as ionic strength, are of crucial interest to
understand graphene monolayer characteristics since the EDL characteristics at graphene
monolayer electrodes dictates the ET parameters. This work will investigate graphene monolayer electrodes in due consideration of such parameters. With this, it is possible to establish a
reliable overview about the fundamental ET properties of graphene monolayer electrodes. By
understanding them, the influence of the subsurface material onto graphene’s properties can
be engineered to fabricate a new kind of graphene hybrid electrode rendered electrocatalytical
characteristics. Furthermore, the electrochemical behavior of graphene monolayer electrodes
in different sizes and shapes are investigated that are fabricated by photolithography. Thus,
intermediate electrode sizes between macro- and (ultra-)microelectrode are created and characterized. In the last part, surface charges and electrostatic interactions will be characterized
to understand interfacial properties at the GLI. Such investigations will be carried out using
SICM for a local and spatially resolved study at nanometer scale. Eventhough, SICM was
used in numerous cases before to study surface charges, it was never applied to materials
as thin as a graphene monolayer. Obtaining new insights into the analysis of the GLI are
anticipated here.
All in all, the goal of this work is to comprehend and understand the properties and the
behavior of graphene monolayers as electrode material.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Details

This chapter introduces and describes the used methods, starting with the protocols for
graphene transfer (chapter 3.1.1) and patterning (chapter 3.1.2), the used chemicals, such as
the redox mediators (chapter 3.2), electrochemistry (chapter 3.3) and AFM (chapter 3.4). It
gives a short overview about the theoretical background that is needed to understand and
interpret the results correctly.

3.1
3.1.1

Sample preparation
Graphene transfer

The graphene transfer was typically done on Si/SiO2 chips with pre-patterned electrode lines
consisting of Pt/Ti. Those were fabricated by patterning using photolithography followed by
metal deposition on clean Si/SiO2 wafers. Small pieces were cut from those wafers, typically
in the order of a few mm up to cm (as depicted in fig. 3.7 c and d), and will be referred
to as chips“. Before graphene could be transferred onto chips, they need to be cleaned.
”
This step was necessary to remove organic residues from the photolithography and metal
deposition steps before. The cleaning was done by washing the chips in N-Ethyl-2-pyrrolidon
(NEP), acetone and isopropanol at 55◦ C in an ultrasonication bath. Afterwards, the chips
were cleaned using piranha solution in a 6:1 H2 SO4 :H2 O2 (v/v) mixture. CAUTION: Piranha
solution is a very strong oxidizer. A short and simple schematic of the following transfer
process of graphene is depicted in fig. 3.1. After the cleaning, CVD-grown graphene on copper
foil (Graphenea Inc.) was cut into rectangular pieces of a size of a few mm2 . A solution
of poly(styrene) (PS) with 50 mg mL−1 was drop cast onto those graphene-copper pieces
and dried for 15 min at 75◦ C. Afterwards, the copper foil was etched using a metal-ion free
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etching solution consisting of 1.4 M HCl and 0.5 M H2 O2 for approx. 7 min with mild shaking.
Then, the PS-graphene pieces were transferred and washed in three different water baths and
subsequently transferred onto cleaned Si/SiO2 chips partly overlapping the electrode lines
and dried with a mild air flow. The samples were dried for at least 10 min at 75◦ C. Next,
the PS-coating was removed using a toluene bath for 5 min and a drying step for at least
10 min at 75◦ C. Following this, the chips were annealed under nitrogen atmosphere (under
the exclusion of air/oxygen) at 600◦ C for 2 min. This step was necessary to remove remaining
organic traces and to enhance the adhesion between graphene and substrate. Afterwards,
the pre-patterned electrode lines were passivated using PS (600 mg mL−1 ). The passivation
was left to dry at least for 6 h. Afterwards, the samples were ready to use. In most cases
an additional cleaning step was done, electrochemical etching (e-etching), which is further
discussed in chapter 4.

Figure 3.1: Schematic for graphene transfer consisting of different steps discussed in the
text. First, CVD-grown graphene on a Cu foil is covered with PS to support the graphene
monolayer mechanically when the underlying Cu foil is etched. The polymer-covered graphene
is transferred on to a chip with electrode lines. Then, the PS is removed and the electrode
lines are passivated after drying leading to graphene monolayer electrodes.

3.1.2

Graphene patterning

After transferring a graphene monolayer flake to a substrate, the whole chip was covered
with a positive photoresist (PR) S-1805 (Microposit) via spin-coating. With the help of a
spin-coater, the thickness of the PR was controlled. After a pre-baking step at 90◦ C for
2 min, the PR was illuminated using a MLA100 (95 mJ cm−2 , 365 nm LED, Maskless Aligner
100 Heidelberg Insturments). After the illumination, the PR was developed using a specific
developer MF-319 (Microposit) that removed the non-developed parts and washed with water
and blow dried. The uncovered parts of the graphene monolayer were removed by dry-etching
using a mild O2 -plasma (0.5 mbar, 2 min). Afterwards, the remaining PR was removed by
lift-off using NEP (2 x 30 s), acetone (30 s) and isopropanol (30 s). Finally, the electrodes
were passivated using a negative PR SU-8 (MicroChem). SU-8 was applied to the samples in
a slightly different manner than S-1805. It was added via drop-casting and spin-coating. The
pre-baking step was done at 65◦ C (2 min) and 95◦ C (5 min). The illumnation was done with
the same MLA100 (330 mJ cm−2 , 365 nm LED), followed by a post-baking at 65◦ C (1 min)
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and 95◦ C (2 min). The layout was developed using mr-Dev 600 (Micro Resist Technology),
washed with isopropanol and blow dried.

Figure 3.2: Micrographs of typical graphene monolayer electrodes in different sizes. The
graphene monolayer sheet is indicated by a darker grey scale and is confined by a coloured
margin. a: As-transferred graphene monolayer of approx. 3 x 4 µm2 size, b: (0.1 x 0.1) mm2
size, c: (10 x 100) µm2 size, d: 10 x 10 µm2 , e: (1 x 0.1) mm2 size. The samples in b - e were
fabricated using photolithography.
With the help of photolithography, the fabrication of graphene monolayer electrodes in
different shapes and sizes were possible. Micrographic images from those specific designs are
shown in fig. 3.2. A usual as-transferred size of graphene is around (3 x 4) mm2 , which was
limited by the size of the used chips (see fig. 3.2 a; limited by a red circle). This kind of sample
describes the standard design used in this work and is partly termed as Bulk“ and is free of
”
all photolithographic steps. Using photolithography patterning, for instance graphene sheets
with sizes of (1000 x 100) µm2 (fig. 3.2 e; it will further be referred to as (1 x 0.1) mm2“,
”
limited by blue rectangle) and (100 x 100) µm2 (fig. 3.2 b; (0.1 x 0.1) mm2“, limited by
”
the green square) were fabricated, where the dimension of the electrode sizes was aligned
to the pre-patterned Pt electrodes on the substrate. Also some sheets with sizes down to
(10 x 100) µm2 (fig. 3.2 c, yellow rectangle) or even smaller to (10 x 10) µm2 (fig. 3.2 d, yellow
square) were fabricated, even though those samples could not be used for electrochemical
analysis since they did not yield appreciable currents. Hence, they were excluded from the
analysis.

3.1.3

DipperEA“
”

To find out if the size of the electrode will have an influence on the ET kinetics, CV
experiments were performed in a manner that the electrode was immersed into the solution
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in subsequent steps. After every step (usually 10 - 50 µm), a CV was performed and recorded
and afterwards the CVs were combined and analyzed as a function of the dipping area of
graphene. This technique was named DipperEA (”dipping electroanalysis”). A scheme to
illustrate this setup is shown in fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: A schematic setup for DipperEA. The sample is attached to a movable stage,
with which it is possible to move the sample step by step down or up. With this array it
is possible to measure electrochemistry depending on the dipping depth and hence on the
electrodes area. The electrochemical cell consists of the WE (graphene monolayer), a CE (a
Pt wire) and a RE (Ag/AgCl) that are connected in a common used three-electrode setup.
The setup is rather simple. It consists of a common three-electrode setup with monolayer
graphene as WE, a Pt wire as CE and a Ag/AgCl wire as RE. The innovative idea here is
that the WE is fixed on a movable z-stage. With this it is possible to move the sample upand downwards in a very controlled and well-defined way down to a threshold of 10 µm. Thus,
it is possible to display the dependence of electrochemistry of a sample with the electrode
area directly, in this case via the dipping depth. The direct relationship between both values
can be followed in situ. Afterwards, each cycle can be combined and analyzed.

3.1.4

PDMS

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is a polymer that is easy to fabricate and easy to handle.
It counts to the class of silicones and siloxanes. This polymer is widely used since it comes
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with beneficial properties. It is non-toxic, optically transparent and chemically inert, at least
for chemicals that were used in this work. The structure is shown in fig. 3.4. A mixture of
the educt silicone elastomer“(Dow Corning, USA) and the cross-linker silicone elastomer
”
”
curing agent“(Dow Corning, USA) in a ratio of 10:1 (w/w) were mixed well manually for
at least 5 min. The mixture was degassed in a desiccator till no gas bubbles emerged from
the mixture. Afterwards, the mixture was drop-cast onto thin glass slides and excessive
monomer-cross-linker mix was removed using a spin-coating. Finally, the mixture was baked
at 60◦ C for 1 h in an oven, which initiated the cross-linking between the elastomer educts.

Figure 3.4: Structure of a single unit in PDMS.
PDMS was used in this work for different applications. In the beginning, it was used to
passivate the Pt electrode lines. Unfortunately, when performing electrochemical experiments,
often the electrolyte penetrated underneath the PDMS and wetted the Pt lines. Hence, it
was replaced by PS or SU-8. Furthermore, it was used as a substrate material for graphene
electrodes for investigations at the GLI that required a soft substrate material (see chapter 7
and 8).

3.2

Redox probes

This part shortly introduces and summarizes the redox probes that were used for the
electrochemical measurements. Due to their different interactions with the electrode surface,
in terms of adhesion and interaction with functionalities on the electrode surface, the redox
probes are generally divided into three different classes: outer-sphere, inner-sphere and
organic redox probes. Why and how they differ, will be discussed in the following. The
chemical structures of the used redox probes are depicted in fig. 3.5.

3.2.1

Outer-sphere probes

In general, the ”sphere” of a redox probe, describes or characterize how the molecule interacts
with the electrode surface during the heterogeneous ET. Two main classes established over
time. On one hand there is outer-sphere, which means that the ET happens independently
from the electrode surface conditions. On the other hand, inner-sphere describes that
the ET very much depends on the electrode surface conditions with functional groups.
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Figure 3.5: Structures of the different used redox probes. Outer-sphere redox probes
are shown a - c, inner-sphere probe in d and the organic redox probes is shown in e. a:
Hexaammineruthenium(III/II) chloride, b: Potassium hexachloroiridate(III/IV), c: Ferrocene
carboxylic acid, d: Potassium ferricyanide(III)/ferrocyanide(II), e: Methylene blue (MB).
Outer-sphere redox probes are mostly described as ”surface insensitive”. [57] They lack any
adsorption step on the electrode surface and show no electrocatalytic character during ET.
Especially on carbon electrodes, electrocatalysis plays an important role. Carbon electrodes
are often covered with functionalities such as surface oxides and the fact that they are
likely to adsorb molecules from the solution show a higher occurence of electrocatalysis
on carbon electrodes that are less strong or even not observed on metal electrodes. [57]
Furthermore, they have a rather low reorganization energy. Very typical representatives are
2+/3+

Hexaammineruthenium(III/II) chloride (Ru(NH3 )6
and Potassium hexachloroiridate(III/IV)

), Ferrocene carboxylic acid (FcCOOH)

2−/3− [10,60,63,64,68,72,76,164–166]
(IrCl6
).

Their structures

can be seen in fig. 3.5 a - c. Changes in the surface chemistry of the electrode show little
influence on the ET characteristics of outer-sphere redox probes. However, a surface film
will influence the kinetics since the electrons need to move through the film between the
probe and the electrode. [57] Overall, the ET characteristics and kinetics of outer-sphere redox
probes are mainly influenced and defined by the electronic structure, in particular by the
DOS of the electrode.

3.2.2

Inner-sphere probes

Contrary to the outer-sphere probes are the inner-sphere probes, where the ET mechanism
highly depends on the chemistry of the electrode surface. Very typical interactions are caused
by oxygen containing groups, hydrogen bonding sites or metal on the electrode surface. [57,76,167]
To avoid surface specific interactions, often the surface of carbon electrodes were prepared by
polishing, cleaning or heat treatments to remove the surface functionalities. [57]
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However, this work will only discuss the characteristics of Potassium ferricyanide(III)/
3−/4−

ferrocyanide(II) (Fe(CN)6

). The structure is depicted in fig. 3.5 d. The classification of it

as inner-sphere is also investigated and discussed in numerous cases. [10,57,60,62,64,68,72,76,164–166]
Ferricyanide is also termed as ”surface sensitive” but not ”oxide-sensitive” since the presence
of oxygen on the carbon surface does not affect the ET of ferricyanide or only plays a minor
role. [64,167] Often, changes in ET parameters are observed in the presence of adsorbates, metal
impurities, interactions of the electrode with cations in solution and other ligands. [57,168]
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that ferricyanide is known to degradate over time or by
exposure to light. [167,169,170]

3.2.3

Methylene blue

The last redox probe to be introduced here is Methylene blue (MB). This is a small organic
molecule, which is redox active. The structure of MB is shown in fig. 3.5 e. MB is a widely used
as a redox species. [171–173] The ET mechanism on carbon-based electrodes was investigated
and discussed before. [173,174] MB shows a wide range of applicability for electrochemical
biosensors. [5,72,73,175,176] This molecule shows a high affinity to double stranded DNA and its
electroactivity was used for sensing of nucleic acids. [176–181] In this work, MB shall be used as
a model system for investigating the ET of graphene and small organic redox mediators since
the redox probes used before are all inorganic compounds. Graphene electrodes shall be used
for biosensing. Hence, the investigation of ET and interactions in general of graphene with
organic molecules are crucial and need to be characterized well to design a reliable sensor.

Figure 3.6: A proposed redox process for MB in pH < 5. [173]
While the inorganic outer- and inner-sphere redox probes all undergo a one-electron transfer
process during the reduction and oxidation, MB is more complex. Different mechanisms were
discussed in the past. While in some works it was found that MB undergoes a fast 2-electron
process, [173,174] other works indicate a formation of an indermediate reactive species. [172,182,183]
Therefore, it is difficult to extract kinetic values for the ET since the established models are
often restricted for simple one-electron ETs. Since for MB it is still not proven what kind of
ET mechanism happens, the analysis in chapter 9 will be only done qualitatively and not
quantitatively. Nonetheless, in fig. 3.6 a proposal for the redox process of MB in pH less than
5 is depicted. Not only is this a 2-electron process, but also proton exchange is part of the
mechanism; a proton coupled ET (PCET). However, it is still a viable redox probe since the
redox process is reversible and low concentrations of MB can be already used (see chapter 9).
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3.3

Electrochemistry

The basis of electrochemistry is a flow or an exchange of electrons. They can be gained
from a chemical reaction (oxidation) or it needs to be feeded to a system to force a reaction
(reduction). Those processes are the basis of processes in biology, chemistry and physics
as well. By exploting this ET process, various reactions and behaviors can be forced. In
electrochemsitry, an electron source is needed. Usually, a conducting metal is used for
that and is called electrode. This electrode is commonly connected to a potentiostat that
controls the electron flow and is connected to a PC and a power supply. With the help of
electrodes, electrochemical processes can be performed in a very controlled environment.
Here, electrochemistry is done in a liquid environment to assure a high electron flow through
the electrolyte solution that is characterized by a high conductivity to aid the ion transport
through the liquid. In this environment, electrochemical analysis as well as e.g. modification
of the electrode and many more processes can be performed, which will be discussed in the
following.

3.3.1

The electrochemical setup

A very typical electrochemcial cell consists of the electrodes and the electrolyte solution. As
already introduced, an electrode is needed to give (reduction) or take (oxidation) an electron
from the system in solution. This is usually called working electrode (WE). For this electrode,
a various number of materials can be used as long as the material is conducting. Here, it
is usually a graphene monolayer, or later on a graphene-hybrid electrode. Furthermore, a
second electrode is needed, where the reversed processes to the WE happen, since the system
needs to be in equilibrium at all time. This electrode is called a counter or auxilliary electrode
(CE). This electrode is typically some conducting material that is chemically inert. In this
work, Pt was used. Both electrodes are connected to ensure the electron flow between them.
To force a certain reaction, that would shift the equilibrium, energy needs to be put into
the system. In eletrochemistry, this is usually done by adding or taking electrons to/from
the system. This can be easily done by applying either a current or a voltage. By applying
voltage, specific reactions can be forced while other reaction can be suppressed. To apply a
voltage, a third electrode is needed. This is the reference electrode (RE), which is connected
to the WE in an electroless connection. Here, Ag/AgCl was used as RE. This is tyically
called a three-electrode setup“. Two photographs of this setup are shown in fig. 3.7 a and b,
”
where the electrodes are labelled. Different kinds of layouts were used for the Si/SiO2 chips
as substrates for graphene monolayer. Two of them are shown in fig. 3.7 c and d. Fig. 3.7 e
shows a more detailed view of the transferred graphene flake on such chips. With this setup,
most of the electrochemical measurements were carried out. In the following, the different
kinds of electrochemical methods thast were used in this work will be explained shortly.
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Figure 3.7: The setup of a typical three-electrode“system for performing electrochemical
”
experiments. The electrodes in a and b are: WE: A graphene monolayer contacted by prepatterned Pt/Ti electrode lines; CE: A Pt wire; RE: An Ag/AgCl electrode. All electrodes
dip into the same electrolyte solution. c and d show a close-up of the WE with different chip
layouts. A more detailed shot of the transferred graphene is shown in e, where the graphene
flake is visible. The scale bar is 1 mm.

3.3.2

Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is by far the most used electrochemical method since the execution
is easy. This method is called cyclic voltammetry, since a potential/voltage is driven over
time within a certain potential range leading to a variation of the voltage in circles.
A typical CV is shown in fig. 3.8. The time-dependent potential alteration is shown in
fig. 3.8 a, where the potential is sweeped with a certain velocity (scan rate ν) over time.
The resulting CV from this potential profile is shown in fig. 3.8 b. Here, the redox probe
ferricyanide was used and the redox processes were measured with a graphene monolayer
electrode. A CV displays the oxidation process, which is displayed with an anodic and
positive current, while the reduction is shown with a cathodic and negative current. Hence,
the maximum stands for the oxidation and the minimum describes the reduction.
Typical kinetic parameters that are accessible by CVs are the diffusion coefficient D 0 , which
describes the movement of the redox probe, and the hetergoneneous ET rate constant k 0 ,
which describes how fast the ET happens between the redox probe and the electrode. The
evaluation steps for both parameters will be discussed in the following.
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Figure 3.8: The graphical plot of a CV. a: Altering the potential over time with a certain
scan rate ν. b: The resulting CV for the ET of ferricyanide measured on a graphene monolayer
electrode.

Diffusion Coefficient D 0

The diffusion coefficient D 0 gives an idea how fast a molecule diffuses through e.g. a solvent
and is the coefficient to describe the thermal movement of analytes. The established way to
extract this parameter is to use the Randles-S̆evc̆ı́k equation (eq. 3.1) that basically describes
the scan rate dependency of the peak current i p at 25◦ C. [184] Note that this equation finds
application only in electrochemcially reversible ET processes.
√ √
|ipa/c | = (2.69 · 105 )nAc D0 ν

(3.1)

With |ipa/c | as peak currents of the oxidation (a) or reduction (c), n as number of transferred
electrons, A as the electrode area (cm2 ), c as the concentration of the analyte (M) and ν as
the scan rate (V s−1 ). The key step here is, to plot the peak current values for the oxidation
√
(anodic) and for the reduction (cathodic) peaks as a function of ν.
This is shown as an example in fig. 3.9. Here, the peak currents ipa/c can be extracted from
√
fig. 3.9 a. By plotting them as a function of ν (fig. 3.9 b), the slope is obtained. Finally,
by normalizing the current to the electrode area by eq. 3.2 and using the slope of the fit
(eq. 3.3), the eq. 3.4 is received for determining D 0 .
|ipa/c |
= ipa/c,norm
A

(3.2)

ipa/c,norm
√
= slope
ν

(3.3)

0
DR/O
=

slope
2.69 · 105 · c · n
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Figure 3.9: Determination of D 0 by a graphical analysis using Randles-S̆evc̆ı́k method. a:
A txpical CV from which the values of the peak currents ipa/c and the peak potentials Epa/c
√
δi
√ ) is used
were extracted. b: The plotting of ipa and ipc as a function of ν. The slope ( δpa/c
ν
0
to determine D using eq. 3.4.
Heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0
Another kinetic parameter to extract is k0 , the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant
(in cm/s) that basically describes the speed of the ET between two materials, here, between
graphene and the redox probe. A reaction happening at an electrode is always a heterogeneous
process since an electron moves from an electrode to a molecule in solution or vice versa. [79]
The value of k0 can be extracted from CV data as well. Here, not the current values are
needed but potential values, basically the position of the peaks: the peak potential for the
oxidation Epa (anodic) and for the reduction Epc (cathodic). In the end, the difference
between both peak potentials is needed to determine the kinetics of the ET. For this, ∆Epp
is introduced:
∆Epp = Epa − Epc

(3.5)

The value of ∆Epp is needed to apply Nicholson method to estimate k0 in eq. 3.6. [185] For
this, an empirically working function is determined to calculate Ψ based on ∆Epp with n as
number of exchanged electrons (eq. 3.7). [72,186]
D0
Ψ = k0 O
0
DR
Ψ=

α/2

s

RT
0
πnF DO
ν

(−0.6288 + 0.0021n∆Epp )
(1 − 0.017n∆Epp )

(3.6)

(3.7)

To extract k0 , a code in Wolfram Mathematica 11.0 was written that fits the ∆Epp data as a
function of the scan rate and as a result determines a value for k0 . However, the Nicholson
method only find application for ∆Epp < 150 mV. For ∆Epp higher than that, another
method will be used. The Klingler and Kochi method (eq. 3.8) provides a calculation for k0
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that is also based on the peak potential values. [187]
α2 nF
∆Epp
D0 αnF ν −
)e RT
(
RT

r
k 0 = 2.18

(3.8)

For this method, again a code for Wolfram Mathematica 11.0 was written that works in the
same way as the one for the Nicholson method.
Note that both methods only apply for simple one-electron transfer reaction. For processes
consisting of an ET of two electrons, or also including the transfer of protons (as it is the
case for the MB redox reactions), this method can not be used. For such processes, no other
model is well-established so far. Such data can only be discussed qualitatively, as is will be
done for MB in this work.

3.3.3

Chronoamperometry

Besides CV, chronoamperometry (CA) was used as electrochemical method. The utilization
is confined to two major applications. It was used to detect analytes by forcing certain ET
reactions and to deposit metal particles on graphene electrodes. In general, it is commonly
used to functionalize the graphene surface mostly by reducing or oxidizing a precursor at the
electrode surface. CA records the current (amperometry) as a function of the time (chrono).
To do so, a stable voltage was applied and the resulting current was measured. Usually, the
current was measured before adding an analyte or reactant to the solution. With that, the
non-faradaic background current of the electrode (resulting from the formation of the EDL)
was recorded. By then adding an analyte, the current changes accordingly if an ET occured.
The change in current can be directly attributed to the analyte concentration.

3.3.4

Deposition of metal particles on graphene

The deposition of metal nanoparticles was done via two different methods. The first is CA.
Here, two different potentials were applied in sequence. This was repeated as often as desired.
By numerous repetitions, the deposition was more successful in terms of particle size and
distribution.
An example for the deposition of AuNPs is shown in fig. 3.10. The applied potential was
switched between -0.4 V and +0.4 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in order to deposit and to grow Au seeds
on the graphene surface (fig. 3.10 a). In this case, it was repeated four times. Fig. 3.10 b
displays the resulting current in the case of 200 µM KAuCl4 at a graphene monolayer
electrode. It can be observed that after every electrochemical modification step, the current
shifts slightly, leading to the conclusion that the electrode surface changes by applying these
potentials.
For the deposition of platinum (PtNP), CA was used in the beginning. A CA from the
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Figure 3.10: Chronoamperometry of the deposition of AuNPs on graphene. a: The applied
potential and b: the resulting current as a function of the time for the deposition of 200 µM
KAuCl4 at graphene.

Figure 3.11: Electrochemical deposition of PtNPs on graphene. a: A chronoamperometric
deposition and b: A deposition via cyclic voltammetry.

deposition is shown in fig. 3.11 a. Since the growth of particles by CA was weak, using CV
was a more successful method to deposit PtNPs. However, for the work later, an effective and
dense deposition was aimed. Hence, the deposition was performed using CV. An example is
shown in fig. 3.11 b. It can be observed that after the first cycle, the CV changes drastically.
It seemed that after the first cycle, some Pt was already deposited leading to a functionalized
graphene surface. Nonetheless, the deposition was performed for four circles to ensure a
dense Pt deposition on graphene. In addition, the deposition should be confirmed by other
analytical techniques such as optical microscope, AFM or even scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) to determine the elements on the graphene surface.
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3.4

AFM

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a microscopy technique based on molecular interactions
at a sample surface. It is part of the family of scanning probe microscopy. The cantilever is
the instrument to display those interactions based on mechanical forces. This cantilever is
fixed on one side. On the other end, a small tip or probe is fixed. The cantilever is flexible
and works like a spring. The extension of this spring is described by Hooke’s law (eqn. 3.9).
F = −k · s

(3.9)

This equation basically describes that the force F to extend the spring depends linearly
on the distance s that it is extended. Obviously, the extension also depends on the spring
constant k that is material specific. Usually, the spring constants for AFM applications are
in the range of several mN/m up to tens of N/m.
Using AFM, the probe is scanned over a sample. While the cantilever is moving, interactions
(attractive or repulsive) between the tip and the sample are forcing the cantilever to deflect
(negative or positive) which will be displayed by a leaserbeam that is reflected by the back of
the cantilever and focused on a photodiode. A schematic illustration of an AFM is shown in
fig. 3.12 a, where the surface of a graphene monolayer sample is scanned. Resulting from this
deflection of the tip, the surface of a sample can be displayed, in particular the topography.
Since this method is based on atomic and molecular forces, further sample informations can
be collected. This will be discussed later.
However, by scanning the sample surface, different measurement approaches can be used.
Two of them will be discussed shortly. Either a contact mode (fig. 3.12 b), where the tip
directly and mechanically interacts with the sample surface, or a non-contact mode (fig. 3.12
c) can be used where the tip oscillates and does not touch the surface. Both methods have
their benefits and drawbacks. For the contact mode it is beneficial that the imaging is more
detailed since it is the direct display of the surface, but since the tip is in direct contact,
both, the sample and the tip, might get damaged over time. However, measuring rather soft
materials or organic tissues, the samples can be damaged easily using contact mode. For soft
samples, or more mechanically sensitive samples, it is favorable to work in the non-contact
mode. Here, an AC signal is applied onto the tip, whereas the tip oscillates with a distinct
amplitude and phase resulting from the AC signal. As the tip approaches the surface, the
cantilever deflection changes and is used to display the surface. Additionally to the height
information, the changes of amplitude and phase are also accessible that can lead to further
insights to the sample surface.
In general, when bringing two objects together, attractive forces that are long-ranged and
repulsive forces, mostly short-ranged, significantly increase. Attractive forces are mostly
capillary forces or van der Waals forces, while repulsive forces rely on close proximity of electron
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Figure 3.12: General illustrations of the principle and possible measurement modes of AFM.
a: The working principle of AFM. Here, a tip at the end of a cantilever is moved over a
surface. A laser beam gets reflected from the backside of the cantilever on to a photodiode.
Movements and changes e.g. in height or amplitude of the cantilever is reproduced by a
changed pposition of the laser beam on the photodiode. Typical measurements methods
are the contact mode (b), where the tip is scratched over the surface and the topography is
displayed, or the non-contact mode (c), where attractive and repulsive forces between the tip
and the sample surface are recorded. Such interactions are displayed in d, as a function of
the tip-sample distance. Another mode for recording mechanical properties of the sample, is
the Quantitative Imaging (QI) mode (e), where approach and retract curves are shown in f
and g.

orbitals between tip and sample. This phenomenon will get more complex depending on the
kind of materials and the surroundings. However, those interactions can be schematically
displayed in a general force-distsance curve, shown in fig. 3.12 d. By a reduction of the
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distance, first attractive forces are prominent while at a further decrease of the distance, the
repulsive forces will dominate.

3.4.1

AFM force spectroscopy

While the cantilever is moving not only the deflection is measured, but also other signals that
can be recorded and analyzed resulting in mechanical properties of the sample are accessible.
This method works as a single-point measurement where the tip interacts with the surface by
approaching it, then touching or penetrating the sample surface and followed by withdrawing
or retracting the tip. During the whole measurement, the position of the piezo as well as
the cantilever deflection are measured and a force-distance curve is gained. With the correct
spring constant of the cantilever tip, mechanical properties of the substrate can be extracted
from this, such as stiffness, adhesion or Young’s Modulus. If several force-distance curves are
collected as a function of position during the measurement, the method is called Quantitative
Imaging (QI). What happens at a single pixel that is measured is displayed in fig. 3.12 e, f
and g. At the start, the probe is far above the sample. As the probe is moved in z direction
(extend), at some point the attractive interactions between probe and sample are getting
more promninent, which lead to adhesive forces displayed as a dip in the extend (fig. 3.12 a)
or as a jump in contact (fig. 3.12 g) with the sample. Since attractive forces lead to a negative
deflection, the probe is extended further, till the increasing repulsive forces are that high that
the desired vertical deflection is reached. After that, the probe is retracting, which means
that the cantilever is withdrawn and moves back from the surface. At a certain point, when
the probe does not experience repulsive forces anymore, it might be the case that it still stay
in contact with the sample, eventhough the probe is going further away. Here, the adhesion
between the sample surface and the probe is recognized. The probe will still stay in contact
till a certain force by retracting is reached that is higher than the adhesion forces. After
that, the probe will reach back to a level, where no forces with the sample can be measured
anymore and the AFM head will withdraw to the starting position, far away from the sample.
Out of those force curves, typical mechanical properties can be analyzed, such as the contact
point, where the forces are getting repulsive and the tip might finally be in contact with the
sample. Note that this contact point cannot be defined as one point where the attractive
forces are stronger than the repulsive forces, but more like a regime, where the latter forces
are more prominent than the others. The contact point results in the Young’s Modulus after
a mathematical analysis. The Young’s Modulus emerged as a standard to describe how hard
materials are especially when working with biological samples, such as proteins, enzymes and
cells. Furthermore, the slope of the force curve during the extend can be interpreted as how
stiff the sample is. A higher slope leads to a higher sample stiffness. Additionally, the height
and adhesion can be obtained as well.
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The usage of AFM in this work is diverse. While at first, it was only used to observe
on one hand the topography of a graphene sheet, to prove the one-atom-thickness, and on the
other hand to show that after the graphene transfer, the sheets were still in good conditions,
meaning it showed only minor defects and a general functionality as an electrode can be
ensured by displaying the continuous graphene layer. Later, AFM was used to either monitor
different functionalization steps of graphene, or even, as introduced above, to analyze different
materials in terms of mechanical properties.
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Chapter 4

Effect of trace metal residues on
electron transfer at graphene
monolayer electrodes

This part investigates the influence of trace metal impurities, in this case of residual Cu
particles, on ET properties at graphene monolayer electrodes. For this, as-transferred
graphene monolayer electrodes are examined. Two issues will be explored: the effect of such
metal contaminants and a method to remove such impurities without damaging the graphene
electrode. For the latter case, a simple and practiable method of electrochemical etching is
used to oxidize and remove the Cu contaminats from the graphene surface. The presence of
such particles bring an increased electrocatalytic effect for the ET kinetics redox probes and
obscure the ET properties of a clean graphene monolayer electrode.

4.1

The removal of residual Cu particles from the graphene
surface

After the sample preaparation, i.e. the transfer process of graphene on to a substrate
and the following annealing process, the samples need to be cleaned by using the step of
electrochemical etching (e-etching). Typical and reproducible CVs of e-etching of graphene
monolayer are depicted in fig. 4.1. This process consists of a CV experiment in which the
potential at the graphene monolayer electrodes is cycled between -0.6 to +0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl)
in 100 mM HCl. It was shown that this removes residual Cu particles very efficiently. [65]
Mainly two characteristics can be observed during e-etching. A small oxidation peak at
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Figure 4.1: CVs of typical e-etching curves of a graphene monolayer electrode. The cycling
was done between -0.6 V and +0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Here, cycle no. 1 (black) and no. 20 (red)
are compared. The inset shows the oxidation peak of Cu0 to Cu2+ . The red arrow at -0.6 V
indicates the reduction of electrocataylic activity of the electrode because of the removal of
Cu particles that are indicated with the red arrow on top at approx. -0.1 V and in the inset
showing the diminishing oxidation peak. The solution used was 100 mM HCl.
approx. -0.1 V can be recorded (small red arrow). This oxidation describes the oxidation of
Cu0 to Cu2+ + 2e− in an acidic solution. From cycle 1 (black line) to cycle 20 (red line), this
oxidation diminishes completely. A zoom-in of this process is shown in the inset of fig. 4.1
also indicated with a red arrow. Furthermore, a decrease of electrocatalytic activity of the
electrode can be observed since the current of HER was decreased by shifting the reduction
potential for this reaction to more negative potentials in the absence of Cu particles, which is
also shown by the red arrow at approx. -0.6 V. This reduction indicates the removal of Cu
particle that have an electrocatalytic effect on to the electrochemistry due to the electron
acceptor characteristics of Cu particles, hence the current decreased. [65,188]

4.2

Effect of Cu particles on electron transfer properties

To emphasize this effect even more, electrochemical measurements were done using four
different redox probes. For this, CVs were recorded for the redox reactions of classical used
redox probes. The recorded CVs are depicted in fig. 4.2.
The CVs were measured before and after the e-etching step using the four redox probes,
2+/3+

namely Ru(NH3 )6
CVs,

2+/3+
Ru(NH3 )6

2−/3−

(a), FcCOOH (b), IrCl6

3−/4−

(c) and Fe(CN)6

(d). The first two

(a) and FcCOOH (b) do not show major differences after e-etching.
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Figure 4.2: Cyclic voltammograms of four redox probes before (black) and after (red)
e-etching of graphene monolayer electrodes. A scan rate of ν = 100 mV s−1 with a supporting
electrolyte of 0.1 M KCl were used.

Neither the peak positions nor the magnitude of the current show any changes.
This can be further seen in fig. 4.3. The peak spacing (∆E pp ) from the CVs is plotted vs. the
scan rate ν. For the first two cases, fig. 4.3 a and b, no major change in the peak spacing was
observable, meaning that the ET kinetics did not change. Values from the fitting of the peak
spacing to obtain the ET rate k 0 are listed in table 4.1. The fittings were done using Nicholson
method for ∆E pp < 160 mV [185] and Klingler & Kochi method for ∆E pp > 160 mV. [187] k 0
2+/3+

for Ru(NH3 )6

does not change significantly at all. Practically, the ET rate stays the same

after e-etching. For FcCOOH, no major change in k 0 was observable. This is in agreement
with the fact that both redox probes are described as outer-sphere redox probes, hence, the
ET does not depend on the surface conditions of the electrode but only on the electronic
2−/3−

structure of the electrode, as disussed before (see chapter 3.2.1). IrCl6

is also discussed

as an outer-sphere redox probe, just as the two probes before. However, the CV (fig. 4.2 c)
changes significantly after e-etching. A major decrease in the current is observable there.
One could think that this is due to the decreased electrode area, since Cu particles were
removed and hence the active area of graphene decreases. However, this is not consistent,
since the same result should be observed in the other two cases before. By comparing the
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Figure 4.3: The scan rate dependence of the peak spacing for the four redox probes from
the CVs in fig. 4.2 before (black) and after (red) e-etching.

peak spacing (fig. 4.3 c), no major difference before and after e-etching can be seen here either.
Furthermore, no significant change in k 0 can be determined in table 4.1. This means, that the
current decreased somehow while graphene was still continuous. However, the ET kinetics did
3−/4−

not change. Going from this observation to the last redox probe Fe(CN)6

, a similar trend

can be seen here. The CV (fig. 4.2 d) shows major changes in the electrochemistry of this
redox probe after e-etching. The current decreased drastically. Furthermore, the peak spacing
increased during the cleaning process. This can be more emphasized in fig. 4.3 d, where the
difference in peak spacing increased by a factor of approx. 2. This change can be also seen in
the ET rate constant in table 4.1. k 0 decreased by roughly half an order of magnitude after
cleaning the graphene surface. This change in ET behavior is only present for this specific case.
3−/4−

This leads to the conclusion that the inner-sphere ET mechanism of Fe(CN)6

explains

the very sensitive electrochemistry. As discussed before, the electrochemistry depends very
much on the surface conditions. A removal or electrocatalytic Cu particles will lead to a
3−/4−

hampered and even more sluggish ET between graphene monolayer and the Fe(CN)6
molecules.

This mechanistic parameter explains the reduced ET very easily in agreement with the
literature. However, this does not explain the decreased current completely, since the same
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Table 4.1: The estimated values for the ET rate constant k 0 from the fitting of the peak
spacing from the CVs. For the fitting, Nicholson method was used for ∆E pp < 160 mV [185]
and Klingler & Kochi method weas used for ∆E pp > 160 mV. [187] The diffusion coefficients
D0 were taken from literature.
Redox probe
2+/3+

Ru(NH3 )6
FcCOOH
2−/3−
IrCl6
3−/4−
Fe(CN)6

k 0 (x10−2 ) cm s−1
Before e-etching

k 0 (x10−2 ) cm s−1
After e-etching

DLit (cm2 s−1 )

0.50
3.9
0.27
0.066

0.51
2.8
0.24
0.012

7
4
4
6

2−/3−

behavior was observed for IrCl6

x
x
x
x

10−6 [60,72,189–192]
10−6 [193,194]
10−6 [60,72,75]
10−6 [60,189,191,195,196]

, which is described as outer-sphere redox probe. The

only thing that both probes have in common in those measuerements are the charges in
2+/3+

neutral aqueous conditions. The other both redox probes, Ru(NH3 )6

and FcCOOH, are

either positively charged or neutral. This leads to the idea that the ET might be influenced
by interfacial charges at the GLI.

4.3

Conclusions

In summary, the importance of cleaning the graphene surface from trace metal residues (here:
Cu) was investigated. The presented method was electrochemical etching (e-etching), where
the potential at a graphene electrode was cycled between -0.6 to +0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in
100 mM HCl to remove Cu residues. Those Cu particles are residues from the chemical etching
process before the graphene transfer. Most likely, such particles attached to CVD-graphene
during the deposition process. The removal of such particles was performed by oxidizing Cu0
particles to Cu2+ ions at approx. -0.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) that diffused into the solution after
the oxidation. Furthermore, the influence of Cu residues on the ET properties of a monolayer
graphene electrode was investigated. The presence of trace impurities of Cu particles showed
no major influence on the ET of an outer-sphere cation. For an outer-sphere anion, the
current decreased dramatically, while the ET kinetics (peak separation) stayed unaffected.
For an inner-sphere anion, both the current and the ET kinetics decreased drastically, which
was expected for an inner-sphere mechanism of ET. This lead to the conclusion that the
parasitic Cu particles electrocatalyze the ET for inner-sphere redox probes by increasing the
ET kinetics, while the kinetics are unaffected for outer-sphere redox probes displaying an
electrocatalytic effect at graphene monolayer electrodes. Furthermore, a current decrease
was observed for anionic redox probes leading to a further electrostatical effect present at
graphene monolayer electrodes.
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Chapter 5

pH dependence of a supported
graphene monolayer electrode

Electrochemical measurements are commonly performed in the presence of a supporting
electrolyte such as KCl. The presence of such dissolved ions decreases the resistance and
hence increases the conductivity of the solution. This addition is necessary to achieve a
sufficient conductivity for an optimal ion and electron transport. However, by simply adding
a supporting electrolyte the charge distribution at the GLI is rather undefined and arbitrary.
Since graphene monolayer electrodes are only one-atom layer thick, the charge distribution is
expected to be more important and play a bigger role in general than bulk metal electrodes.
Simulations showed a stronger impact of charges on electrochemical reactions in 2D materials
than 3D materials. [197] To avoid this undefined environment and to achieve a clear defined
GLI, buffered solutions with precise compositions are needed. For fundamental investigations
of graphene monolayer electrodes, only little attempts were made to use clear and defined
solutions to control and dictate the GLI using electrochemistry. The importance of the
GLI were displayed by using different buffered solutions in FET measurements, where an
isoelectric point of graphene monolayer electrodes were estimated to be less than 3. [52] A
pH trend for the ET of classical redox probes at other carbon electrodes, such as GC, was
investigated earlier. [58] However, a clear image of the ET behavior of graphene monolayer
electrodes in different pH solutions is still missing.
This chapter will investigate the ET properties of graphene monolayer electrodes in a
controlled environment, by using different buffered electrolyte solutions. It will discuss how
the ET properties of classical redox probes are depending on the solution pH and is different
for cations and anions, respectively. Additionally, different substrate materials to support
graphene are examined. The goal will be to understand the role of charge-based interactions
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at the GLI. This understanding will have a major impact on a fundamental level in designing
biosensors where it is crucial to operate in buffered solutions to maintain the activity and
reactivity of biomolecules, e.g. enzymes or antibodies. The influence of pH on to the GLI
will be in focus of the following investigations.

5.1

Effect of pH on the interfacial electron transfer

A further motivation for pH-dependent electrochemical measurements using graphene monolayer electrodes was generated from the electrochemical response of the redox probes from
chapter 4. There, a decrease of the peak current was observed after the e-etching process.
3−/4−

This was most discernable for anionic redox probes, namely Fe(CN)6

2−/3−

and IrCl6

. This

observation motivates a more systematic investigation of what role do electrostatic effects
and charge densities in different pH environments truly play on the ET kinetics of graphene
monolayer electrodes. For this, it is important that the redox probes exist in controlled and
well-defined buffer solutions. Here, three different buffers were used with pH values of 2.4,
4.5 and 7.2 with similar buffer capacities as well as ionic strengths. This was necessary for
obtaining a similar surface charge density as well as double layer thicknesses to generate
similar conditions. Please note that buffers with a higher pH were not used since the graphene
monolayers mostly were destroyed by roll-up or cracking.
2−/3−

Fig. 5.1 displays CV’s of four different redox probes namely hexachloroiridate IrCl6
3−/4−

(a), ferricyanide Fe(CN)6

2+/3+

(b), hexaammineruthenium Ru(NH3 )6

(c) and ferrocene

carboxylic acid FcCOOH (d). The data in different buffers are indicated in different colours:
pH 2.4 is red, 4.5 in green and 7.2 in blue. In all cases, a graphene monolayer was transferred
on Si/SiO2 as discussed in chapter 3.1.1. At first sight, the focus should lie on the peak
spacing to get an idea about the reversibility and further an idea about the ET kinetics. The
peak spacing is indicated by the colored line (matching the color for the associated pH) above
2−/3−

the CVs. For the anions, IrCl6

3−/4−

(a) as well as Fe(CN)6

(b), the ET is more reversible
2+/3+

in lower pH and much more hampered in higher pH. In the case of a cation, Ru(NH3 )6

(c), the trend is reversed. The ET is slowed down at low pH and more reversible at higher
pH. Furthermore, it can be seen that not only the peak spacing changes with pH but also
the peak currents. For anions, the currents are higher in lower pH (higher reversibility) and
for the cation, the current is more pronounced in higher pH. This indicates qualitatively
that the pH dictates the ET in terms of reversibility and efficiency. This observbation can
be directly correlated with the composition of the GLI and the pI of Graphene at Si/SiO2
that was introduced before. This behavior can be attributed to the interactions between the
charge of the GLI and the redox probes. With increasing pH, the surface charge at the GLI
will become more negative resulting in a stronger repulsion between the GLI and the redox
probe anions that will lead to a slower ET with increased peak spacing. For cations, the
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Figure 5.1: Influence of the pH of the electrolyte solution on the electrochemistry of
four redox probes using a graphene monolayer electrode on Si/SiO2 . The redox probes are
indicated on top of the CVs, the solution pHs used are 2.4 (red), 4.5 (green) and 7.2 (blue).
The colored lines on top correspond to the peak spacing (∆E pp ) and the perpendicular
black lines display the formal potential (E 0 ’). The measurements were done under ambient
conditions with a scan rate of ν = 100 mV/s. Note that the dashed line in c indicates that
the redox peaks were not distinguishable and an approximation was made here.

phenomenon is reversed, since a more negative surface will attract cations and a faster ET
with a smaller peak spacing can be observed. FcCOOH (d), which is neutral, shows only
minor changes for the peak spacing in different pHs, indicating a much weaker electrostatic
interaction.
The formal potential E 0 ’ shows a cathodic shift with increasing pH for all species except
2+/3+

Ru(NH3 )6

(c). This behavior can be attributed to a partial protonation of the species,
3−/4−

which is supported by literature. For Fe(CN)6

, the formation of conjugate acids leads to
2−/3−

an increase of the reduction potential in more acidic solutions. [59,198] For IrCl6

, the same

behavior can be expected. In the case of FcCOOH, the situation might be little more complicated. The carboxylic acid group exhibits a pKa of around 4 in aqueous environment. [199,200]
This leads in a pH of 2.4 to the neutral/protonated form, while in higher pHs the molecule
will be present in the anionic and carboxylated form. These different protonation states result
2+/3+

in a shift of E 0 ’. The cationic Ru(NH3 )6

shows no major change in E 0 ’, since different

protonation states are not beeing expected here. Taken together, all these observations lead
to the fact that electrostatic effects have a high impact on the GLI and influence the ET
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kinetics of graphene monolayer electrodes.

5.2

Effect of the supporting substrate on the interfacial
electron transfer

All graphene monolayer electrodes that were shown so far, were transferred on Si/SiO2 . Since
the GLI is also defined by the supporting substrate and hence influences the ET properties,
other substrate materials might be expected to show different effects. For this, graphene
monolayer samples were transferred on other supporting substrates, such as Si/Si3 N4 and
Al2 O3 . The electrochemistry of the same buffered redox probe solutions perfomed with the
transferred graphene samples and additionally with a GC electrode (as reference measurement)
were done and are depicted in fig. 5.2. Here, the peak separation ∆E pp is plotted as a function
of pH.

Figure 5.2: The Effect of the underlying substrate on the ET in form of the peak spacing
∆E pp as a function of the solution pH. A graphene monolayer was transferred on either
Si/SiO2 , Si/Si3 N4 or Al2 O3 . As a reference, a common GC electrodes was used to perform
the same electrochemical measurements. The scan rarte used here was ν = 100 mV/s.
The first thing that attracts attention here, is that a GC shows the smallest peak-separations
for all redox probes as well as for all pHs. This shows that the ET on graphene monolayers is
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Table 5.1: The estimated values for the heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0 for the electro3−/4−
chemistry of 1 mM Fe(CN)6
measured at different electrodes. GC: glassy carbon, Au:
gold, Pt: platinum Gr: graphene monolayer. The data shown in one line corresponds to the
same electrode to compare the rates at the same electrode for varying pH. The k 0 values
shown here are the lowest values observed on a multitude of samples. Similar values were
obtained on other samples (deviation less than a factor of five). The k 0 values were extracted
from CVs. For fitting and estimating k 0 , either Nicholson method for ∆E pp < 160 mV or
Klingler & Kochi method for ∆E pp > 160 mV was used. [185,187] The errors shown here are
standard errors coming from the fit (see Experimental for details).
k 0 (x10−2 ) cm s−1

pH = 2.6

pH = 4.5

pH = 7.1

GC
Au
Pt

2.3
1.3
0.47

2.2
1.9
0.35

2.1
1.3
0.26

0.15
0.095
0.31
0.106

0.17
0.031
0.09
0.017

0.21
0.008
—
0.003

Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

@
@
@
@

Au
SiO2
Si3 N4
Al2 O3

slower and more hampered compared to GC. Furthermore, the pH trend that was discussed
before is perfectly reproducible. The peak separation increases with increasing pH for anions
(fig. 5.2 a and b), while it decreased for cations (fig. 5.2 c), irrespective of what supporting
substrate was used. Using a GC electrode, no pH trend is observable for those redox probes.
Summarizing this data shows that this pH effect coming from electrostatic interactions
is exclusively valid for supported graphene monolayer electrodes. Furthermore, it can be
concluded that these differences are not resulting from different buffer compositions, since
those are not observable using GC. Irrespective of GC or graphene monolayer, using both
electrodes, no observable pH trend for FcCOOH (fig. 5.2 d) can be seen. This is in agreement
with very low electrostatic interactions mentioned before. However, a very small trend
could be seen at pH of 4.5 and 7.2. Since the molecule will be mainly negative charged, an
increase of the peak spacing with increasing pH could be seen, which is in agreement with
the behavior of other anions (fig. 5.2 a and b). Another point that can be elucidated here is
the reproducibility of the pH trend at the three different substrates. However, the substrates
show different magnitude of the peak spacing for a given redox probe at the same pH. This
can be attributed to the variation of the density of ionizable groups on the surface at each
substrate, which seems to influence the net charge of the GLI, as discussed earlier. [52]
Quantitative values for k 0 were determined from the peak spacing data. The results are
shown in table 5.1 to 5.4 and are displayed in fig. 5.3 for the four redox probes. For the
fitting of the data and the estimation of k 0 , either Nicholson method for ∆E pp < 160 mV or
Klingler & Kochi method for ∆E pp > 160 mV was used. The diffusion coefficients D0 needed
for the estimation were determined from measurements using a GC electrodes and were
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Table 5.2: The estimated values for the heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0 for the electro2−/3−
chemistry of 1 mM IrCl6
measured at different electrodes. The conditions are the same
as in table 5.1 but with a fourfold deviation of estimated k 0 .
k 0 (x10−2 ) cm s−1

pH = 2.6

pH = 4.5

pH = 7.1

GC
Pt

1.14
0.70

1.08
0.92

0.71
0.44

Gr @ SiO2
Gr @ Si3 N4
Gr @ Al2 O3

0.39
0.28
0.28

0.22
0.14
0.10

0.10
0.09
0.04

Table 5.3: The estimated values for the heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0 for the electro2+/3+
chemistry of 100 µM Ru(NH3 )6
measured at different electrodes. The conditions are the
same as in table 5.1 but with a threefold deviation of estimated k 0 .
k 0 (x10−2 ) cm s−1

pH = 2.6

pH = 4.5

pH = 7.1

GC
Au

6.5
8.8

9.7
9.5

5.3
8.1

1.23
—
0.25
0.30

1.12
0.36
0.91
0.50

0.60
2.22
1.61
3.18

Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

@
@
@
@

Au
SiO2
Si3 N4
Al2 O3

Table 5.4: The estimated values for the heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0 for the electrochemistry of 1 mM FcCOOH measured at different electrodes. The conditions are the same
as in table 5.1 but with a fivefold deviation of estimated k 0 .
k 0 (x10−2 ) cm s−1

pH = 2.6

pH = 4.5

pH = 7.1

GC
Au

2.35
1.00

0.44
0.42

0.42
0.75

0.35
0.38
0.40
0.20

0.06
0.10
0.06
0.07

0.04
0.05
0.02
0.05

Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

@
@
@
@

Au
SiO2
Si3 N4
Al2 O3
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calculated using Randles-Sevcik as discussed in chapter 3.3. The values for k 0 are consistent
with the trend discussed before. An increase/decrease for cations/anions with an increasing
pH can be confirmed here. This trend can not be observed on metal or on graphene on metal
electrodes. Furthermore, a roughly one order magnitude faster ET for GC compared with
graphene monolayer can be demonstrated here as well.

Figure 5.3: Plot of the estimated values for k 0 extracted from the peak separation ∆E pp
from CVs. k 0 is displayed for graphene monolayer transferred on various insulating supporting
substrates and are compared with a GC electrode. The redox probes are indicated above the
graphs.
Table 5.1 and fig. 5.3 a present the values for k 0 of graphene monolayer using 1 mM
3−/4−

Fe(CN)6

. In the case of supported graphene monolayer electrodes, a clear reduction of k 0

of at least one order of magnitude as the pH gets reduced from 2.6, over 4.5 to 7.1, irrespective
of what kind of insulating substrate was used. This value is close to (0.04 - 0.2 x 10−2 cm s−1 ),
values reported for non-e-etched graphene samples on Si/SiO2 . [8,71,72,74,201] For a Au substrate,
k 0 is roughly in the same order as the insulating substrates (at pH 2.6). Those values are
close to reported values for graphene on Au islands. [201] Furthermore, no pH trend can be
observed as k 0 does not change accordingly to the pH. Other metallic electrodes, such as GC
and Pt, show similar values for k 0 and again no pH trend was observed.
2−/3−

For the redox probe IrCl6

(Table 5.2, fig. 5.3 b), a wide range of 0.3 - 3 x 10−2 cm s−1 was
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reported mostly for exfoliated graphene. [8,72,202] The values for k 0 for supported CVD-grown
graphene monolayer electrodes at pH 2.4 are close to this range. Nonetheless, by increasing
the pH, k 0 decreases for approx. one order of magnitude for supported graphene monolayer
2−/3−

electrodes. However, the reduction of k 0 for IrCl6

3−/4−

is less pronounced than for Fe(CN)6

.

This can be explained by electrostastic interactions dictating the ET and further also the
2−/3−

ET mechanisms of the redox probes play a role, here: outer- (IrCl6
3−/4−
(Fe(CN)6
)
0

) vs. inner-sphere

redox probe.
2+/3+

k for the cation Ru(NH3 )6

(Table 5.3 and fig. 5.3 c) reflects the pH dependence. It

increases with increasing pH of approx. one order of magnitude for supported graphene
monolayer electrodes. Compared to values from literature, k 0 measured at pH 2.6 is higher
than reported before for exfoliated graphene: 0.00 5 - 0.3 x 10−3 cm s−1 . [8,72] Here again, the
values from metallic electrodes (GC and Au) show a higher k 0 and therefore a faster ET,
eventhough only minor differences are displayed.
For the last redox probe FcCOOH (Table 5.4 and fig. 5.3 d), no values are reported in
literature at graphene monolayers. As mentioned before, in this case two different states
must be distinguished. There is ne neutral from at pH 2.4 and the carboxylic anionic form
at a pH above 4.5. [200] It can be observed that the ET is slower for the anionic form than
for the neutral form for all electrodes: supported graphene as well as metallic electrodes.
Nonetheless, by increasing the pH from 4.5 to 7.1, a slight decrease of k 0 can be observed,
which is comparable with other anionic redox probes discussed before. In the pH regimes
used here, the reduced form is anionic while the oxidized form is neutral. This might speak
for the weak net electrostatic effect of this probe compared with the other probes used.

5.3

Methods to eliminate the pH effect

The intrinsic pH dependence of supported graphene monolayer electrodes will hamper the
detection and sensing of different charged (bio-)molecules such as antibodies, peptides or
proteins. However, the fabrication of graphene monolayer electrodes on such substrates as
used before represents a simple, fast and not very expensive method to realize graphene-based
sensors. It would be of great interest to keep this way of fabricating those sensors but
somehow overcome the pH dependence and still keep the properties of graphene monolayers.
Different methods and ways to reduce or even remove the pH dependence will be discussed
on this section.

5.3.1

Using hBN as underlying layer

One way to avoid or at least minimize the electrostatic effect coming from the substrate is the
use of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) as underlying layer between substrate and graphene
monolayer. It was shown earlier that hBN has the capability of screening charge impurities
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from the substrate and an improvement in electronic properties was presented. [51,203] With
this knowledge, the opportunity has risen to improve the sample design by transferring first
one layer of hBN on the substrate and afterwards transferring a graphene monolayer on top
3−/4−

of the hBN. The electrochemistry of 1 mM Fe(CN)6

using those samples can be seen in

fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Electrochemistry of graphene monolayer (dash-dotted line) vs. graphene
3−/4−
monolayer-hBN electrode (solid line). a: CVs 1 mM Fe(CN)6
using both electrodes, b:
the peak spacing of both electrodes and c: the formal potential of both electrodes. In all
cases, the same color code is used as before.
The CVs (depicted in fig. 5.4 a) compare a common graphene monolayer electrode (dashdotted lines) with the hBN-optimized graphene monolayer electrode (solid lines) with the
buffered pH solutions in the same colors as before. The most striking thing to see is that
the pH effect is still unaffected, showing a smaller peak spacing and with that a higher
reversibility and also a higher magnitude at lower pH. This is still consistent with the
3−/4−

behavior of Fe(CN)6

seen before. Regarding the peak spacing ∆E pp (fig. 5.4 b) and the

formal potential E 0 ’ (fig. 5.4 c), no major differences in both electrodes can be observed.
Concluding this, the electrostatical forces that determine the ET are still present here even
though an insulating layer of hBN was used to shield the graphene from the substrate. It
should be noted that pinholes and cracks were present in the hBN layer, similar to a graphene
monolayer. It may be the case that those parts, where the hBN was broken, contributed to
the electrochemistry the most, since graphene was in direct contact to the substrate there.

5.3.2

Graphene-on-metal electrodes

A further possibility to avoid the pH effect might be to transfer graphene monolayers on metal
electrodes, since it is known from scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) experiments
that graphene-on-metal behaves transparent. [201] The electrochemical behavior of such samples
are schon in fig. 5.5. Here, a graphene monolayer was transfered on a Au sample and compared
3−/4−

to an Au electrode. The electrochemical measurements were done only for Fe(CN)6
2+/3+
Ru(NH3 )6

and FcCOOH since

2−/3−
IrCl6

,

could not be measured because the redox is

outside of the potential window of Au. The values for the peak separation were extracted
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from the CVs and plotted in fig. 5.5 a - c. As expected, using an Au electrode (blue curve), a
pH dependence of the electrochemistry can not be observed. Leading to the conclusion that
metallic substrates electrocatalyze the ET kinetics. When a graphene monolayer is transferred
on Au, different values for the peak sapcing are observable. However, no real pH trend
is measureable that can be compared to the trends seen before (Note the smaller y-scale).
Regardless, an increase in the peak spacing only by transferring a graphene monolayer on Au
can be observed.

Figure 5.5: Plot of the peak separation ∆E pp (a - c) and the extracted k 0 (d - f) of graphene
monolayer transferred on an Au substrate compared with a common bulk Au electrode.
The electrochemical measurements for that were done in ambient conditions using the usual
buffers. The redox probes are indicated at the graphs.
The presence of an underlying metal layer might lead to a dominant electrocatalytic effect
that can improve the ET of Au-supported graphene [201] . If this is true, the pH sensitivity of
the electrochemistry of a graphene monolayer can be removed“by using metallic substrates.
”
Furthermore, values for k 0 were extrated from the peak spacing data and were plotted in
fig. 5.5 d - f. In this case, no pH trend can be observed, however k 0 for graphene monolayer at
Au is roughly one order of magnitude lower than a bulk Au electrode. Nonetheless, it shows
the capability of an underlying metal substrates (here: Au) to overcome or even remove the
pH effect that can be observed on supported graphene monolayer electrodes.

5.3.3

Suspended graphene

Suspended graphene, or also called free-standing graphene, could be a promising approach
to investigate those graphene specific interactions more in detail. As the name suggests,
suspended graphene (free-standing graphene) is not in contact with a substrate since it is not
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supported. It literally just stands in the air. Since graphene layers are only one-atom thick,
it is quite obvious that a free-standing layer would just collapse. To avoid this, graphene is
stabilized by having a patterned substrate or a grid on which graphene is transferred on or a
trench lies underneath graphene. [46,137,204–207]
In this work, only a few preliminary attemps were made to pursue the potential of suspended
graphene as potent electrode, preferably without any substrate effects on to the ET properties.
However, in the context of this work, a possible grid for transferring graphene onto was
designed and realized using the negative PR SU-8. After the development of this grid,
graphene was transferred on top with the usual method. Afterwards, the samples were
inspected and characterized using optical microscopy. The aim of this preliminary step
was to find out from what pore or grid sizes graphene would collapse. Unfortunately, no
results can be shown here, since this approach was not further elaborated. However, this
short excursion should show how straight-forward it can be to fabricate suspended graphene
electrodes and show a further possibel way to fabricate graphene monolayer samples without
any pH dependency.

5.4

Conclusions

In summary, the crucial influence of electrostatic effects on the electrochemistry of classical and
commonly used redox probes with supported graphene monolayer electrodes was investigated.
This includes a clear and reproducible variation of the ET kinetics as a function of the
solution pH, even though the redox reaction itself does not depend on protons. This pH effect
is a result of the electrostatical interactions between the redox active ion in solution and the
surface charge distribution at the GLI. As a result of the negatively charged GLI, the ET rates
for anions decrease by increasing the pH and vice versa for cations. To understand this effect
more, different supporting substrates were investigated underneath graphene. Concluding
that this effect was found not only on Si/SiO2 substrates, but on other insulating substrates
as well. Accordingly to this, with the help of hBN between graphene and substrate, graphene
was shielded from a possible influence of the substrate material on ET kinetics. However,
the pH trend was still observable. This concludes that this electrostatic pH effect is intrinsic
for graphene monolayer electrodes. As further substrate material, bulk Au was used. It was
observed that the pH trend was suppressed by Au. By using Au, an electrocatalytic effect
dominated since Au is superior to graphene. Since bulk metal electrodes are precious, other
approaches to improve the ET of graphene monolayer electrodes are needed.
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Chapter 6

Graphene sandwich electrodes

All those findings rise the idea of the possibility of tuning the ET properties of graphene
monolayer electrodes selectively by using other kinds of substrates underneath graphene
than shown till now. In a way, it was tried to turn the tables and add other materials in a
controlled manner to graphene to understand the resulting behavior of new graphene-based
materials. A new kind of electrodes were developed: the graphene sandwich electrodes. For
the realization of such electrodes, metal nanoparticles were deposited between graphene
sheets. The use of metal nanoparticles is expected to be more advantageous than transferring
graphene sheets on bulk metal substrates individually. This comes from the fact that small
particles are expected to show a higher capability of electrocalatysis since the surface is bigger
than the surface of bulk metal. [208] Furthermore, since the metal particles are deposited
electrochemically, the variety of metals is much higher and the fabrication is cheaper.
Since this electrode design is new, the preparation will be discussed in the following part.
Afterwards, the electrodes were characterized using optical and atomic force microscopy. In
the last part, the electrochemical properties of such electrodes are investigated and discussed,
where a wide range of properties and characteristics are displayed.

6.1

Sample preparation and characterization

The general idea and design of the graphene sandwich electrodes consists of a layered
structure is shown in fig. 6.1. The basis was a supporting substrate (1), usually Si/SiO2 was
used. On top of the substrate, a graphene monolayer (2) was transferred on top. By using
electrochemistry, metal NPs (3) were deposited at the graphene electrode. Next, a second
graphene monolayer (4) was transferred on top of the electrodeposited NPs and the sandwich
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Figure 6.1: Schematic design principle of graphene sandwich electrodes with the supporting
substrate (1), a transferred graphene monolayer (2), deposited metal nanoparticles (3) and
another graphene monolayer transferred on top.

electrode was obtained.
The first step is to fabricate graphene monolayer electrodes. This was done by the same
procedure as already discussed in chapter 3.1.1. Shortly, CVD-grown graphene was covered
with PS and let to dry. Then, it was cut into rectangular pieces in the size of a few mm times
a few mm. The copper was then etched with a solution mixture of HCl and H2 O2 . After a
few washing steps in water, the PS-covered graphene flake was fished onto a Si/SiO2 chip
with pre-patterned Pt/Ti eletrode lines. The residual water from the transfer process was
removed using a mild stream of compressed air and the sample was let to dry in an oven
at 75◦ C for at least 15 min. Afterwards, the PS-cover was removed in toulene and dried
again in the oven. As a last transfer step, the sample was annealed at 600◦ C for 2 min in
N2 atmosphere. After the transfer was successful, the Pt/Ti electrode lines were passivated
using PS and graphene was e-etched, as presented in chapter 4.
In this chapter, this kind of graphene sample was used as a supporting material“. For
”
this, the graphene monolayer sample was used for depositing metal particles. The huge
advantage here is that on one hand the graphene samples are very easy and straightforward
to produce. Depending on the size of graphene flakes, numerous samples can fabricated out
of the CVD-grown graphene, which makes this process more viable and economical. On the
other hand, those prepared samples can be functionalized with metal particales in an easy
way since it is an electrode that is ready to be used. Hence, the first step after preparing
the graphene monolayer electrode was to deposit metal particles on the electrode surface. In
the context of this work, two different metal depositions were used. For the first samples,
AuNP were deposited. In a later stage of this project, PtNP were used instead. After the
particle deposition, a second graphene layer was transferred on top of the first graphene with
deposited metal particles. The protocol was always the same except the annealing step after
the transfer itself. In the beginning, the samples were again annealed, later on, the annealing
step was left out since it seemed that the heating up showed an influence on the particle size
and distribution on the first graphene layer.
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6.1.1

AuNP sandwich electrodes

As it can be seen in fig. 6.2 the different fabrication steps of the sandwich electrodes can be
visualized optically. Fig. 6.2 a shows an image of the monolayer graphene (Gr) electrode
with a hole in the middle, where the substrate is exposed. After the deposition of AuNPs,
fig. 6.2 b was obtained, where the whole graphene is covered with AuNPs, indicated by the
slightly darker contrast and little black dots on the graphene surface. The transfer of the
second graphene layer leads to fig. 6.2 c. Here, the deposited AuNPs are still observable.
The first monolayer graphene is also indicated by the crack in the botten left corner. The PS
passivation was removed there, leading to an unmodified graphene surface on the left side.
However, the second graphene layer can be observed e.g. in the hole in the middle of the
image, specifically in the red and green box.

Figure 6.2: Optical images of the preparation steps of the sandwich electrodes with AuNPs.
a: Monolayer graphene, b: Monolayer graphene with deposited AuNP, c: After the transfer
of the second graphene layer, d + e: Cuts of two different spots where the second transferred
layer is observable. Note that the numbering is accordingly to the numbering of the layers in
fig. 6.1.
The red box (in fig. 6.2 d) shows basically three different materials: Graphene sandwich (4),
a hole of the first graphene layer, which is covered with the second graphene monolayer (4)
and the substrate is exposed through a hole of both graphene layers (1). Another position
is marked with a green box and magnified in fig. 6.2 e. Here, monolayer graphene with
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electrodesposited NPs are observable (3), a small part of exposed substrate (1) can be seen as
well and finally a part of the sandwich electrode is observable (4). Only the parts, where the
contrast appears to be darker are covered with the second layer. The lighter parts are not
covered since the second layer is broken there. Overall, sandwich samples can be visualized
easily with optical microscope since the deposition and the number of layers introduce different
levels in contrast that makes the single layers easier to observe.

Figure 6.3: AC-mode AFM images at different stages of fabrication of sandwich electrodes.
Top row depicts the height images and the bottom row shows the amplitude images. a + d:
Monolayer graphene, b + e: monolayer graphene with deposited AuNPs (Gr-AuNP), c + f:
sandwich electrode. Scale bar is 2 µm.
Not only were the preparation steps tracked optically, AFM was also used to show the step
by step fabrication. One example of this is shown in fig. 6.3, where the top row shows
the height of the fabrication steps, while the bottom row shows the amplitude. The left
column of fig. 6.3 (a + d) shows monolayer graphene (Gr) after the transfer. After the
deposition (middle column - b + e), a with AuNPs covered surface can be seen (Gr+AuNP).
The deposited particles show different sizes: Small particles in the size of a few tens of
nanometers are covering the major graphene surface and there are single bigger particles in
an approximate size of 500 nm. Those two different distributions in the size of the particles
was reproducible for other samples within the deposition of AuNPs. The amplitude image
in fig. 6.3 e can be used to estimate the particle’s surface not as perfectly round shaped
but it appears to be more rough and clustered. After the transfer of the second graphene
layer on top of the modified graphene electrode, the final sandwich electrode was obtained.
With the help of the topography image in fig. 6.3 c, the same position can be found again
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after transferring graphene. What is striking is that the big particles can be found again.
However, the small particles are not distuingishable anymore after the transfer. The sample
was annealed directly after the transfer at 400◦ C. Maybe this lead to a partial melting of
the particles whereby the particles movement was increased. After the second transfer, only
some lines and strings are observable besides the bigger particles. The amplitude in fig. 6.3 f
let the the particles appear as if they were covered by a blanket, which is indicative of the
coverage with graphene.

6.1.2

PtNP sandwich electrodes

The characterization of those sandwich electrodes were done in the same way by using optical
and atomic force microscopy. The deposition parameters of Pt particles were improved since
the deposition using chronoamperometry only brought scattered and wide spread particles,
whereby the deposition with CV brought a dense coverage of particles over the whole graphene
area. Hence, the deposition using CV was favoured.

Figure 6.4: Optical (a - c) and AFM (d - f) images of a sandwich electrode with PtNPs.
a + d: Monolayer graphene, b + e: Gr+PtNP (Monolayer graphene with deposited Pt
particles) and c + f: sandwich electrode.
The optical characterization of the three fabriacation steps os shown in fig. 6.4. As it can
be seen, pristine monolayer graphene (a + d), the deposition of PtNP (b + e) and the
sandwich electrode (c + f) can be characterized again. For the pristine monolayer graphene,
an approximate height of 1 nm was measured, while the particles after their deposition show
different heights of approx. 20, 40 and 80 nm. After transferring the second graphene layer,
the height did not change, the distribution of Pt particles is still roughly at 20, 40 and 80 nm.
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However, the particles appear to be much broader than before the transfer. This might be
due to some residual water between the first and second graphene layer, since this image was
taken directly after transfer, without any annealing step for this sample. Nonetheless, again
the fabrication of sandwich electrodes can be tracked and characterized easily.

6.2

Electrochemical properties

This part will present and describe the electrochemical behavior of the new sandwich
electrodes.

6.2.1

pH effect in AuNP sandwich electrodes

The first thing to characterize the electrochemical properties of the sandwich electrodes is
the pH effect. This was the initial motivation to find out if this approach can be used to
minimize the pH sensitivity of the ET at a graphene monolayer electrode. For this, at first
the AuNP sandwich electrodes will be discussed since it was already shown that no pH trend
was observable at graphene monolayer on Au substrate (see. chapter 5).
The ET behavior of the AuNP sandwich electrodes as a function of solution pH is shown in fig.
2+/3+

6.5. Here, the redox probe Ru(NH3 )6

was used to observe the ET characteristics of the

electrode. Fig. 6.5 a depicts the CVs of this redox probe measured with a sandwich electrode.
What is striking is that the CVs showed no major differences at different pHs. Here, it was
concluded that the ET kinetics seem to not show a pH effect as it is the case for supported
graphene monolayer electrodes. This is also displayed in fig. 6.5 b. Here, k 0 is plotted for
2+/3+

the ET of Ru(NH3 )6

measured with sandwich electrodes (blue curve) and compared to

monolayer graphene (black curve). While graphene monolayer electrodes show an increased
ET kinetics with an increasing pH, the sandwich electrodes show no pH trend at all. The ET
rate constant scatters around the value of 0.015 cm s−1 that is higher compared to graphene
monolayer electrodes. A direct comparison of both electrodes is shown in fig. 6.5 c for acidic
pH and fig. 6.5 d for neutral pH. For the case of a pH of approx. 2.4, the difference between
both electrodes is the biggest. While graphene monolayer hardly shows any redox process,
the sandwich electrode shows a highly reversible ET. In the case of a neutral pH of 7.2
(fig. 6.5 d), the difference between both electrodes is not easy to distinguish, since the ET at
graphene monolayer is already reversible. However, a small shift of the redox peak, indicating
increased ET kinetics, is still observable at sandwich electrodes. Overall, with this sandwich
it was possible to suppress the dependence of the ET kinetics from the solution pH.
To evaluate if this is generically valid, another redox couple was tested, the inner-sphere
3−/4−

anion Fe(CN)6

. Fig. 6.6 a depicts CVs of a sandwich electrode (red curve) compared

with a pristine graphene monolayer electrode (dotted black curve) in a solution pH of 2.4.
What can be observed is that not only the current is decreased slightly, but also the ET
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2+/3+

Figure 6.5: Electrochemistry of 1 mM Ru(NH3 )6
using AuNP sandwich electrodes. a:
CV in buffers with different pH values, b: Plotting of the heterogeneous ET rate constant k 0
for the different solutions, and comparison between bare graphene monolayer and sandwich
at pH 2.4 (c) and pH 7.2 (d). A scan rate of ν = 100 mV/s was applied.

kinetics are slower when using a sandwich electrode. In a pH of 7.2 (see fig. 6.6 b), the
sandwich (green curve) behaves more peculiar compared to a graphene monolayer electrodes
(dotted black line). Here, basically two different oxidation peaks, most likely belonging to
two different ET processes, are present. This complicates a reliable analysis of the data, since
the data between different electrodes are not directly comparable anymore. However, the ET
kinetics of different electrodes are compared in fig. 6.6 c. The peaks used for the analysis of
the sandwich electrodes was the oxidation peak at approx. +0.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl in fig. 6.6 b.
3−/4−

What can be concluded is that in the case of Fe(CN)6

, the ET kinetics dramatically

depends on the electrode design. While for graphene monolayer (black curve) and for a
graphene bilayer (green curve), both only consists of carbon, the data can be analyzed and
gives insights into the pH dependent ET, the kinetics changes when including Au particles
into the electrode design. This can also be seen in fig. 6.6 c, where the electrodes design
based only on carbon (here graphene, black for graphene monolayer and green for graphene
bilayer), the ET kinetics are rather high and the pH trend can be observed again. However,
after the deposition of AuNPs on the graphene monolayer surface, the kinetics slow down
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3−/4−

Figure 6.6: Electrochemistry of 1 mM Fe(CN)6
on AuNP sandwich electrodes. a:
Comparison of a pristine graphene monolayer electrode and of a AuNP sandwich electrode
in acidic media (pH = 2.4), b: Comparison of a pristine graphene monolayer electrode and
of a AuNP sandwich electrode in neutral media (pH = 7.2), c: k 0 of different electrodes
in comparison as a function of the pH, d: CVs at other electrodes based on Bulk Au in
pH = 7.1.
further and by transferring the second layer to obtain the sandwich electrode, the kinetics
slowed down even further. In neutral pH, no data could be analyzed, due to the double peak
phenomenon observed there. This behavior is strange and unexpected. As a reference for
this, fig. 6.6 d can be used. Here, different kinds of electrodes based on bulk Au were used for
the same measurements. the red curve displays an electrode, where a Au layer was deposited
on a Si/SiO2 sample and graphene was transferred on it. The black curve shows the same
sample but without graphene on top. What can be observed is that even when measuring in
neutral pH of 7.1, a reversible ET can be observed with rather fast kinetics. The different
current values for each electrodes are coming from their different electrode areas and the
small spike at the reduction peak at approx. +0.2 V for the black curve comes from the
fact, that ferricyanide partly adsorbs on the Au surface. This can be observed sometimes for
Au samples. The same behavior was already shown in chapter 5, where no pH trend was
observable after transferring graphene on Au. However, this effect needs to be investigated
further since it could have different reasons. One reason could be that Au oxidizes at higher
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potentials, approx. starting at +0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl and thus additional peaks could come
from the oxidation. However, the second layer of graphene should protect the Au surface
from the contact to the solution and hence to oxygen groups and therefore the oxidation
should be inhibited. Furthermore, a possible specific interaction between Au and ferricyanide
can happen leading to some unknown species that could be detected in the CV. [209] Or it
could display the contribution from both parts of the sandwich electrode, namely from the
sandwich part (meaning with deposited AuNP underneath the second layer) and from a
graphene monolayer part, where no functionalization took place. These possibilities need to
be examined further.
In conclusion, by introducing AuNP between two graphene layers, the graphene electrode
can be tuned in a way that e.g. the pH trend that defines the ET properties of graphene can
2+/3+

be modulated. An ET improvement was observed for the outer-sphere probe Ru(NH3 )6

.

This could be due to an increased overall electron density at the AuNP sandwich electrodes.
However, depending on the ET mechanism (inner-/ outer-sphere), the effect can be removed
3−/4−

or other phenomenons can occur. This was observed for the inner-sphere probe Fe(CN)6

.

In this case, a more complex ET mechanism is proposed that needs future investigations.

6.2.2

PtNP sandwich electrodes

Since the usage of AuNP as intercalated metal between two graphene layers led to multifaceted
properties, it is interesting to find out if the characteristics of the sandwich electrodes could
be combined with the properties of other metals as well. For this purpose, PtNPs were chosen.
The sample preparation was the same as discussed before. The PtNPs were deposited as
described in chapter 3.3.4.
Pt electrochemistry with graphene
To first introduce and judge the performance of the PtNP sandwich electrode, the electrochemistry was compared to that of a bulk Pt electrode, since a pristine Pt electrode comes
with certain specific characteristics based on particular processes happening on the Pt surface
such as hydrogen adsorption and oxygen reduction.
Fig. 6.7 represents the electrochemistry of a bulk Pt electrode compared to that of a PtNP
sandwich electrode. In literature, the investigations of Pt electrodes are usually performed in
acidic media. Mostly, solutions of HCl, H2 SO4 or HClO4 are used. [105,210–213] In this work,
HClO4 was used. A CV of a bulk Pt electrode in 0.1 M HClO4 is shown in fig. 6.7 a. Here,
typical surface processes of Pt are observable. Hydrogen adsorption and desorption are shown
in the blue region at approx. 0.0 to -0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Here, the hydrogen underpotential
depostion (HU P D ) is taking place. Furthermore, marked by the yellow region, the oxidation
and reduction of the Pt surface can be observed. The oxidation peak is weak, however, the
reduction at approx. +0.4 V is obvious. As a third and last process in this potential regime,
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Figure 6.7: Electrochemistry of a bulk Pt electrode (a) and compared with a PtNP sandwich
electrode (b) measured in 0.1 M HClO4 with different scan rates.
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) can be observed as a negative current at potentials
lower than -0.35 V indicated by the red arrow.

HER at PtNP graphene sandwich electrodes
HER can be observed at this sandwich electrodes as well. This observation is displayed in
the red curve in fig. 6.8 b. Both bulk Pt and PtNP sandwich electrodes are compared here
and remarkable differences are highlighted. Starting at the higher anodic potentials, it can
be seen that neither the oxidation at the Pt surface nor the reduction were happening on this
electrode. This might be due to the fact that the Pt particles were covered by a graphene
layer, hindering surface processes since water can not contact Pt anymore and hence the
oxidation can not happen. Moving to lower and to negative potentials three things can be
observed. First, the surface processes of HU P D seem to be absent, which also speaks for
the fact that the PtNPs were covered by the second graphene layer. Secondly, an increased
cathodic current starting at approx. +0.3 V is observed in contrast to bulk Pt. The reason
for this can not be seen by considering only this CV. And the last thing to observe is again
the beginning of the HER at approx. -0.35 V. This appears to be very surprising, since HU P D
as well as the Pt oxidation processes are not present here, excluding specific surface processes
at this point. However, the HER needs the interaction of protons (H+ ) with the Pt surface
of course. Suprisingly, some reactions seem to happen on or in close proximity to the Pt
surfaces (HER), while other reactions (HU P D and Pt oxidation) does not seem to occur.
After comparing the sandwich properties with bulk Pt, it is important as well to estimate
the properties of other electrodes from the fabrication step, especially from Gr+PtNP since
the differences from bulk Pt and sandwich can occur due to variations in particle sizes or
distributions. For this, fig. 6.8 a represents four different electrodes in direct comparison.
Here, monolayer graphene (Gr) is compared with Gr+PtNP, sandwich and bulk Pt. For one,
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Figure 6.8: Electrochemistry of sandwich electrodes in comparison with electrodes during
the different fabrication steps. a: CV of PtNP sandwich electrode (red) compared with
monolayer graphene (blue), Gr+PtNP (black) and a bulk Pt electrode (gray) and b: Gr+PtNP
(gray) compared with PtNP Sandwich electrode (green) and the same sandwich electrode
with an additional graphene layer on top of the already existing sandwich electrode (red).
The measurements were performed in 0.1 M HClO4 with a scan rate of ν = 1 V s−1 .

it can be observed that Gr shows the lowest current without any modification, most likely
resulting from the cleaniness of the surface, where no residues of metal or other impurities are
present, which could lead to ET or adsorption/desorption processes. However, after the PtNP
deposition, the current increased drastically. What can be observed at Gr+PtNP (black curve)
is a very similar behavior to bulk Pt (gray curve). The Pt oxidation and reduction can be
observed at potentials of approx. +0.9 and +0.4 V, respectively. Furthermore, the processes
of HU P D are observable in the range of -0.3 to 0.0 V. In addition, after the deposition, the
electrode was able to catalyze the HER with an onset potential of approx. -0.35 V. After
transferring the second graphene layer to obtain the sandwich electrode, the behavior is
different. For sandwich (red curve), the properties were already discussed before. Shortly:
the HER can be observed at -0.35 V, the typical HU P D peaks and the oxidation and reduction
peaks are weaker than without the graphene cover. Since holes, cracks and defects in general,
can not be excluded from graphene monolayer, a second graphene layer was transferred
on top of the sandwich electrode to attempt to cover the defects that might expose the
underlying PtNP. A CV of this electrode is shown in fig. 6.8 b. Here, the electrochemistry of
this covered sandwich electrode (sandwich+Gr - red curve) was compared with the simple
sandwich electrode (green curve) and with the exposed Gr+PtNP (grey curve) electrode.
The aforesaid blocking of HU P D through the graphene layer of the sandwich electrodes is
enhanced by adding another graphene layer to the existing sandwich electrode. This can be
observed the most by the current decrease for the HER that is indicated by the red arrow.
Additionally, the non-Faradaic current where usually the HU P D processes happen, was also
decreased. Furthermore, since neither the oxidation nor the reduction of the oxidized Pt
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surface can be observed at all, it is concluded that the surface is almost fully covered and no
PtNPs are exposed to the solution.
The oxygen reduction reaction at sandwich electrodes
The region of HU P D deserves a closer look, since it contains not only the typical hydrogen
adsorption at Pt surfaces, but it gives also hints of another very important reaction catalyzed
on metal electrodes namely the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).

Figure 6.9: The presence of the ORR at PtNP sandwich electrodes. a: A PtNP sandwich
electrode, b: bare and pristine graphene monolayer, and c: another PtNP sandwich eletrode
with a bigger potential window in air (black) and nitrogen (red) atmosphere.
There are indications that this reaction can also be observed on PtNP sandwich electrodes.
This is shown in fig. 6.9. In direct comparison of CVs when going from air to nitrogen
atmosphere, a decreased current indicates the absence of oxygen reduction. This is the case
for the PtNP sandwich electrode, displayed in fig. 6.9 a. Here, a cathodic current is observed
by measuring in 0.1 M HClO4 in ambient conditions, meaning with oxygen in the solution.
This current is also present in fig. 6.7 b shown earlier. When excluding air in solution by
flushing the solution with nitrogen for at least 30 min and recording a CV again, the negative
current clearly decreased under the absence of oxygen. This leads to the conclusion that
the cathodic current that was measured was driving the ORR, which can not happen under
oxygen exclusion and hence a lower current is measured. To show that this is clearly an effect
coming from the sandwich electrode a bare graphene monolayer electrode was also measured
with and without oxygen in solution. This is shown in fig. 6.9 b. A clear absence of the ORR
at all can be observed since the current did not change after flushing with nitrogen showing
that the ORR does not happen on a graphene electrode at this potential range but with
introducing PtNPs, it can be measured clearly. Fig. 6.9 c shows a CV from a PtNP sandwich
electrode again but in a slightly broader potential range with and without oxygen. Here,
both ORR and HET could be measured. And again, by removing oxygen from the solution,
the cathodic current due to ORR decreased considerably. These observations clearly confirm
the electrocatalysis of ORR at PtNP sandwich electrodes by electrocatalytic effects induced
by subsurface Pt below graphene.
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Sensing of H2 O2
For a further evaluation of the performance of sandwich electrodes, the sensing of H2 O2 as
possible biosensing application is investigated. The sandwich electrodes occur to exploit
properties from the underlying Pt. This fact can be exploited to design a sensor. For this, an
application-oriented reaction is needed. Since the ORR can be observed with such electrodes,
and as a result of the 2-electron pathway“, hydrogen peroxide is formed, the sensing of H2 O2
”
is preferred. H2 O2 is not only of interest in the combination of ORR, but it is also formed
as a product at the oxidation of glucose by glucose oxidase. Hence, it would be useful to
investigate the capability of the sandwich electrodes to sense H2 O2 .

Figure 6.10: Sensing of H2 O2 with PtNP sandwich electrodes by the electrochemical oxidation of H2 O2 . a: CVs of bare graphene (black line) and PtNP sandwich (red line) in the
presence of 1 mM H2 O2 , b: Oxidation of subsequent injections of H2 O2 using chronoamperometry, c: The resulting oxidation calibration curve from b, d: A comparison of the capability of
the H2 O2 oxidation of PtNP sandwich (blue curve), AuNP sandwich (yellow curve) and bare
graphene (black curve). All measurements were performed in a buffered solution with a pH
of 7.2. The chronoamperometric data were obtained at an applied potential of E appl = 0.75 V
vs. Ag/AgCl.
For this, the oxidation from H2 O2 to oxygen was chosen. The H2 O2 oxidation reaction is a
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step of the reversed reaction to the ORR.
+
−
−
→
H2 O 2 −
←
−
− O2 + 2 H + 2 e

The H2 O2 oxidation is depicted in fig. 6.10 a. The CV of a PtNP sandwich (red curve)
was compared to that of bare graphene (black curve). While bare graphene only shows a
non-Faradaic background current, the sandwich electrode shows an anodic current with a
current maximum at approx. +0.7 V. Hence, a potential of +0.75 V was chosen for the
chronoamperometric experiments. The chronoamperometric response is depicted in fig. 6.10 b.
Here, the blank buffer, without H2 O2 was observed. The typical behavior of this decreasing
current resulting from the changes in the EDL was observed during the first 1000 s. After
that, a certain amount of H2 O2 was added to the solution, indicated with the black arrows.
Upon addition, an increased anodic current was measurbale for concentrations higher than
0.1 µM. The resulting current values after the addition are plotted in fig. 6.10 c as a function
of the H2 O2 concentration. A clear increase of the anodic current was observable roughly
at a H2 O2 concentration of 1 µM. By increasing the H2 O2 concentration, the oxidation
current increased as well. The capability of the sensing is shown in fig. 6.10 d. Here, the
H2 O2 oxidation current responses are shown from a PtNP sandwich (blue curve), a AuNP
sandwich (yellow curve) and from bare graphene (black curve). What is remarkable is that
this oxidation is really only happening on PtNP sandwich electrodes. The AuNP sandwich
and the bare graphene of course, do not catalyze that oxidation process, which makes the
presence of PtNPs essential for H2 O2 sensing.

Figure 6.11: Sensing of H2 O2 at a sandwich electrode with a second graphene layer on top
(Sandwich+Gr). a: The chronoamperometric record of the oxidation of H2 O2 by stepwise
addition, b: Comparison of the anodic current resulting from the oxidation at different
electrodes: Gr+PtNP (black curve), sandwich (red curve) and sandwich+Gr (green curve).
The applied potential was E appl = 0.75 V vs. Ag/AgCl and the measurements were performed
in a buffer with pH = 7.2.
Since it can not be ensured that graphene does not expose Pt, a second graphene layer
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was transferred on top of the sandwich as it was done before. Then, the sensing of H2 O2
was performed again. Fig. 6.11 a shows the chronoamperometric record for this sensing.
Clearly, the oxidation of different H2 O2 concentrations can be observed. Even though, a
second layer covers the PtNPs, the properties can still be exploited through the graphene
layers. However, one drawback was observed by adding graphene layers. This is depicted
in fig. 6.11 b. The resulting anodic currents from the sensing of H2 O2 were plotted for
Gr+PtNP (black curve), sandwich (red curve) and for sandwich with a second graphene
layer on top (sandwich+Gr - green curve). It can be seen that for the exposed PtNPs, the
highest current values were observed during the oxidation process. By adding one layer of
graphene on top, to obtain the sandwich electrode, the sensitivity decreased for the same
H2 O2 concentrations. Furthermore, after adding the second layer on top (sandwich+Gr), the
current decreased even further, as indicated by the red arrow. This shows that by adding
graphene layers on top, the electrochemical performance is hampered in terms of the current
throughput. This demonstrates the advance of the sandwich design. The oxidation currents
of Gr+PtNP (with exposed PtNPs) additionally includes the current due to Pt oxidation.
Contrary to this, the current values obtained with sandwich electrodes are only due to the
H2 O2 oxidation. Concluding, by adding more graphene layers on top, the properties of Pt are
blocked subsequently. However, even with two graphene layers on top, the oxidation H2 O2
can still be performed.

The permeability of graphene monolayers
The permeability of graphene monolayers describes the capability to let molecules, atoms
or ions travel perpendicular through the graphene monolayer. In case of electrochemistry,
the transport of molecules, atoms or ions can investigated e.g. by doping effects or other
observations. This phenomenon is discussed often in literature and yet no answer can be given.
The observation of the reactions discussed above raises the question about the permeability of
graphene monolayers. However, it is not possible to give a clear and reliable answer yet. Some
works are even contrary to each other. The results discussed in the following were mostly
from calculations and simulations. It is claimed that graphene is impermeable for gases but
penetratable for hydrogen. [214] A similar result was shown, where graphene is permeable for
hydrogen atoms but even more suited for the penetration of protons. [215] The permability
of graphene towards protons was also discussed and compared to the incapability of Cu
atoms to penetrate through graphene. [69] Another work showed some contrary calculations,
where graphene was shown to be permeable for boron but not for H, O or N. [216] A further
work discussed the hydrogen and proton penetration through graphene and claimed that for
pristine graphene, the penetration is not possible. However, by introducing oxygen-terminated
defects, a permeability can be reached. It was discussed further, that Pt underneath graphene
does not influence the permeability properties noticably. [217] Additionally, some practical
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electrochemical investigations followed. The group of Joaquı́n Rodrı́guez-López, and this
work as well, discussed the electronic transparency of graphene monolayers by exploiting a
metal underneath graphene. [188,201,218]
However, a direct contact of the species with the Pt surface is necessary for the electrochemical
processes, such as the Pt oxidation, as well as the following reduction. A key step of the
HER is the adsorption of a proton, which further reacts to H2 . In the case of the ORR,
different mechanisms were proposed. However, in every mechanism a adsorption step of a
oxygen atom was assumed to happen before generating water. For the oxidation of H2 O2 ,
again a contact with a Pt site is necessary, since graphene does not oxidize H2 O2 at +0.75 V
vs. Ag/AgCl as already shown. However, the adsorption of hydrogen as a part of HU P D
was not able to be observed. In contrast to this, the other forementioned reactions did take
place evidently. These results suggest that the permeability of graphene does not seem to
be straightforward or easy to designate. It seems that protons and hydrogen as well can
penetrate through a graphene layer. In the case of the H2 O2 oxidation and ORR, the case
seem to be more some effect of graphene getting doped from the underlying Pt and hence
the DOS changes accordingly since a H2 O2 or oxygen molecule might be sterically too big to
penetrate through a graphene layer (or a bilayer).

6.3

Conclusions

In conclusion, a new kind of electrode design, namely the sandwich electrode, was introduced
and characterized from an electrochemical point of view. The sandwich electrodes consists of
two graphene monolayers that encase metal nanoparticles, in this case AuNPs and PtNPs.
Those particles are simply electrodeposited after the transfer of the first graphene layer. Next,
a second graphene layer is transferred onto the first layer with deposited metal particles
that were covered by the second layer afterwards. This idea started from the discovery of an
electrostatic effect at supported graphene monolayer electrodes. It was shown, that when
introducing metal particles underneath graphene, in the AuNP sandwich electrode, the pH
2+/3+

effect could be suppressed for the ET of Ru(NH3 )6

most likely by an increased electron

density of the sandwich electrode. This effect was not observed for the inner-sphere redox
3−/4−

probe Fe(CN)6

. Those effects need to be further investigated for a better understanding.

Nonetheless, sandwich electrodes with PtNP were fabricated that show interestingly remarkable and unexpected features. It can be observed that certain Pt specific surface adsorption
processes were absent at PtNP sandwich electrodes, while specific properties of the underlying
Pt were transferred“to the graphene monolayer electrode on top. For example, the HER
”
was observed as well as the ORR, even though, the whole Pt surface was covered and thus
protected by the graphene layer. This shows the capability of graphene as a membrane as
cover but is electrically transparent to exploit electrochemical properties from Pt underneath.
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By utilizing this effect, it was shown that such sandwich electrodes can be used to detect the
specific oxidation of H2 O2 , while it is not possible on a graphene monolayer electrode. By
adding more graphene layers on top, the anodic current decreased, meaning that graphene
layers hinder the ET for this reaction. However, graphene is still rendered by the capability
from Pt to oxidize H2 O2 at this potential.
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Chapter 7

Challenges and prospects of graphene
on a flexible substrate

After seeing that the interface of graphene monoalayer electrodes dictates their electrochemical
properties, a method is needed to characterize the interfacial interactions locally. Hence,
the main goal of this part was the development of a scanning ion conductivity microscope
(SICM) that is capable of displaying local charges via an ion current. Since SICM is a
scanning microscope, surface charges can be investigated with a small spatial resolution. For
testing the SICM, soft samples are needed to avoid damages of the SICM tips. For this,
graphene monolayer electrodes were realized on a soft polymer substrate (PDMS). First, the
realization of PDMS supported graphene monolayer electrodes is discussed while after this,
the development of SICM and some preliminary measurements will be presented.
In Part A, graphene monolayer electrodes were mostly transferred onto Si/SiO2 substrates
and metals, which are comparably hard. In this section, the circle of materials graphene
can be transferred to shall be increased by another class of insulating substrates. Here, a
more soft and flexible substrate material will be used, in particular PDMS. This polymer
seems to be very promising to use as a substrate candidate since it is well-known through the
common use, especially in channel production. [52,121,219–222] It is easy to produce (see chapter
3.1.4), easy to handle (e.g. easy processable by cutting) and quite stable against chemical
treatment. Furthermore, the fabrication is not expensive at all and physical and chemcial
properties can be tuned and manipulated, e.g. by using an O2 -plasma treatment or other
functionalizations. [223,224]
Another reason to use flexible substrates for electrical or electrochemical sensors might be
the application in life sciences, e.g. as a flexible sensor applied to the skin of humans for
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the detection of moist, salts or other molecules of interest. PDMS hereby appears to be a
matching candidate for such sensors, since in the manufacturing process it is possible to
change the thickness of the polymer to make it an applicable sensor substrate.
Hence, PDMS is used as a substrate to realize graphene monolayer electrodes on soft materials.
Different transfer approaches of graphene and possibly appropiate substrates were discussed
lately. [225–231] However, the transfer methods were either not leading to continuous graphene
layers or were not applicable for the transfer to PDMS.
All this makes PDMS to a very interesting and on first sight potent substrate material
for graphene-based sensors. However, in the following part it can be observed that PDMS
shows some advantages that makes the transfer easy-processable but also some disadvantages
or challenges that dampen the usage of PDMS for such sensors. Nevertheless, this part
represents a usable guideline on how to fabricate graphene sensors on flexible substrates.

7.1

Graphene transfer on PDMS

In the first part, the transfer of graphene was established since the transfer protocol from
the previous parts was unable to be directly used with PDMS since it gets influenced by
different chemical and physical treatments. For this, three different kinds of possible transfer
protocols were evaluated here with different challenges and prospects in respect of graphene
sensors. Here, only the transfer protocols are discussed. The quality of graphene and the
success of the different transfer techniques will be discussed in part 7.2.
Stamping transfer
At first, a very simple and fast transfer technique of CVD graphene is discussed. In this
transfer method, a piece of PDMS is basically just put on top of CVD-graphene. To improve
the adhesion between PDMS and graphene, mild pressure is applied to the PDMS. After this
step, the Cu underneath graphene is etched in the same way it was done before. After the
etching step, residual etching solution is removed by rinsing it with water and the transfer
process is done. By using pressure to paste graphene to PDMS, graphene was effectively
stamped onto PDMS. Hence, this way of transferring grpahene on PDMS is called ”stamping”.
The other two kinds of transfers are polymer-assisted transfer methods. As mentioned
before in 3.1.1, polymer layer is applied to the top of graphene to protect the monolayer and
support it during the transfer process. For that two slightly different approaches were done.
On one hand the golden standard of poly(styrene) (PS) as protection layer was used and for
the other approach poly(vinylacetate) (PVAc) was used. The main difference between both
polymers lies in their solubility in organic media. While PS is soluble in toluene, PVAc is
soluble in an ethanol-water mixture. Thus, these two different approaches were chosen.
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PS transfer
Concerning the transfer using PS, the chemicals and materials are the same as used for
the CVD-graphene transfer on insulating materials as mentioned above (3.1.1) with one
additional step - the surface activation of PDMS using an O2 -plasma treatment. Before
that, CVD-grown graphene on copper foil (Graphenea inc.) was covered with a solution of
PS (50 mg/mL in toluene) via drop-casting and dried at 75◦ C for 15 min. A metal-ion free
etching solution of hydrochloric acid and hydrogen peroxide (1.4 M HCl and 0.5 M H2 O2 ) was
used to remove the copper layer underneath graphene for 7 min at mild shaking. Afterwards,
the polymer-coated samples were transferred onto PDMS. Note: Before transferring polymergraphene onto PDMS, the PDMS needs to be activated using O2 -plasma (0.5 mbar, 0.5 min,
50 W). The polymer-graphene on PDMS was then dried in a desiccator for 1 h. Then,
the polymer-covered graphene samples were heated up at 75◦ C for 1 h. Subsequently, the
polymer-layer was removed by rinsing 1 mL of toluene. Then, the samples were dried at
110◦ C for 1 h.
PVAc transfer
The PVAc transfer differs only in two points from that of the PS transfer. The transfer is
performed the same way but PVAc (60 mg/mL in EtOH/H2 O - 99:1% v/v) was used instead
of PS. After the transfer was succeeded, the PVAc was removed by rinsing the sample for at
least 5 min with a mixture of EtOH/H2O (95:5% v/v).
After the transfer of graphene was done, the quality of the transferred graphene was investigated and characterized.

7.2

Characterizing graphene on PDMS

The characterization and the evaluation of the quality of graphene was done in mainly three
steps by different microscopy techniques (optical microscope, Raman and AFM) and one last
step by performing electrochemical measurements using those electrodes (see 7.3).

7.2.1

Optical microscopy

The first step is to check the optical quality in terms of holes, cracks and rolled-up graphene.
One typical image taken for each transfer protocol is displayed in fig. 7.1. A graphene
electrode by stamping transfer is shown in fig. 7.1 a, where a typical layer of graphene
can be observed. Using this method, it is easy and fast to transfer small or big flakes of
graphene without using organic solvents, which preserves the PDMS susbtrate. However,
this methods also brings some drawbacks. One of this is indicated by the pink arrows. They
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highlight dirt particles on the sample surface. Since this methods lacks of the use of organic
solvents, it seems that the surface is not very clean, eventhough water was used to clean
the sample surface. Those impurities and dirt particles might influence the performance of
the graphene electrodes, as already mentioned in 4. Furthermore, the graphene structure
is widely disrupted indicated by the teal arrow, since pressure is applied on to the PDMS,
which leads to a local deformation of the polymer, and hence leading to a stretching and
ripping of the graphene layer. Only from the optical impression it can be concluded that the
structure of stamping graphene is not ideal, since on one hand the surface is contaminated
and on the other hand it is disrupted. Both facts will influence the performance as electrode
since it is very hard to connect small flakes of graphene for electrochemical measurements.
It can be observed that the transfer itself is easy to perform. However, the flakes are not
suitable as electrode in electrochemical measurements.

Figure 7.1: Optical images of graphene transferred with the three different methods: a:
stamping transfer, b: PS transfer, c: PVAc transfer. The arrows mark dirt or damaged parts
of graphene or the substrate. Scale bar is 50 µm.
Fig. 7.1 b presents a typical graphene sample with PS transfer. Here, graphene can be
identified easily by a slightly darker contrast. A typical structure was obtained including
small cracks and holes, and even grain boundaries that are very typical for CVD graphene
can be observed. The yellow arrows indicate big cracks that are coming from the substrate
material. Here, the toluene slightly attacked PDMS whereby the PDMS started cracking
up. Eventhough the cracks are coming from the PDMS, the graphene is also disrupted at
those positions. This leads to a decrease in the quality of the transferred graphene, since the
structure is disrupted and it is more difficult to use those samples as electrodes.
The PS transfer leads to big graphene flakes that can be connected to use as an electrode.
The structure is mainly continuous, however, at the positions where the PDMS cracks up
by the use of toluene, the electrode also cracks up and the high quality gets lost. This
shows that toluene leads to swelling fo PDMS and later on to cracking up of the PDMS
substrate. [232] This process needs to be avoided to obtain usable electrodes for electrochemical
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measurements. Hence, ethanol was the solvent of choice instead of toluene. By choosing
ethanol, the polymer for coating graphene should be changed as well. Here, it was decided to
use PVAc since it is also easy to produce in a similar manner the PS and can be dissolved
using an ethanol-water mixture. The optical result of this transfer is displayed in fig. 7.1 c.
Here, the structure of graphene is continuous, with only a minor number of cracks and small
holes. Some parts of graphene were rolling up as a consequence of adding solution to the
sample surface. Those rolled-up parts are indicated by the green arrow that confine the size
of the graphene samples. The three different transfer methods lead to graphene samples of
different quality characterized by using optical microscopy.

7.2.2

Raman spectroscopy

A further method to characterize the quality of graphene samples is the use of Raman
spectroscopy. This method can be used very easily and straightforward to characterize
graphene, since high quality graphene brings a very clear and simple response with Raman.
Fig. 7.2 shows the Raman spectra for graphene transferred by all three transfer methods.
The typical favorable graphene peaks are the G peak (∼1580 cm−1 ) and the 2D peak
(∼2670 cm−1 ). Those two peaks are present for all three graphene samples (stamping transfer:
red curve, PS transfer: blue curve, PVAc transfer: green curve) indicating the presence of
graphene monolayer there. A zoom-in of those regions of interest is shown in the top right
part of fig. 7.2. Here, both the 2D and the G are shown. The other peaks in the Raman
spectra are coming from the PDMS substrate and are independent of graphene. To describe
the quality of a graphene monolayer, usually the D peak (∼1350 cm−1 ) is used. Since the
presence of this peak leads to more defects, such as holes and cracks, that reduce the quality
of sp 2 hybridized carbon. Since the samples lack this peak, it can be concluded that the
quality is rather high and mostly free of defects at the measured positions. All graphene
samples showed a comparable high quality of graphene with a small amount of defects.
The data was collected using a JASCO NRS-4100 equipped with a laser with a wavelength of
λ = 532 nm (max. power 5.6 mW) and a 1650 x 256 CCD detector (Andor, air/Peltier-cooled,
operating temperature: -60◦ ) and a 900 L/mm grating and a 100x (NA = 0.90) objective.
The spectra were taken with an exposure time of 10s.

7.2.3

Atomic force microscopy

Stamping transfer
This transfer type allows us to differentiate between both graphene and PDMS in air. In
addition to the topography, the stiffness, the Young’s Modulus and the adhesion of the
surfaces were measured. For the stiffness, two values are obtained: 0.17 N/m for graphene
while PDMS shows a lower stiffness of 0.12 N/m (as shown in fig. 7.3). The resulting Young’s
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Figure 7.2: Raman spectra of graphene transferred by the three different approaches. The
zoom-in shows the spectral range important for judge the quality of graphene. The data was
collected with the help of Gloria Alexander and Tilmann J. Neubert.
Modulus shows the same trend where graphene with 40 MPa appears to be the harder
materials compared to PDMS with 15 MPa. While graphene shows a rather small adhesion
of 4.6 nN, PDMS shows a higher adhesion of 5.0 nN.
Under physiological conditions, i.e. in an aqueous buffered system, at pH = 7.2, IS = 100 mM
and a buffer capacity of c = 10 mM, clear differences between both materials seem to blur
since they are not easily distinguishable anymore. The stiffness lowers due to the aqeuous
environment to 0.12 N/m for graphene and 0.11 N/m for PDMS. The Modulus also decreases
to 15 MPa for graphene and 12 MPa for PDMS. The adhesion also decreases however, the
adhesion of graphene 1.5 nN is higher than the adhesion of PDMS 1.4 nN.
The biggest drawback of this specific transfer method is that the resulting graphene sheets
are rather small and mostly unable to be used as an electrode since the graphene is not
continuous as already mentioned before. Since a certain pressure is applied while putting
PDMS on top of graphene on copper foil, the sheet seems to deform and hence crack up
all over the surface. The other two following methods however, allow to use big graphene
flakes, up to an areas in the dimension of cm2 . However, the chemical treatment obscure the
true“properties of both materials.
”
PS transfer
The topography of graphene on PDMS using a PS-assisted transfer measured in air is depicted
in fig. 7.4. The graphene layer can be resolved easily from the PDMS substrate. The measured
stiffness seems to be equal for PDMS and for graphene using this kind of transfer, ∼0.22 N/m.
For the resulting Young’s Modulus, no big difference for both materials can be observed.
The mean value is centered around 46.5 MPa. The adhesion can be resolved better, leading
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Figure 7.3: AFM images of stamping transfer graphene on a PDMS substrate in air (a - d)
and in buffer (e - h). Typical information resulting from QI measurements were collected and
are displayed: Height (a + e), Stiffness (b + f), the resulting Young’s Modulus (c + g), and
Adhesion (d + h). The buffer properties are 10 mM buffer capacity, 100 mM ionic strength,
pH = 7.2. The used tip was SNL-10A by Bruker. The scale bar is 2 µm.
to 5.1 nN for PDMS and 5.3 nN for graphene. In physiological conditions, the properties
change. The stiffness decreases down to 0.142 N/m and the Young’s Modulus decreases to
23.2 MPa as well. The adhesion of both materials decreases as well, 1.9 nN for PDMS and
1.5 nN for graphene. When applying an aqeuous buffer to those materials, the mechanical
properties are changing due to different interfacial interactions.
For a rough idea, it can be said that both materials appear to get softer in aqeuous conditions
due to decreased surface interactions. Furthermore, graphene is less adhesive than PDMS
in physiological conditions. However, overall the stiffness of both materials does not seem
to be very different at all, even though one could assume that PDMS as a polymer should
be rather soft compared to graphene monolayers. But it seems that graphene mimic’s the
properties of the underlying substrate material, which is already known when it comes to
electrostatic and charge interactions. [188]
PVAc transfer
Here, PVAc was used instead of PS and toluene was replaced by an ethanol-water-mixture to
make this transfer more sustainable and eco-friendly and to avoid swelling nd cracking of
PDMS. However, the used chemicals in all transfer procedures seem to influence the materials
properties as shown in the following.
The same kinds of properties were investigated and are shown here. In the topography image,
the height difference between PDMS and graphene can be easily observed. In air, again the
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Figure 7.4: AFM images of PS transfer graphene on a PDMS substrate in air (a - d) and
in buffer (e - h). Typical information resulting from QI measurements were collected and
are displayed: Height (a + e), Stiffness (b + f), the resulting Young’s Modulus (c + g), and
Adhesion (d + h). The buffer properties are 10 mM buffer capacity, 100 mM ionic strength,
pH = 7.2. The used tip was SNL-10A by Bruker. The scale bar is 2 µm.

stiffness seems to be rather hard to distinguish between both materials. However, PDMS
shows a stiffness of 0.275 N/m while graphene shows a slightly higher stiffness of 0.285 N/m.
Accordingly to this, the Young’s Modulus shows a similar hardness of approx. 82 MPa for
PDMS and 84 MPa for graphene. In the case of adhesion, graphene shows again a lower
adhesion in air of 15.8 nN vs. 16.2 nN of PDMS. If physiological conditions are applied,
again, the stiffness as well as the Young’s Modulus are shifted to lower values: 0.250 N/m and
95 MPa for graphene and 0.245 N/m and 80 MPa for PDMS, while the adhesion is similarily
low for both materials around 1 nN.
It can be observed, that when using a slightly different transfer approach, the mechanical
properties of PDMS and hence graphene changes accordingly to different transfer chemicals.
When using toluene as solvent (PS transfer), both graphene and PDMS showed a higher
stiffness and Young‘s modulus compared to the use of ethanol as solvent (PVAc transfer).
Depending on the history of the samples, the mechanical properties change. Additionally, it
seems that graphene monolayers always seem to mimic the underlying substrate since it’s
only one atom layer.
Concluding this, using AFM a very broad and diverse picture about the (nano)-mechanical
properties of graphene and PDMS was obtained. What is striking the most is that samples
with a different chemical exposure show different properties. However, even if every method
brings up different characteristics, the values obtained for the different properties are roughly
comparable.
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Figure 7.5: AFM images of PVAc transfer graphene on a PDMS substrate in air (a - d)
and in buffer (e - h). Typical information resulting from QI measurements were collected and
are displayed: Height (a + e), Stiffness (b + f), the resulting Young’s Modulus (c + g), and
Adhesion (d + h). The buffer properties are 10 mM buffer capacity, 100 mM ionic strength,
pH = 7.2. The used tip was SNL-10A by Bruker. The scale bar is 2 µm.

7.3

Electrochemistry of flexible graphene electrodes

2+/3+

Figure 7.6: Electrochemistry of 1 mM Ru(NH3 )6
using graphene electrodes on PDMS
substrates. The solutions were buffered with 10 mM buffers with IS = 100 mM. (The
measurements in c were performed by Victoria Guglielmotti.)
In the end, to show the potent application for graphene electrodes on PDMS using the
introduced transfer methods, preliminary electrochemistry experiments were done. With that,
it can be shown that even though there are some challenges and issues with the transfer itself,
the resulting electrodes are still suitable to perform electrochemical measurements. Typical
CVs of those PDMS supported electrodes are displayed in fig. 7.6. The CVs displayed in
fig. 7.6 a and b were taken in each two pHs, at 2.3 and 7.2. The responses that were obtained
are typical. A small oxidation peak, or shoulder is visible at approx. -0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl and
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a corresponding reduction at approx. -0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. However, the shapes remind more
of microelectrodes with a sigmoidal shape and less of that response of a macro electrode,
which was obtained e.g. in fig. 5.1. The reason for this shape lies in the geometry, or more
specific the size of the electrodes. Since graphene is disrupted more often on PDMS than
on e.g. Si/SiO2 , it might happen that the size of the active“electrode is decreased because
”
of the cracked graphene layer. A smaller electrode size leads to a more sigmoidal shape in
CV. In contrast to this, a typical macroelectrode CV is shown in fig. 7.6 c. In this case, the
active electrode size is bigger and a typical shape was obtained. Additionally, the pH effect
2+/3+

for the ET of Ru(NH3 )6

(discussed in chapter 5) was also observed on PDMS supported

graphene monolayer electrodes, which is displayed in fig. 7.6 c.

7.4

Conclusions

Overall, the interfacial properties of PDMS supported graphene monolayer electrodes were
investigated. AFM is a very viable tool to describe such samples. Besides the usual information
about the topography, also information about how hard and stiff the sample surface is (stiffness
and Young’s Modulus) and how adhesive and sticky the surface is (adhesion) were obtained.
Thus, profound insights into mechanical properties of graphene and PDMS were gathered.
In general it can be said that it is easy to differentiate between graphene and PDMS in
air. Here, the contrast between both materials is high enough. However, when measuring
in a buffered solution, the properties of the materials seem to converge and it is harder to
distinguish between them. In general, when working in liquid environment, the interfacial
interactions are weaker, hence the mechanical properties decrease. Both materials appear to
be softer“than measuring in air. This clearly shows an influence from the environment to the
”
surface conditions. Furthermore, it is important to say that the absolute values obtained from
these measurements only give insight into the mechanical properties and can not be directly
compared since those measurements were done under different ambient conditions and also
with other AFM tips. Even though, it was the same kind, every tip differs from another and
can lead to slightly different results. Additionally, the samples differ to each other mostly
due to their different history. Meaning, by applying different e.g. organic solvents or physical
processes, such as solvents or O2 plasma treatment, the PDMS reacts to that in different
ways by changing or altering its own physical and mechanical properties. In conclusion, it
appears that graphene monolayers seem to mimic the mechanical properties of the substrate
material.
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Chapter 8

Scanning ion conductance microscopy
on graphene monolayer electrodes

The last part of this thesis will concentrate on scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM).
This method belongs to the family of scanning probe microscopy, like AFM (chapter 3.4) as
well. Within the scope of this thesis, a SICM setup was developed in the laboratory on the
basis of an AFM. This chapter will cover the SICM from its introduction and characterization
over to some first preliminary measurements that were gained from it.
The SICM consists of two Ag/AgCl wires that are connected via the electrolyte solution. One
wire is in direct contact with the solution and works as a quasi-reference counter electrode
(QRCE), while the other is located on the inside of a small glass or quarz capillary with an
narrowing tip. As a result of the connection of both electrodes, an ion current flows between
both electrodes through the pore in the pipette. The measurement principle of SICM lies in
the relation between the sample-tip distance and the ion current magnitude. In other words,
the flowing ion current determines the sample-tip distance.
A general scheme is shown in fig. 8.1 a. The approach is shown in fig. 8.1 b, where the tip is
used to scan the sample surface by height in a pixel-by-pixel manner including approaching
the surface (extend) und withdrawing (retract) from the surface similar to QI in AFM. This
technique was first introduced by Hansma et al. in 1989 [233] to display non-conducting sample
surfaces.
The ion current (I ) is generated by an applied potential between both Ag/AgCl electrodes
inside the tip and in the external solution. The resulting current I is defined by the total
effective resistance of the tip (R eff ) that itself is the sum of the pipette resistance (R P ) and
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Figure 8.1: Operating principle of SICM. a: A schematic setup of a SICM. One Ag/AgCl
QRCE is located inside of a nano-/micropipette (tip) that is filled with an electrolyte solution.
By applying a voltage, an ion current flows between this electrode and an external Ag/AgCl
QRCE through the electrolyte solution (light blue drop) and gets measured. b: The tip is
used to scan the tip-sample distance in a similar manner than AFM works as well. c: A
schematic circuit of the setup in a and b, where two main resistances (RP and RL ) are in
series. With this setup, it is possible to apply a voltage to the electrodes and measure a
resulting ion current. d: Calculations of approach curves (current-distance curves) using eqn.
8.3 and e: Calculations of the curves for the leakage resistance RL using eqn. 8.2 with a
SICM tip with three different inner tip radii ri as a function of the tip-sample distance z.
The used parameters for calculating the curves are r0 = 0.3 mm, ri = 10 (red line), 50 (black
line) and 100 (green line) nm, ra = 150 nm, LP = 10 mm, ρ = 1.09 Ωm and E = 100 mV.
f: The layout of the tip opening with the corresponding parameters.
the leakage resistance (R L ) that are in series as displayed in eqn. 8.1 and in fig. 8.1 c.
Reff = RP + RL

(8.1)

While R p only relies on the tip geometry, meaning it should stay constant during a measurement, R L depends on the distance and changes during a measurement. During a SICM
measurement, current-distance curves (fig. 8.1 d) are collected. Here, the tip starts far away
from the sample surface, measuring the highest current value (Imax ) that is mainly defined by
R p . Far away from the surface, R L is zero. The tip gets driven towards the sample surface in
a controlled manner. At some point, R L increases as the tip is getting closer to the sample
surface. The distance dependant behavior of R L is displayed in fig. 8.1 e. For smaller values
for ri (inner radius of the tip), the change of R L depending on the tip-sample distance is
higher than for a bigger ri . As the tip is moved towards the sample surface, R L increases
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since the opening between tip and sample surface is reduced. Hence, the current is decreasing
since the tip opening is subsequently closed by the converging sample surface. The whole
movement is driven by a piezoelectric stage, whereby the vertical motion is recorded. This
signal can be used as a feedback signal, where it is possible to extend the tip towards the
sample surface and after the current decreased by e.g. a setpoint of 3%, the tip gets retracted.
This can be done pixel by pixel whereby a mapping of the sample surface is possible. The
vertical movement of the tip depicts the sample surface topography.
As already mentioned, the tip geometry as well as the tip-sample distance dictates the
current-distance curves. For a conically tapered pipette, R p can be determined as follows:
RP =

ρLP
πr0 ri

(8.2)

Where ρ is the specific electrical resistivity of the electrolyte solution, LP is the length of the
conical pipette and r0 and ri are the outer and inner radius of the tip opening. The measured
current can be described by:
I(z) ≈ I0 (1 −

z0 −1
)
z

(8.3)

With z as the tip-sample distance and
E
RP

(8.4)

3r0 ri
ra
ln( )
2LP
ri

(8.5)

I0 =
and
z0 =

Here, ra describes the outer diameter of the thinnend tip ending. They are described in
a scheme in fig. 8.1 e. Those parameters can be used to describe the theoretical expected
current-distance curve of a SICM approach. For typical parameters (r0 = 0.3 mm, ri = 10 (red
curve), 50 (black curve), 100 (green curve) nm, ra = 150 nm, LP = 10 mm, ρ = 1.09 Ωm
and E = 100 mV) [148] different approach curves (current-distance curves) are obtained, see
fig. 8.1 d. At first sight, the different values for Imax can be observed. Those different currents
rely on the different values for RP since ri differ. Meaning with bigger tip openings, higher
currents can be measured since RP is smaller. Furthermore, it is apparent that the current
decrease (resistance increase) starts only at very close tip-sample distances. Where very
small tip openings (ri = 10 nm - red curve) show a current drop only at a few nanometers,
bigger tip openings (ri = 50 or up to 100 nm - black and green curves) show an earlier and
steadier current loss over a bigger distance. Hence, the tip opening ri will be a parameter of
great importance when it comes to well-resolved imaging as small changes in height can be
displayed in a higher resolution using smaller values for ri . However, using tips with a small
ri lead to a lower current than tips with a big ri . Hence, a reliable and low-noise amplifier is
needed. The approach curves will be cut-off at the setpoint (threshold) and the respective
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height (vertical position of the tip) or current (current value from the approach curve) can
be plotted as a function of the spatial position of the tip. Hence, a map that shows either
the current distribution or the topography of the sample surface are obtained.
By imaging with AFM, even if very soft tips and small forces are applied, still forces act onto
the sample. Using SICM it is possible to apply no forces at all when imaging a soft tissue or
cell surface. However, the preparation of SICM tips is more sophisticated than using AFM
tips in general.
Besides the display of the topography, maybe the most potent characteristic and the more
interesting expertise of SICM for this work is that it comes with the ability to display charges,
in particular surface charges, even if the sample is non-conducting. The physical measured
parameter is the ionic current. The ionic current depends on the presence of charges of the
solution and indeed of the sample surface since the feedback signal changes only directly at
the sample surface contact.

8.1

The setup

The whole setup of the SICM is based on the AFM Nanowizard 4 JPK BioAFM from Bruker
Nano GmbH. It is the same instrument that was used for the AFM images in the previous
chapters. The advantage of using this microscope is that it comes with a fast and stable
z-movement, i.e. it can approach the sample surface very fast with a rather low noise level.
Furthermore, the piezo that controls the final approach in a range of 15 µm is very precise
and stable over time. This gives a reliable tool, since the SICM measurements are mainly
based on the z-movement, i.e. the approach on the sample surface. In addition to the stable
and reliable hardware, with this microscope it is possible to feed in any signal that is desired
as a feedback signal, i.e. the signal that in the end decides if the sample is approach or
not. Some photos of the microscope to show the elements that were used and to depict the
implementation of small capillaries into this microscope are shown in fig. 8.2.
The general setup of the microscope is roughly devided in two parts. Fig. 8.2 a shows the
upper part (yellow arrow), which is the AFM head, where the measurement is done and the
bottom part (pink arrow), which is the controller that processes the signals to an image.
Fig. 8.2 b shows the head again. On the left side is the optical part. Beginning from the top,
it consists of a camera (1) combined with two LEDs (2) + (3) for illuminating the sample
surface. The whole optical body can be moved in the z-direction (4) to focus on the sample
surface. This optical path is feeded into the AFM head (5) to the surface underneath (6).
This construction sits on a table that stabilizes the sample (7). On the right side, there is a
holder for the head (teal arrow) that is used when the tip at the head is changed. The head
is placed upright on top of the holder. The last piece of hardware there is the I-V -converter
(orange circle). This connects the head with the controller underneath. It converts the current
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Figure 8.2: The setup of the SICM combined with the AFM Nanowizard 4 JPK BioAFM
from Bruker Nano GmbH. Different close ups of different parts of the set-up are shown and
marked here. The description of every single one can be found in the text.

signal coming from the head (in this case directly from the capillary) into a voltage signal
that feeds into the controller and defines the approach signal. Internally, the voltage signal
is converted in the software back again into a current signal. A close up of the controller
is shown in fig. 8.2 c. All the signals come together here. They are processed and, with a
certain software, displayed on a computer e.g. as an image. The huge advantage of this
specific AFM is, every signal can be used and feeded into the controller to process it. Possible
connections at the SICM and the process of data acquisition are discussed in the chapter 9.
Fig. 8.2 d shows a close up of the bottom part of the head. Here, three feet of the head
(white arrows) are marked, which drives the head towards the sample surface. The green
circle shows the tip holder with an integrated piezo element of the head. In this image, a
common AFM tip holder is mounted. Fig. 8.2 e shows a more detailed image of the holder
with a SICM capillary mounted. There are several components to observe. The holder for
the capillary was replicated from the AFM tip holder, optimized for capillary usage and
printed with a 3D printer (Ultimaker 3, Ultimaker, Netherlands) and polylactic acid (PLA)
was used (white arrow). At the tip, a capillary is mounted (red arrow), where the Ag wire is
connected to a cable (solid yellow arrow). This cable is connected to another cable at the
head (dotted yellow arrow) that leads the signal to the controller (dashed yellow arrow). The
wohle head needed to be grounded (green arrow) since high capacitive currents were observed
between the tip and the droplet during measurements. Finally, fig. 8.2 f shows the setup of
the SICM measurement like the scheme in fig. 8.1 a, but without liquid. The capillary (red
arrow) and the QRCE (Ag/AgCl as well - blue arrow) is placed in close vicinity to the tip.
Both electrodes are close to a sample surface of desire (white arrow).
A schematic circuit of the SICM setup is shown in fig. 8.3 a. Here, both electrodes are
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Figure 8.3: A schematic setup of the SICM. a: A simple circuit of this microscopy. Here,
it does not matter at all, where the voltage is applied and where the current is measured.
b: Charge distribution at the electrodes and the sample surface, accordingly to the applied
voltage.
connected to the controller underneath the microscope. Here, the potential was applied at the
QRCE and the resulting ion current was amplified, converted and measured at the capillary
electrode. Fig. 8.3 b depicts the charge distribution at the electrodes and at the sample
surface that will lead to the measured current values. However, this process will more be
discussed in the later part in chapter 8.2. This is a rather simple set-up, since the electronics
and the hardware as well are very precise and reliable in terms of stability. However, it was
more challenging to gain stable and reliable data from the measurements. The results will be
discussed in the following.

8.2

Results and discussion

Similar to the operating principle of the AFM, the SICM as well can operate at a local
spot or in the range of a certain area. Local measurements of different PDMS and graphene
samples as well will be disussed first in 8.2.1, while in the later part, entire mappings will be
discussed. Before this, a correct way to interpret measurements must be ensured. For the
following measurements, quartz capillaries from EPFL in Switzerland were provided.

8.2.1

Approach curves

For SICM, suitable samples are needed. Since this method was installed in the laboratory
for the first time, samples that are easy to handle and easy to measure were favorable. By
using graphene on Si/SiO2 , as it was done in the last chapters, the capillary tip would collide
with a very hard surface. Since the method is not optimized, most likely the tip would brake
easily leading to a capillary with an increasing tip opening, leading to an increased current
and the loss of sensitivity towards the sample surface conditions. To avoid this result and to
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make the capillaries more durable, PDMS samples were used in the beginning to characterize
the set-up efficiently by different transfer protocols for PDMS supported graphene monolayer
electrodes (see chapter 7).
However, before starting to investigate a sample surface, the tip opening needs to be
characterized. The capillaries were produced by locally heating up thin glass capillaries with
an outer radius of ro = 300 µm and an inner radius of ri = 150 µm. During the heating
process, the capillary is pulled with certain parameters till the heated part is thinning to
a certain thickness. Even if the parameters are the same in every pulling process, the tip
openings and their geometry can differ from capillary to capillary. To ensure a certain quality
of the tips, a simple electrochemical measurement was used. A simple CV experiment, or here
called an I-V-curve, was measured. From this curve, the resistance of the tip opening was
roughly estimated and from this value, the conductivity of the tip opening was determined,
which was based on a rough estimation between the conductivity and the tip opening with
comparable capillaries. [149] An example for this is given in fig. 8.4 a. Here, a linear behavior
in a range of approx. ∆I = 1.5 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). With the relation of current (I in A),
voltage (E in V ) and resistance (R in Ω), the latter one can be calculated as follows:
R=

∆E
∆I

(8.6)

Together with the following relation 8.6 of R and the electrical conductance σ (in S) 8.7, the
relation 8.8 is gained.
1
σ
∆I
σ=
∆E
R=

(8.7)
(8.8)

With this relation, an electrical conductance of σ = 1.1 nS was determined. By comparison, [149]
a tip opening diameter of roughly 10 nm can be assumed. For reference, a setpoint (threshold)
of roughly 20 pS was set. Tips with an opening bigger than that, lost their sensitivity and
could not be used for SICM measurements anymore. Using this value, it was decided if
the tips are small and sensitive enough to be used for investigating the surface charge of a
sample. An additional optical characterization can be done qualitatively. An example of this
is discussed in the appendix in fig. 9.11.
Fig. 8.4 b shows an I-V-curve as well. In this case, the behavior is not linear in that measured
potential range. Usually, a linear behavior, as already seen before, should be the ideal case.
A linear behavior is always favored, since for non-linearity other backgorund processes do
hinder the ion flow. Usually, it means that the movement of either cations or anions are
more favored than the other at an applied potential. [146] This effect is more obvious in lower
ionic concentrations. This is simply by different interactions between the charges of the ions
in solution and the charges at the capillary surface. In addition to this, the geometry of
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Figure 8.4: SICM on a PDMS surface. a + b: I-V -curve of different used capillaries
displaying the linear (a) and non-linear (b) behavior, c: Approach curve - or current-distance
curve - of the SICM tip with negative applied potential and d: approach curve with positive
applied potential. Both approach curves were obtained with the same capillary on the same
sample. e + f: Approach curves of the capillary from a, with either negative (e) and positive
(f) applied potentials. Note that the potentials were applied at the RE (Ag/AgCl QRCE).
The electrolyte solution used here was phosphate buffer with c = 1 mM, IS = 10 mM and
pH = 7.

the tip opening plays a role in this behavior. [144] Overall, the ideal case is still the linearity
of the I-V-curve. However, approaches can still be done with imperfect capillaries but the
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outcome might be not selective enough to display the sample surface correctly. After the
characterization of the tip, it was used to approach to the sample surface. A typical approach
curve was measured in fig. 8.4 c. As the tip approaches the surface, the throughput of ion
movement is decreased by an increasing tip resistance, resulting in a sudden decrease of
the current signal. Based on this approach curve, the sample surface can be characterized
qualitatively. In addition to this, the sampe approach was performed with a positive applied
potential. This is depicted in fig. 8.4 d. Here, a small increase in current followed by the
sudden decrease was observed.
The origin and the use of this phenomenon is discussed in different works. Bascially, an
ion current rectification is discussed in different approaches. [144–146] McKelvey et al. [147]
describe this effect as a surface-induced rectification as a result of the interaction between
the diffuse double layer (DDL) at the capillary and the sample surface. This comes from
the charge interactions where cations are pushed from the capillary outside leading to a
decrased ion current with a positive potential/bias inside the capillary. On the other hand,
with a negative applied potential, cations are accumulated at the tip opening due to the
relatively slow transport inside the capillary, leading to an increased ion current coming from
a high-conductance state at the tip opening. A similar description was done in Zhu et al. [163] ,
where the ion current rectification (ICR) is shown to be responsible for such effects. The ICR
describes the behavior of flowing current at negative potentials, relative to current flowing
at positive potentials. Here, positive surfaces enriches anions in the EDL, resulting in an
increased current at positive potentials inside the capillary. While at negative potentials, the
cation movement is hindered while the anion migration stays unaffected leading to no such
effects. However, with a further approach to the surface, the resistance at the tip opening
increases and begins to dominate the ion current leading in every case to a sudden current
drop sooner or later. Clarke et al. [162] relates this effect to the electroosmotic flow separation
that relies on different flow fields of cations and anions leading to such effects.
What all those works have in common, is that the current rectification is a function of the
ion concentration in solution. Meaning, the lower the ion concentration, the lower the ionic
strength, the bigger is the DDL at the capillary surface and the higher is the effect to observe.
With this knowledge, the surface charge of the sample can be interpreted qualitatively. It
can be said if the surface appears to be positively charged, negatively charged or even shows
a neutral, so no overall charge at all. Since the tip opening is usually in the dimension of
a few to tens of nanometer, this charge image is only a very local impression of the overall
sample surface. This was done in fig. 8.4 e and f. Here, the same position was approached
with different applied potentials with even different polarities. In e, the apporach curves
with a negative applied potential are shown. What can be seen here, is that different applied
potentials force different current values, with increasing E more negative I values were
measured, as already discussed in fig. 8.1 c. Here, by approaching the sample surface, the
current suddenly drops for every applied potential. Fig. 8.4 f depicts approach curves at the
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same position with positive applied potentials. Again, a higher current value with higher
applied potential can be seen. What can be further observed is current rectification. With a
close proximity of the tip to the sample surface, first a current increase followed by a sudden
decrease was observed. With increasing voltage, this effect enhances even more. [162] However,
by interpreting those approach curves, a negatively charged surface can be assumed here.

Figure 8.5: SICM approach curves at PDMS (top) and graphene (bottom) with positive
applied potentials (left side) and negative applied potentials (right side). All measurements
were done in a buffered solution at pH = 7.2, with IS = 10 mM. Note that those approach
curves were done with the very same capillary. The potential was applied inside the capillary,
i.e. the depicted polarity of the applied potentials are the negative from those in fig.8.4.
After careful interpretation, the results in fig. 8.4 can be used to make assumptions about the
charges at the sample surface. In contrast to this, the measurements in fig. 8.5 depict approach
curves with anomalous behaviors. Here, some artifacts were observed by approaching a
PDMS and also a graphene surface. The approach curves in fig. 8.5 a still look similar and
as expected: the current suddenly drops with a close proximity of the tip to the sample
surface. The approach curves in fig. 8.5 b are not expected at all. The current increases
with a decreasing distance of tip and sample to a certain maximum. After this, the current
drops again till the setpoint for the approach is reached. This is most likely not the effect of
the current rectification at the surface. Here, this effect reaches for at least 1 to more than
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3 µm. This is too long for the rectification effect, since this effects only occurs directly at
the DDL, mostly in the range of a few nanometers. The drawback of this phenomenon here
is that the tip penetrates into the sample for at least a few micrometers. This will damage
the tip irrespective if the sample is soft PDMS that eases with some pressure. This effect
will downgrade the quality and hence the sensitivity of the tip. The same characteristics are
observed by approaching on graphene at PDMS with the same tip. By applying positive
potentials (fig. 8.5 c), the approach curves occur as expected for a negative surface charge.
Compared to the approach at PDMS, the approach to graphene gives similar approach
curves with negative applied potentials (fig. 8.5 d). Various factors are speaking against a
rectifitcation effect at the DDL. The distance at which this effect here occurs is just too big
for an DDL effect and must be due to some direct interaction of the tip and the sample
surface, i.e. most likely it crashes and the tip opening changes accordingly to the crash.
And secondly, the shape and height of the current increase does not match the shape of a
rectification effect as in fig. 8.4.
The first attempts to approach graphene and PDMS surfaces were made with the goal to
differentiate between both and characterize them individually. However, no striking differences
could be observed. It is known that graphene at least on Si/SiO2 show a pI < 3 [52] . Typical
PDMS samples show a pI in the same regime. It can be that since both materials show a
similar pI and therefore a similar overall surface charge, the differentiation of both is more
difficult.

Figure 8.6: Approach curves to different materials: PDMS (grey box) on the left side and
graphene (black box) on the right side in different buffered pH regimes: pH 2.8 (red box)
and 7.2 (green box).
Another set of approach curves at a PDMS (grey box) and a graphene (black box) surface
were obtained in solutions with different pH. The approach curves are depicted in fig. 8.6. In
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a pH regime of 2.8, a more positively charged surface is expected, since the surface is more
protonated than in a pH of 7.2. However, the approach curves to PDMS do not show any
sign of a current rectification not in pH = 2.8 nor in pH = 7.2. Every approach curve show
only the current drop by coming close to the surface. No charge effect could be observed
here. In the case of a graphene surface, no current rectification was observed either. The
same behavior of a current drop was measured. Most likely, this was an issue of the used
capillary. Most probably, the tip opening was too big to display the current rectification
effect as the sensitivity of the tip is lost with an increasing tip opening. Furthermore, maybe
no effect could be observed due to the tip preparation or to local variation at the sample
surface. Such measurements were also obtained by approaching different samples. Those
results are unreliable since different data sets were obtained. The use of another method
could be more promising. In the future, using cantilever methods directly could bring more
accuracy extracting surface charges reliable.
A possible way to increase the probability of charge differences between PDMS and graphene
could be to functionalize the surface with different charged functionalities, such as e.g.
amines. For both cases this could be done relatively easily. By using graphene as an
electrode, it could be funtionalized using an electrochemical deposition, e.g. of anilines by
an electropolymerization reaction. The PDMS surface can be funtionalized using silanes,
e.g. (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) by a chemical condensation reaction with the
ethoxy groups of APTES and the hydroxy groups of PDMS at the surface. It seemed that
on some spots, the PDMS surface was functionalized and showed a positive surface charge,
while at other spots no funtionalization was observable at all. This could speak for a very
local funtionalization that was not spread over the whole surface. For a good comparison,
this needs to be verified with a reliable micriscope. This is planned as well in the nearer
future with this setup that was used in this work. Furthermore, different functionalizations
can be verified very reliable in a display of an area, where ideally both parts are present. For
this, Mapping is a suitable method. The first maps that were obtained with this microscope
will be discussed in the following part.

8.2.2

Mapping

For the realization of a reliable topographic information, resulting from the tip-sample
distance, mapping is suitable since it can directly display the topography. Before applying
this to a graphene sample, high size differences are needed. Since graphene shows a height of
approx. <1 nm, small differences are hard to display in the beginning. Additionally, a soft
material should be used to protect to capillaries from braking at contact. For this, again
PDMS was chosen. An ordinary PDMS sample shows a rather flat and smooth surface. To
gain a PDMS sample with steps and heights of more than a few nanometers, an inverse image
of a common CD-Rom was made. A CD-Rom is equipped with lines or grooves that can
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be written. By writing on a CD-Rom, a laser induces local changes in the crystal structure
leaving so called lands and pits. Usually, the pits are a bit deeper than the lands creating
the information that will be read with a computer. When PDMS is applied to this layer on
the CD-Rom, it fills out the lines with their lands and pits creating an inverse image of the
CD-Rom since the lines and pits are now more like hills and sumits. A surface like that, with
height differences of usually approx. 100 nm, should be easily measurable by SICM, since
common surfaces for SICM are cells and polymers. [128,141]
Optical images of the PDMS CD-Rom sample are shown in fig. 8.7 a and b. The lines with
the corresponding lands and pits are easy observable. A corresponding AFM image of this
sample is displayed in fig. 8.7 c. This image was obtained in contact mode with a SNL-10A
(Bruker) tip. The size of the image is 256 x 256 px. The lines with their lands and pits are
easy to observe. The lines show an average height of approx. 80 nm, while an average height
of approx. 150 nm in total was observed for the pit regions. Every part is easy to distinguish
from each other. This is also displayed in fig. 8.7 e. Here, the three different main parts of the
CD-Rom surface are sorted after their height starting with lands (0 nm), pits (80 nm) and the
bits (150 nm). Fig. 8.7 f shows a height profile of the AFM image in fig. 8.7 c corresponding
to the green line. The same sample was measured using SICM. The topography image is
shown in fig. 8.7 d with a resolution of 64 x 64 px. The height distribution histogram of
the SICM measurement is shown in fig. 8.7 g, while fig. 8.7 h displays the height profile.
From that, values for the height of the lines of approx. 90 nm and 160 nm for the pits were
obtained. This makes the topography information of SICM comparable to that of the AFM.
The display of the topography is a central measurement principle of SICM that needs to be
accurate and reliable. Only when this works successfully, SICM can be used for the charge
display in mapping as well, since the mapping is only a accumulation of single approach
curves taken in the measurement area. Since this is the case, every signal approach curve
can be analyzed and processed on a single basis and they can be put together afterwards to
give an image again.
This was done in fig. 8.8. Here, the topography is displayed (a), while every single approach
curve was processed and the change of the current was displayed either in a decrease while
approaching (negative, black values) or in an increase (positive, white values) in b. As
already discussed in the part before, this analysis step can be used to characterize the surface
charge of a sample. It was also discussed that it can contain errors that will lead to a
misinterpretation of the results. However, both analysis, the topography and the charge
display, are shown in fig. 8.8 c as an overlay. What is striking that the difference in the
charge display seems to depend on the sample surface. On the flat parts of the SICM, where
the capillary approaches directly perpendicular to the surface, the charge seems to be the
same qualitatively. However, when approaching on edges and height steps, the charge display
differs. The approach curves that were displayed in fig. 8.4 c and d are two example approach
curves resulting in this mapping. While the red curve in c was analyzed with negative/black
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Figure 8.7: Surface characterization of a PDMS sample displaying an inverse image of a
CD-Rom. a + b: Optical images of this sample, where the lines with their lands and pits are
observable, c: AFM topography of this sample measured in contact mode (256 x 256 px),
d: Topography image with SICM of this sample (64 x 64 px), e + g: Histograms of the
topography images in c and d measured with AFM (e) and SICM (d), respectively, with
the matching height distributions marked with blue arrows, f + h: Height profile of the
topography measured by AFM (f) and SICM (h) as indicated with a green line in c and d,
respectively.

values, the blue curve on the right in fig. 8.4 d was analyzed with a positive/white value for
the current rectification. Since the material is still the same PDMS, differences in charges can
be ruled out since the same material will lead to the same charge distribution at the DDL.
It seems that additionally to the current rectification comes another effect that depends on
material edges or more general the orientation. This mapping was actually the first successful
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Figure 8.8: Topography and surface charge of a PDMS CD-Rom sample with SICM. a:
Topography of the CD-Rom structure on a PDMS sample with the corresponding charge
analysis of the single approach curves in b. Here, the positive outcome (white pixels) describe
the approach curve with a current increase before decrasing again, coming from the current
rectification as discussed above. The negative values (black pixels) describe a usual approach
where the current suddenly decreases. Those approach curves were analyzed with a setpoint
of 2.5%, meaning at a current change of 2.5%, the appraoch was stopped and the current
value displays the surface charge interaction. Finally, c shows an overlay of both images
showing the relationship between topography and current rectification on this sample. Note
that the data analysis was done by Dr. Kannan Balasubramanian. The applied potential
was E appl = +0.2 V. The scale bar is 1 µm.
mapping in this process of installing this SICM. Hence, not much can be used to explain
this phenomenon. A good way to investigate this, would be to use different PDMS surfaces
with different functionalities leading to different charge distributions. A further meaningful
comparison would be to PDMS with graphene on top. It was not possible to measure this in
the context of this work, since there were so many difficulties concerning the SICM setup or
the stability of the capillaires.

8.3

Challenges of SICM

The last part of this chapter is dedicated to the challenges when working with this SICM.
It will discuss some errors and problems and will present some strategies to evade such
problems. SICM can be a very viable and powerful instrument to clarify and characterize
the surface charge of non-conducting materials. It can be used to qualitatively differentiate
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between positive, negative or even neutral charges on a sample surface to some extend as a
function of an applied voltage. However, specifically this SICM, which was demonstrated
here, still has some drawbacks or challenges that need to be overcome. Mostly, the setup and
handling are not yet optimized and that leads to irregularities or artifacts that complicates
the interpretation of results.
The first and maybe most important problem to face is the durability of the capillaries. Since
every contact with a substrate leads to a change of the tip, this needs to be avoided in any
way possible. On hard substrates, such as e.g. Si/SiO2 , the tip breaks immediately when
contacting the surface leading to an increased tip opening that leads to a higher current value
and to a loss of its sensitivity towards charge interactions. It needs to be ensured that the
tips are not damaged during the mesaurements. This can be done when the current signal
during the approach is perfectly stable and does not change over time during the approach.
Furthermore, the signal noise needs to be as low as possible to detect small changes during the
approaching process and then to stop the approach when the tip is surely not in contact with
the sample surface. One way to reach that is to use and AC signal for the approach and not
a DC signal. Since the AC signal is independent of the surface charges, the tip does not need
to penetrate the sample surface to overcome the current rectification. This could increase the
durability of the capillary. However, this process still needs some time to be implemented
into this setup. Furthermore, the data interpretation needs to be clarified. It needs to be
investigated what signal results from a current rectification and what kind of signal is based
on another effect such as direct contact with the sample surface and hence can be declared
as an artifact. For this, a lot more differenct surfaces needs to be investigated with different
surface conditions, e.g. funtioncalities with different charged groups. Additionally, it needs
to be explored how different tips behave since every tip opening is unique. After all those
steps are optimized, finally the SICM needs to be applied for samples on hard substrates, e.g.
Si/SiO2 since it is still the standard substrate material for graphene monolayer electrodes.

8.4

Conclusions

In Conclusion, SICM is a valid method to investigate charge-based surface conditions of soft
objects. Mostly, it was used to investigate cells, tissue or polymers with heights of several
tens of microns. It lacks basic investigations of smaller objects, such as graphene monolayers.
To overcome this lack, a SICM was installed in the lab premises. First of all, an already
existing AFM system was taken and optimized in a way that it could be used as a SICM. For
that, appropriate tip holder were designed, as well as the electronic connections were done
in a way that a DC signal from the two-electrode setup can be used as a feedsback signal.
Furthermore, the implementation of AC signals as feedback signals as an additional signal
for the approaching steps was developed to overcome charge-based effects that are displayed
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in a DC signal. However, the system is not optimized for using AC signals additionally.
After this, several approach curves were recorded on a PDMS surface as well as on graphene
monolayer sheets that were transferred on PDMS surfaces. Those measurements showed
that current rectifications, which can be observed in very close proximities between the
capillary opening and the sample surfaces, can be recorded and interpreted. However, those
measurements also showed the likelihood of other effects displayed in the current signal coming
mostly from crashing the surface and the high chance for misinterpretation. Further, it was
possible to not only record single and local approach curves for the surface characterization
but also record mappings, analogous to the QI mode of the AFM. Here, every single approach
curve, represented by every single pixel, could be processed individually. Hence, it was
possible to characterize a structured PDMS surface over a certain area. Here, some influence
like an edge effect was observable since the approach curves were different depending if the
tip approaching perpendicular to the plane PDMS surface or to an edge resulting from PDMS
islands. However, clearly more date needs to be collected to give a sophisticated evaluation
of this effect.
Lastly, despite all new and interesting features the SICM comes with, it still shows some
obstacles to need to overcome. In addition, a longer durability of the quartz capillaries was
discussed as well as the investigation of different charged surfaces that needs to be measured.
However, all the challenges and obstacles can be obtimized or even ruled out completely with
more time and effort to make the SICM a highly reliable and very accurate method to display
and characterize surface charge distributions of soft samples.
The main goal of this part was to study spatial variation of surface charges on a graphene
monolayer. However, due to small differences in topography and a limited surface charge
contrast between PDMS and graphene, the characterization could not be carried out as
well as obtaining a map of the GLI. However, the use of scanning microscopy methods to
understand the interface more spatially resolved is recommended.
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Chapter 9

Summary and outlook

This thesis features ways for fundamental and basic investigations of graphene monolayer
electrodes. It shows how to interpret those findings and it further presents possible ways for
designing sensors based on the foresaid investigations.
Part A
The first part focussed on the investigation of the electrochemistry and the electrochemical
properties of graphene monolayer electrodes. At first, the importance that graphene monolayer
electrodes need to be cleaned carefully (chapter 4) was investigated. Otherwise, the observed
electrochemical response results from the influences of residual parasitic impurities. In the
case of CVD-graphene grown on Cu, small amounts of Cu atoms still remain after the
chemical etching during the transfer. A simple method for removing such metal impurities
was introduced before. [65] A part of this work here was to display the influence of such
parasitic impurities. It was shown that depending on the analyte, such impurities have a
2+/3+

varying effect on the ET behavior. For the case of the outer-sphere cation Ru(NH3 )6

, it

was shown that Cu residues show no influence on the electrochemical parameters. For the case
3−/4−

of the inner-sphere anion Fe(CN)6

, the influence was big. The results indicate that when

the graphene surface is not clean (residual Cu), the ET is fast and electrochemically reversible,
while the ET for the clean and pristine graphene is hampered and sluggish. Depending on
the analyte, the ET kinetics on a graphene monolayer electrode are highly different in terms
of Cu residuals.
The findings lead to the discovery of a major difference of the ET from cations and from
anions towards graphene (see chapter 5). This effect was investigated by using different pH
buffers to ensure a reproducible surface charge distribution of the GLI. The resuts indicate
2+/3+

that cations (here: Ru(NH3 )6

) show increasing ET kinetics with increasing pH value,
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while for anions a trend with the opposite direction was found. Here, the ET kinetics of
3−/4−

Fe(CN)6

increased with a decreasing pH value of the solution. The reason for this is

attributed to the charged interface at the electrode surface accordingly to the solution pH.
The GLI is less negatively charged at a pH = 3, with a pI > 3, [52,188] while with increasing
pH, the surface gets more negatively charged. Leading to an increased ET for anions at lower
pH, since less negative charges are at the surface than at pH = 7. While for the ET of cations,
fast kinetics are favored at higher pH values since a more negatively charged GLI attracts
the cation stronger than a less negatively charged GLI in lower pH values. This effect of
supported graphene monolayer electrodes seems to be intrinsic since it was observable at
different supporting materials.
Connected to this, graphene was transferred on metals like Au. Here, no pH trend was
observable leading to the idea to use metals underneath graphene to overcome this interfering
effect. Instead of an electrostatic effect, an electrocatalytic effect was found that suppressed
the electrostatic effect. This idea lead to the fabrication of a new graphene electrode design:
the sandwich electrode (chapter 6). This electrode consists of two graphene layers with
electrodeposited metal particles in between. By using AuNPs between both graphene layers,
2+/3+

the pH effect that was earlier discovered for Ru(NH3 )6

could be removed just by using a
3−/4−

sandwich electrode. However, the effect could not be removed for the ET of Fe(CN)6

,

showing additional redox peaks that increased the complexity of these electrodes. Nonetheless,
by using PtNPs, a whole new chapter of graphene properties is initiated. The PtNP sandwich
electrode showed numerous fascinating properties. Such as, graphene works as a protection
layer or a cover for the Pt, whereby hydrogen adsorption processes are not able to be observed.
While on the other side, these electrodes can specifically utilize the electrochemical properties
of Pt that is located underneath the top layer by catalyzing Pt specific reactions that were
not observable on pristine graphene monolayer electrodes, such as the HER, the ORR or the
specific oxidation of hydrogen peroxide to oxygen. These electrodes show highly interesting
features that need to be investigated further to understand the origin of this properties and
the interplay between graphene and metal undearneath.

Part B
In the second part of the work, the aim was set to understand and characterize the interfacial
charges and substrate effects in a spatially resolved manner by using a SICM. To do so,
appropiate samples needed to be fabricated. Since the capillaries used for SICM can be
damaged easily, graphene monolayers were transferred onto the soft polymer substrate PDMS.
The first part concentrated on three different transfer protocols, where one protocol describe
the transfer by stamping a graphene monolayer onto PDMS and the two other protocls
described two different wet transfer processes. Here, PS and PVAc were used as supporting
polymer during the transfer. After removing them with toluene and an ethanol-water mixture,
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the samples were characterized using optical and atomic force microscopy. The stamping
transfer of graphene direclty on PDMS, left a disrupted layer of graphene, that was unable
to be used as an electrode for electrochemical measurements. The second transfer was
PS-assisted that lead to clean and large scaled graphene electrodes. However, the usage of
toluene altered the PDMS by swelling and subsequent cracking of the substrate that indeed
made the samples not usable for further electrochemical measurements. The third method
used PVAc as polymer and ethanol as solvent that led to rather small electrodes but with
good quality in the sense of the ability to use the samples as electrode. With the help of
AFM investigations, the mechanical properties of graphene and the underlying PDMS were
characterized. It was shown that both materials do not differ much since graphene seems to
mimic its underlying material most likely to its own very thin 2D nature. Furthermore, the
mechanical properties were softened when working in an aqueous environment.
An interesting tool to display charges of graphene electrodes is the use of SICM since it
can display local charges by their influence on an ion current flowing between the SICM
tip in very close proximity to the sample surface and another electrode. This method can
be used to investigate electrostatic forces and charge effects at the GLI. With the SICM, it
was possible to obtain approach curves at graphene and PDMS and to compare them. By
careful interpretation, the PDMS surface as well as the graphene surface were observed to
be negatively charged in physiological pH. Besides the surface charge characterization by
current rectification, also errors and artifacts of SICM measurements were discussed. By the
use of graphic imaging, a PDMS surface displaying the inverse surface of a CD-Rom was
investigated. The measured topography was in good comparison with the topography of
the same sample measured by AFM. Furthermore, it was shown that every single approach
curve, i.e. every pixel, can be analyzed and processed individually showing SICM’s ability for
surface charge investigations of graphene. The microscope setup still needs to be optimized
for a reliable and artifact-free imaging of graphene, however it is a very promising tool to
characterize e.g. a graphene surface.
This work will serve as a basis to design graphene-based biosensors considering the special
properties displayed here. The properties of graphene highly depend on the surrounding
environment, i.e. the substrate material and environmental parameters, such as solution
pH. For possible applications, the pH effect is of crucial interest that needs to be considered.
Especially for sensing of charged biomolecules, this effect could be exploited by increasing
the ET kinetics between electrode and analyte simply by changing the solution pH or substrate material. In further studies, results concerning graphene’s properties as membrane
that exploits the properties and specific interactions of underlying materials to increase
its performance need to be further confirmed and specified. As one important result, the
sandwich electrodes need to be further investigated in detail in terms of what properties from
Pt can be exploited and which properties are shielded by the graphene layer. Other metals
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underneath the top graphene layer should be exploited as well to create highly effective and
catalyzed graphene sensors, e.g. with Cu for CO2 detection. In this case, the top graphene
layer is highly important since Cu would oxidize otherwise. As another example, proteins or
biomolecules in general could be trapped between graphene sheets to exploit their chemical
activity but still hold them at the electrode surface, e.g. by using glucose oxidase for glucose
sensing. In general, a challenge will still be to correlate local interfacial effects and properties
with local electron transfer.
As another example, the use of SICM for different funtionalized graphene surfaces has to
be investigated in terms of applicability for detecting different charged graphene surfaces.
For this, the SICM setup needs to be improved for reliable and artifact-free measurements.
Here, the results need to be interpreted in a correct way and should not be misinterpreted as
some artifacts. The display of different kinds of functionalized graphene up to displaying
local charges of proteins or cells e.g. on a graphene surface are a possible application for an
improved SICM system. In the end, SICM can be used to display the charged surface of
proteins immobilized e.g. on graphene to determine conformational properties. Overall, this
work reflects the high capability of graphene monolayer as electrode material with highly
diverse properties.
This work represents a broad and fundamental, mainly electrochemical oriented characterization of graphene monolayer electodes. It shows the complexity of understanding a material
like graphene but still shows successful characterizations of such electrodes. It is not surprising that graphene hardly makes the step from academic research into an industrial use for
applications of the daily living. On the first sight, graphene appears to be a simple material
since the geometry is simple and plain. However, on second thoughts and after researching
graphene, still, even roughly 20 years after its discovery, it is still an open book. Effects and
properties that were never discussed before, can still be discovered and characterized. This
material evolves from a plain 2D material into a huge more-dimensional network of structural
properties connected to a broad variety of electrical/electrochemical observations. For more
interdisciplinary investigations, the possibilities of graphene grow even further. One could
say The sky is the limit“ concerning research opportunities of graphene. From an academic
”
research point of view, graphene is a like a box of chocolate since it is full of surprises.
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Besides investigating the ET of graphene monolayer electrodes exploiting inorganic redox
probes, it is of great interest to investigate the interfacial ET using organic molecules. To
know how the GLI interacts with organic molecules is of high importance to implement
graphene into potential biosensors. As a model molecule, MB was used. This redox mediator
was already introduced in chapter 3.2.3. The ET of MB was investigated for carbon-based
electrodes such as graphite or nanotubes. [173,234–236] In most cases, MB was either immobilized
or polymerized on the electrode surface to study the electrochemical characteristics. However,
it was used at relatively high concentrations in milimolar range. Since MB forms dimers and
trimers at concentrations above 30 µM, a concentration of 10 µM was used here. [237] Otherwise,
the electrochemical behavior of dimers and trimers would obscure the electrochemistry of
MB monomer. In the first part, the ET between a graphene monolayer and MB in solution
will be studied fundamentally. In the later part, the are of the graphene monolayer electrode
will be variied to study the influence of the electrode size. Since on one side bulk graphene
electrodes with big sizes were broadly investigated and on the other side very small graphene
edge electrodes are also in focus of research, a possible size and area effect of graphene was
investigated by decreasing the electrode area using photolithography from big sizes in mm
scale down to small electrodes in µm scale.

Area and contact effects in electron transfer
For investigating the ET of MB at a graphene monolayer, typical graphene monolayer electrodes were fabricated, as they were exploited in chapter 4 and 5. Those standardized
graphene samples are termed as Bulk electrodes. As mentioned before, the Bulk samples
have a typical area size of approx. 4 mm x 3 mm and are limited by the substrate size.
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Figure 9.1: Electrochemistry of MB at a graphene monolayer electrode. The scan rate
dependency of CVs (a) and of the peak currents (b) of 1 µM MB in acetate buffer (pH =
4.5).

A typical set of CVs of MB at graphene monolayer with varying scan rates is shown in fig. 9.1 a
with the ET from the oxidation and the reduction indicated. The values for the peak current
density of both processes (j pa for the oxidation and j pc for the reduction) were extracted
from the CVs and plotted in fig. 9.1 b as a function of the square root of the scan rate. Note
that the current values are normalized to the electrode’s area since for the upcoming part,
the current per cm2 need to be compared. From the CVs in 9.1 a, the peak spacing was
extracted and determined to be approx. 40 mV, which indicates a quasi-reversible 2-electron
transfer. By fitting the Randles-S̆evc̆ı́k equation for the peak values in 9.1 b, the diffusion
0
coefficients for the oxidized and reduced species DO/R
can be extracted using either j pa or j pc

(see chapter 3.3). Interestingly, it is not possible to apply this linear fitting to the values in a
good agreement, since it seems that over a broad range of scan rates, the linearity of the peak
currents gets lost. In most publications, only a very small range was fitted, approx. from 20
to 200 mV. However, if a rough linearity is assumed, the fitting using Randles-Sevcik gives
0
0
DO
= (0.22 ± 0.10) · 10−6 cm2 s−1 and DR
= (0.47 ± 0.18) · 10−6 cm2 s−1 for 8 different

samples. The values are in an expected order of magnitude as it was shown before (with an
estimated mean value of (7.1 ± 1.1) · 10−6 cm2 s−1 ). [172,173,238–240] In general, the diffusion
coefficient shows only a slight difference between the oxidized and reduced form of MB, which
means that the change in structure or charge of oxidized and reduced form does not have a
big influence on the electrochemical behavior. The diffusion coefficient builds the basis of
extracting the ET rate constant k 0 for those heterogeneous ET processes. However, common
models for extracting k 0 apply only for one-electron processes. Hence, the analysis of the ET
between graphene monolayer and MB will be discussed and analyzed in a qualitative manner.
Since MB needs a buffered environment to be present in a stable redox active form, and MB
in different pH values are well-established, there is no need to change the interfacial solution
here. Instead, it is more interesting to change the electrode physically. This means that the
geometry will be changed and not the electronic structure, e.g. by chemical modification of
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graphene. To change the electrode size of graphene is an emerging field with new methods to
fabricate e.g. graphene edge electrodes with higher and faster ET properties than graphene
macroelectrodes. [97,127] This rises the question of how does a graphene monolayer electrode
behaves in different sizes between macro- and microelectrode. Changing the area of graphene
monolayer electrodes was done using photolithography, a method where basically a graphene
monolayer can be dry-etched using a mild O2 -plasma and a protection layer on top of graphene
in form of a photoresist. This whole procedure was already discussed in chapter 3.1.2.
With samples from fig. 3.2 in chapter 3.1.2, cyclic voltammetry was performed as mentioned in
fig. 9.1. Additionally, a set of samples were realized, where the steps of the photolithographic
protocol were applied to Bulk samples but without any light radiation (termed as Control
samples). Fig. 9.2 represents some CVs from three kind of samples (Control was excluded
here).

Figure 9.2: CVs of 1 µM MB using different designs of graphene monolayer sheets. a
corresponds to Bulk in red color, b to (1 x 0.1 mm2 ) in blue and c to (0.1 x 0.1 mm2 ). The
color code refers to fig. 3.2.
The CVs of two scan rates are depicted here: 10 mV s−1 and 1000 mV s−1 (1 V s−1 ). While
for Bulk (a), a typical CV curve corresponding to a macroelectrode is observable, the case
changes for patterned graphene monolayer electrodes. For (1 x 0.1 mm2 ) (b) a curve more
tending to microelectrode-like behavior was measured and for (0.1 x 0.1 mm2 ) (c) shows an
ultra-microelectrode-like (UME) behavior at low scan rates, while at higher scan rates, the
non-Faradaic current overlays the Faradaic-current. In the best case, the redox peaks can
be guessed but it is not possible to characterize them specifically. Hence, they are excluded
from analysis, as it was said before. Additionally, the scale for the absolute current decreases
as the electrode’s area decreases due to photolithography that is already expected.
However, values for the peak spacing from all four different samples (Bulk, Control, (1 x 0.1 mm2 )
and (0.1 x 0.1 mm2 )) are plotted in fig. 9.3. First, the behavior of the formal electrode potential E 0 ’, coming from the anodic and cathodic potential E a/c will be discussed. In general,
using CV a formal potential in the range of approx. E 0 ’ = -50 mV for low scan rates (at
approx. ν = 10 mV) and E 0 ’ up to -90 mV for higher scan rates (at approx. ν = 500 mV up
to 1 V) was measured. This value is fairly stable and shows no major changes from sample to
sample, irrespective if pristine, as-transferred graphene or processed graphene monolayer (i.e.
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Figure 9.3: Evolution of the peak potentials E a , E c and E 0 ’ (a - d) and the peak spacing
∆E pp (e - h) for the electrochemistry of 1 µM MB using different designs of monolayer
graphene. All values were extracted from CVs, e.g. in fig. 9.2.

photolithiographically processed). Those values are in good comparison with other reports on
electrochemistry of MB, using other electrodes than graphene monolayer. [173,181,234,241] The
shift of E 0 ’ results from the shifts of E a and E c as explained before. It can be observed that
by increasing the scan rate, the anodic as well as the cathodic potential are shifting. For
Bulk, both values decreased to more negative potentials as it is shown in fig. 9.3 a, hence
E 0 ’ decreases as well. For Control only very minor changes in both anodic and cathodic
potentials can be observed in high scan rates (fig. 9.3 b). However, E 0 ’ does not differ
from Bulk. For the cases of photolithographic processed samples, the case changes somehow.
Both, anodic and cathodic potentials shift more with increasing scan rate. E a increases to
less negative and eventually even to positive potentials, while E c decreases further to more
negative potentials for both samples, (1 x 0.1 mm2 ) and (0.1 x 0.1 mm2 ) (fig. 9.3 c and d).
However, overall E 0 ’ stays approx. the same as for Bulk and Control. Even though, E 0 ’
showed no size dependency, the peak spacing, which is displayed in fig. 9.3 e - h did. A typical
increase of ∆E pp with increasing scan rate can be observed for Bulk. This phenomenon is
typically observed for ET characteristics of MB. In good agreement with this, Control can be
seen, since no major differences are observed after exploiting these samples. A whole new
characteristic show the photolithographic processed samples. In the case of (1 x 0.1 mm2 ) in
fig. 9.3 g, the peak spacing increses up to approx. 200 mV at ν = 1 V instead of a typical
observed value of less than 100 mV at the same scan rate. This trend is even more enhanced
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at smaller samples (0.1 x 0.1 mm2 ) in fig. 9.3 h, where ∆E pp of approx. 200 mV is already
reached at a scan rate of 500 mV. It was not possible to analyze the data at higher scan rates,
since the non-Faradaic current increased in a way that the redox signals were superimposed
and could not be analyzed. However, an increase of the peak spacing can be expected. By
concluding the findings shortly, an increase in the peak spacing, which displays an decrease
of the ET kinetics, for small and patterned graphene monolayer electrodes was found. The
chemical influence in terms of impurities or chemical modification of the electrodes can be
excluded since Control did not show a behavior like this at all. This increase can only be
explained by two things. First, the area of graphene monolayer is dictating the ET properties
in terms of regulating the ET kinetics or second, the contact area between graphene and the
pre-patterned Pt leads dictates the ET kinetics. The small contact area for the patterned
samples results from the kind of design that was used for patterning. A generic scheme of
this is shown in fig. 9.5 a and is indicated with the red color. While in Bulk and Control, the
contact area between monolayer graphene and Pt leads are very high since they are connected
over a long range along the Pt leads (as can be seen in fig. 3.2 a), the contact area for the
patterned samples are restricted to only the very tip of only one Pt lead with a length of
100 µm. Both possibilities will be investigated and further discussed in the following work.

Area effect in electron transfer
For an effect resulting from the electrode area, the method DipperEA was used. This method
was introduced before in chapter 3.1.3. A typical set of CVs obtained from DipperEA is
shown in fig. 9.4 a. The stirking fact here is that the current increases with the area of
the electrode. The electrochemistry starts with an UME-like behavior to a macroelectrode
behavior with distinct redox peaks. Furthermore, the behavior does not change noticably.
By regarding the peak spacing in fig. 9.4 b, no change of ∆E pp at ν = 100 mV s−1 can
be measured at all. Almost the same behavior can be observed at ν = 1 V s−1 with only
minor changes. Please note here, that the resolution while measuring CV needed to be on a
lower quality. Hence, small very small changes in ∆E pp could not be detected well. However,
eventual small changes do not lead to a change of the trend. The trend here is unambiguous:
the peak spacing does not change even though the area of the electrode increases from cycle to
cycle. Furthermore, as discussed before, the peak spacing is rather big with approx. 190 mV
at ν = 100 mV s−1 and approx. 340 mV at ν = 1 V s−1 . Usually, a value of approx. 30 mV
should be expected.
However, this experiment shows clearly that the increase in peak spacing is not a matter
of the electrodes area. With changing the area only the current values change, while the
kinetics stay unaffected. The following will discuss if the contact area between graphene and
Pt leads will lead to a modulation of the ET kinetics.
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Figure 9.4: Area effect of patterned graphene monolayer electrodes on the electrochemistry
of 1 µM MB. a: CVs with increasing electrode area at 100 mV −1 and b: ∆E pp at 100 mV −1
(red) and 1 V −1 (light red) of a sample with a small contact area (9.5 Layout A).

Contact effect in electron transfer
For addressing the contact areas, different photolitographically processed samples were
designed and exploited. Those are shown as a schematic in fig. 9.5. Here, the area of graphene
monolayer was changed as well as the contact area between the graphene monolayer flake
(light grey) and the underlying Pt-electrode (dark grey). The contact area is indicated with
different colors. With the change of the contact area, the influence of it should be explored.
For this, a small contact area like in fig. 9.5 A (red line) was chosen as it was before for the
sample design. Furthermore, the whole design for a graphene monolayer was shifted in a way
that the contact area was not restricted to the thickness of the Pt lead, but was along the
Pt lead as in B (blue line). Additionally, a layout was designed with on one hand a large
contact area (smaller than B, but big enough to expect a difference to A) and on the other
hand with a bigger width to see a potent effect in higher steps (see C - green line).
Using those different designed samples, insights into the ET characteristics of graphene
monolayers should be obtained. By repeating the DipperEA experiments, typical CVs were
measured that are shown in fig. 9.6 a for ν = 100 mV s−1 and b for ν = 1 V s−1 .
What can be observed first is that the current magnitudes of all layouts are more or less
comparable to each other. Between A (red) and B (blue) almost no difference the currents can
be seen. For C (green), a reduced current was observed. This might by due to the non-perfect
and non-intact structure of the graphene flake. The chance is high that the flake was broken
somehow and the real“or true“area was somehow different and smaller than assumed for
”
”
the analysis. This counts for both scan rates. Secondly, differences in the peak spacing can
be determined easily. The layouts of B (blue) and C (green) show no major difference in
both the peak spacing and the peak positions. This leads to the conclusion that on this scale
of the contact area, no differences in respect of the ET kinetics are observable. Comparing
those results to the layout A (red), a major difference in the peak spacing can be determined.
While the big contact area samples show a small peak spacing of approx. 50 - 60 mV at
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Figure 9.5: Different graphene monolayer layouts (A - C) for investigating a possible
area/contact effect. Note that the colour code from A - C is matching the CVs in the
following.

ν = 100 mV s−1 , an increased peak spacing of almost 190 mV again at ν = 100 mV s−1 was
observed leading to an effect of the contact area on to the ET kinetics of graphene monolayer.
The same trend was observed at a higher scan rate of ν = 1 V s−1 . For the big contact
areas, a peak spacing of approx. 150 mV was observed, while at a small contact area, a peak
spacing of more than 300 mVwas observed, speaking for a contact effect.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon could lie in the 2D nature of graphene. Since
the electrons of the ET need to travel, on one hand to and fro the Pt lead into graphene and
on the other hand between graphene and MB, within the same atomic layer, the electrons
could repell each other because of their charge. This phenomenon would not be observable in
graphene electrodes with a big area (e.g. Bulk ), but should be more pronounced when the area
is reduced more and more into e.g. a micrometer scale. However, the layout used in fig. 9.5 C
(green) did not show a difference to the reduced area used in B (blue). Hence, it seems that
only the contact area between Pt lead and graphene monolayer dictates the ET kinetics in a
way that at small contact areas, an additional potential barrier that needs to be overcome is
added compared to layouts with a bigger contact area. A very similar investigation was done,
where potential barriers as additional transport barriers at the graphene-electrode interface
were discovered using scanning photocurrent microscopy. [242] This work here, was the first
attempt to observe this potential barrier using electrochemistry.
For a more reliable conclusion, the same measurements were repeated with three different
samples with the same layout. The results are shown in fig. 9.7 for ν = 100 mV s−1 (a)
and ν = 1000 mV s−1 (b). What can be observed for Layout A is that despite Sample 1
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Figure 9.6: Electrochemistry of patterned graphene monolayer with different contact areas.
a + b: CVs of 1 µM MB for the three different graphene layouts at two different scan
rates: ν = 100 mV s−1 (a) and ν = 1 V s−1 (b). The evolution of the peak spacing as a
function of the graphene area again for the three different layouts at two different scan rates:
ν = 100 mV s−1 (c) and ν = 1 V s−1 (d).
showed a stable value for ∆E pp at ν = 100 mV s−1 (a) and ν = 1000 mV s−1 (b) that was
already discussed before, both of the other samples (No. 2 and 3) show a different behavior
at both scan rates (see fig. 9.7 a and b). Sample 2 shows for lower scan rate (a) a stepwise
decreasing peak separation in the beginning till an area of approx. 0.0013 cm2 . From this
point the peak separation increased slowly with an increasing electrode area. For the higher
scan rate (b), the behavior of ∆E pp varies. While at small electrode areas, the separation
first increases, then decreases again. Then, similar to the behavior at lower scan rates, the
separation increases again slowly with an increasing area greater than 0.0013 cm2 . In contrast
to this, Sample 3 shows a behavior at both scan rates that is more relatable to Sample 1
and not relatable at all with Sample 2. Here, ∆E pp seems to be stable. But at a closer
look, the separation decreases very slow with an increasing electrode area for both scan
rates. Furthermore, at ν = 100 mV s−1 Sample 3 shows a high offset to Sample 1 (approx.
>100 mV), eventhough the contact area is the same. Overall, for the Layout A no clear trend
can be observed since the data does not give a reliable impression here.
For Layout B (fig. 9.7 c and d), Sample 1 was discussed before. Shortly, it gives at lower
scan rate stable ∆E pp (c) values and an trend of increasing ∆E pp for a higher scan rate (d).
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Figure 9.7: Peak-to-peak separation ∆E pp of 1 µM MB with different graphene Layouts.
Layout A (red): ∆E pp at 100 mV s−1 (a) and 1000 mV s−1 (b), Layout B (blue): ∆E pp at
100 mV s−1 (c) and 1000 mV s−1 (d) and Layout C (green): ∆E pp at 100 mV s−1 (e) and
1000 mV s−1 (f) in acetate buffer (pH = 4.5). Note that 1, 2 and 3 stands for the numbering
of three different samples.

Sample 2 shows an increasing ∆E pp at lower and at higher scan rates. Which is only partly
comparable to Sample 1. Unfortunately, the data of Sample 3 was not able to be analyzed,
since the Faradic current compared to the non-Faradaic current was too small to be extracted.
Coming to conclude that at least at the higher scan rates, the same trend in two different
samples was observable.
The Layout C shows again no comparable trend between three samples. While Sample 1
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shows a stable peak separation in both scan rates (fig. 9.7 e and f), both Sample 2 and 3
show different behaviors. Sample 2 gives an increasing ∆E pp trend at very small electrode
areas followed by a decreasing trend at increasing area. This trend is observed at both scan
rates. Sample 3 shows for both scan rates the same overall trend; with increasing scan rate,
the separation also increases.

2−/3−

Figure 9.8: Peak-to-peak separation ∆E pp of 1 mM IrCl6
(left column - a + c + e,
2+/3+
pH = 2.3) and 1 mM Ru(NH3 )6
(right column - b + d + f, pH = 7.2) with different
graphene Layouts. The color code is the same as in the figures before. The Data was obtained
with ν = 100 mV s−1 .
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2−/3−

Figure 9.9: Peak-to-peak separation ∆E pp of 1 mM IrCl6
(left column - a + c + e,
2+/3+
pH = 2.3) and 1 mM Ru(NH3 )6
(right column - b + d + f, pH = 7.2) with different
graphene Layouts. The Data was obtained with ν = 1000 mV s−1 .

However, at first sight it seemed that a different size of contact area reflects in the peakto-peak separation ∆E pp in form of a higher potential barrier for small contact areas that
manifests itself in an increased ∆E pp as seen in fig. 9.6. By measuring more samples with
the same layout, it can be observed that the first impression can not be approved since
basically every sample shows a different behavior. Furthermore, it can not be approved that
a potential barrier can be measured coming from a smaller contact area.
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However, to see if this is only due to specific interactions between MB and graphene, the
same measurements were performed two other redox probes thats were already introduced
2+/3+

and exploited in the chapters before. For this, Ru(NH3 )6

2−/3−

and IrCl6

were chosen

since they are outer-sphere redox probes and should give reliable results. Some results for
both species are shown in fig. 9.8 for a lower scan rate of ν = 100 mV s−1 . The same data
measured with ν = 1000 mV s−1 is shown in fig. 9.9. It gives a very similar picture. For
every sample independent of the layout or redox probe, it can be observed that by dipping
more into the solution, the current increases slightly. This is due to the increased electrode
area that leads to a current increase. Besides this effect, no real trend is observable. Every
sample scatter in a different amount and no sample shows the same coherences as another
sample independent of the scan rate.
An additional and last effort was done to clearly proof the influence of the contact area
in electrochemistry and to maybe find out at which size the contact area effect does not
play a role anymore in electrochemistry. For this, a further layout was designed, where the
sample dips more into the solution with every further step and the contact area increases.
A sketch of the layout is shown in fig. 9.10 a. There are small rectangular graphene pieces
overlapping in the size of 10 x 20 µm on both sides of the Pt lead with a distance of 10 µm
to the next graphene piece. Hence, with every dipping step that is taken (with a length of
20 µm), two new pieces of graphene are in contact with the electrolyte solution. This ensures
a very controlled increase of the electrode and of the contact area, since every single piece
has a contact lentgh of 10 µm. Optical images of those pieces along the Pt lead are shown in
fig. 9.10 b and c from above the Pt lead (b) and on the bottom side of the Pt lead (c). The
2+/3+

resulting ∆E pp data for 1 mM Ru(NH3 )6

in a buffered solution of pH = 7.3 are depicted

in fig. 9.10 d for ν = 100 mV s−1 (square data points) and ν = 1000 mV s−1 (square data
points). What can be observed here for ν = 100 mV s−1 is that the peak separation does
not change as a function of the electrode area nor as a function of the contact area. The
value lies stable at approx. 120 mV. However, this value lies in the range as it was expected
by comparing with the values in fig. 9.8 b, d, and f. Note that the constant values are a
result of a rather low resolution of the potentiostat. In the case of ν = 1000 mV s−1 , first
a small decrease of ∆E pp was observed from approx. 200 mV to 140 mV. Since it can not
be compared to an area effect (compared to fig. 9.8 a, c and e), it could be the case that
this decrease results from an contact effect. This can be further evaluated using another
2−/3−

redox probe with a similar ET mechanism (outer-sphere). For this case, IrCl6

was used

(fig. 9.10 e, in a buffered solution at pH = 2.4). A decrease for ∆E pp can be observed for
very small electrode and contact areas. However, it is hard to tell if this really comes from
2+/3+

the contact area. Since for Ru(NH3 )6

a similar trend was observed but for the slower

scan rate, it might seem to be more of a scattering of values for both redox probes. Since
both molecules should have the same ET mechanism, an effect for only one of them can be
excluded. Additionally, a small indication for a trend was observed for different scan rates at
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Figure 9.10: Design and results of a further dipping experiment. a: Scheme to describe the
graphene layout with gray as graphene and orange as the passivation with PR SU-8. This
scheme should show the level of the meniscus for every single measurmenet (red line). b + c:
Optical images from this sample depicting the small graphene parts marked with white lines.
Furthermore, the Pt lead underneath graphene adjoins directly to the graphene parts as
indicated (b: bottom part of the image and c: top aprt of the image). The scale bar is 20 µm.
2+/3+
2−/3−
d + e: Values for the peak separation ∆E pp of 1 mM Ru(NH3 )6
(d) and 1 mM IrCl6
(e) as a function of the electrode area and as a function of the corresponding contact area.
2+/3+

both redox probes: a potent trend for Ru(NH3 )6
2−/3−

an indication using IrCl6

was observed at ν = 1000 mV s−1 , while

was seen at ν = 100 mV s−1 . Hence, no reliable observations

were obtained. Furthermore, since the values shown for different layouts in fig. 9.8 a, c, and e
also scatter quite strong from sample to sample, a real trend can be excluded again. If the
values in fig. 9.8 would not scatter that much, a more clear and reliable interpretation might
have been made. However, every graphene sample comes with a different constitution (in
respect of the grain sizes and local defects), it seems that every measurement might lead to a
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different result. And when the results differ that much, a true“interpretation can not be
”
made.

Conclusions
This chapter emphasized the usage of a small organic molecule for the investigation of ET
characteristics of graphene. Even though, the redox probe MB could not be used to extract
kinetic parameters, since the ET mechanism is still not explained, it could be used to find
interesting behaviors of graphene electrodes.
MB was used to characterize graphene electrodes in different sizes and shapes. This was
possible through the application of photolithography to fabricate different geometries of a
graphene monolayer. An electrode size dependency of the electrochemistry of graphene was
shown. In further investigations, a potential barrier for smaller graphene electrodes was found
that have been a result either of the electrode size or of the contact area between graphene
and underlying Pt lead. In careful dipping experiments, at first no size or area dependency
was found. In the further study, the influence of the contact area to the ET kinetics was
examined. By fabricating graphene electrodes with different electrode and contact sizes, with
the use of different layouts, a clear indication for a contact area effect could be observed.
However, by studying multiple samples, the first impression was disconfirmed as different
samples with the same layout showed differing behaviors that were not able to be compared
and hence, could not lead to a certain trend. Those results were first obtained using MB as
2+/3+

redox active organic molecule. Later, these results were confirmed by the use of Ru(NH3 )6
2−/3−

and IrCl6

as inorganic outer-sphere redox probes. An effect appeared when graphene

monolayer electrodes were fabricated and patterned. This effect occured from either a size or
an contact effect. Both effects were investigated by careful sample fabrication. However, no
proof for any size or contact effect was found.
The outcome of this chapter are mainly three different results. First, it showed that using
photolithography, different graphene electrode layouts were realizable in a very straigth
forward manner. Furthermore, it showed that small organic molecules are also viable redox
mediators for investigating the ET properties of an electrode. And lastly, by obtaining results
from only one sample, in some circumstances, no real propositions can be concluded from that.
It always takes more than one sample or dataset to give a reliable conclusion. Furthermore,
it shows that the reproducibility with graphene samples is not taken for granted and can be
a problem. This might be no new finding, however, it is crucial for these investigations and
furthermore applicable in general.
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This part focusses on mainly technical and instrumental issues of the development of an
SICM for surface charge analysis.

Optical characterization of SICM tips
Optical images were used to characterize the SICM tip openings qualitatively. An example is
shown in fig. 9.11 a and b. Both display a micrograph of the capillary ending in different
magnifications. The tip opening can not displayed using optical microscopy, since the opening
is smaller than the resolution of the microscope. For a, a 10x objective with NA = 0.30 was
used, combined with the shortest optical wavelength of λ = 400 nm leading to a minimal
resolution of d ≈ 670 nm. In b, a 50x objective with NA = 0.80 was used, leading to
d = 250 nm. Everything smaller than that lengths, can not be displayed with the respective
objectives. In fig. 9.11 c, a SICM tip approached to a graphene sample transferred on PDMS
is displayed in transmission mode from underneath the sample. The tip opening is located
inside the orange square, where a small spot of light can be observed coming from light
refraction at the tip opening. A more reliable method to display the tip opening could be
the use of an electron microscopes. However, such measurements could not be performed
because of the missing equipment for this. When a tip was of bad“ quality, it was discarded
”
and the next tip was prepared and used. This appeared to be more time efficient.
Challenges and obstacles of SICM measurements were discussed in the main text. An optical
example for a mapping that destroyed the sample by crashing the tip into it, is displayed
in fig. 9.11 d and e, where d displays the graphene flake before and e displays it after the
measurement. The mapping range is indicated by the red square. After mapping, the PDMS
surface was destroyed by crashing that can be observed by the black part, where the light
refraction is different due to holes and cracks in the PDMS structure. Furthermore, on the
right part inside the box, the breaking of the graphene layer can be observed since the tip
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Figure 9.11: Optical images of SICM tips for a qualitative characterization. a + b:
Micrographs of the tip opening of an SICM capillary. c: A graphene sample on PDMS. The
tip was approached to the PDMS surface inside the orange square. d: A graphene sample
before mapping, e: the same spot after mapping. The scale bar is 20 µm, except for a.
pushed towards the PDMS surface, it gets deformed and as a consequence, the graphene layer
broke into small flakes. This needs to be avoided by optimizing the measurement parameters.
The reason for this penetration can be of versatile reasons. On one hand, the tip opening
can be partially blocked either from the outside or the inside over time. The current signal
can vary or the tip was just to insensitive for approaching a surface in general, e.g. the tip
opening was partially on the side of the tip and not perfectly at the tip ending.

The setup Pt. II
In this short part, a possible connection is discussed that was used for SICM measurements. In
general, using this hardware, it is possible to use every signal as feedback signal or modulating
collected signals. The connections at the controller are displayed in fig. 9.12. Note that this
is the same image from fig 8.2 c in the main part.
In this specific SICM construction, the signal coming from the I-V -converter (red arrow),
containing basically the ion current, is fed into the controller in different ways. It can be
connected to Precision 5 (red circle) and can be selectively displayed in the software as direct
or raw signal. The other connection (Note, that the I-V -converter gives two outputs with
the same signal) goes into Modulation 5 (white circle), where it gets modulated by reversing
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Figure 9.12: Connections at the controller of Nanowizard 4 JPK BioAFM for SICM surface
charge measurements. The connections are discussed in the text.
the sign of the current signal. The signal leaves the controller at Axis 5 (gray circle) with
reversed sign and enters again at Precision 1 (yellow circle). The normal and unmodified
AFM uses Precision 1 as vertical deflection of the laser spot on the diodes. This is used as
the feedback signal for approaching on the surface. The whole AFM is designed in such a
ways, that only Precision 1 can be used as feedback signal. Meaning, every signal can be used
and displayed but only the signal in Precision 1 (in the case of the SICM, the (un)-modified
current signal coming from the I-V -converter) will control the measurement.

Data acquisition
The accumulation of data was done with the same software the AFM is operating. This
software was provided by the microscope manufacturer JPK. The software JPK NanoWizard
Control is a powerful user interface. It allows to collect data of far more than 20 different
channels simulaneously, even though only four different channels can be observed live during
the data acquisition.
A screenshot of the observation (here Real Time Scan) is shown in fig. 9.13 a. The data in
this figure was observed with a resistor with R = 100 kΩ. The data set in blue represents
the signal measured at Precision 1 or Vertical Deflection, which is displayd as the thick blue
circle in fig. 9.13 b. The same signal is connected to Precision 5 (green circle). Both signals
were measured at the same connection. However, with a modulation (blue dotted circle)
the signal was modulated, meaning the sign of the signal was inversed (blue thin circle).
This step was important for those approach curves, where the resulting current was positive.
Since the signal needs to increase to abort the approach (coming from the AFM and the fact
that the Vertical Deflection needs to increase for a successful tip approach) and for positive
currents, the signal would decrease, the signal needs to be modulated for those cases. The red
signal (and also the red circle) displays the applied potential to the resistor in 10 mV steps.
In the end, every signal that should be measured, is able to be recorded, saved and analyzed.
Furthermore, every signal of interest can basically be feeded into the controller as feedback
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Figure 9.13: The real time data acquisition of the AFM Nanowizard 4 BioAFM from
Bruker Nano GmbH. a: A real time scan of the different channels from the controller (b) with
red: applied potential, green: resulting current signal and blue: the vertical deflection signal,
which in this case is the modulated current signal. b: The connections for the measurement
from a at the controller. The applied potential is generated in Axis 4 (red circle), the resulting
current signal is measured at Precision 5 (green circle) and the Vertical Deflection signal
(blue signal) was measured after the sign modulation at Modulation 5 (blue dotted circle) and
Axis 5 (blue thin circle). Note that the color code is matching in both pictures. A resistor of
R = 100 kΩ was used.

signal.
All the data that is shown in this work, was collected as data from a DC Approach. That
means, that a DC signal was used as feedback signal, since as a result of the tip-sample
interaction, the current decreases. However, a few attempts were made to use an AC signal
as feedback signal [128,141,161] . This was also tried to realize in this work here. The controller
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has an integrated Lock-In. With this, it should be possible to feed in an AC signal instead of
a DC signal but still collecting the DC signal simultaneously. A further advantage of this
method would be, that the AC signal would not show a sign inversion as a result of ICR,
which will be discussed in the following chapter. The signal would then be independent of the
surface charges and would only change as a result of the tip-sample distance. Unfortunately,
till this point, the AC signal could not be integrated as a feedback signal yet, since the signal
itself is too weak, while the current signal is sensitive enough to display the surface approach.
Hopefully, this can be implemented in the nearer future.
However, by feeding in every signal as potent feedback signal and collecting data of numerous channels at the same time, this SICM approach is a powerful tool to investigate and
characterize the surface charge distributions of soft samples.
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